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PREFACE 

by Gopi Chand Narang 

Urdu is a major language of South Asia which has been gaining in popularity 

since the advent of independence of India and Pakistan. It is one of the eighteen 

national languages listed in the Constitution of India, as well as the national 

language of Pakistan. Unlike Arabic and Persian, Urdu is an Indo-Aryan language 

akin to Hindi. Both Urdu and Hindi share the same Indie base, and at the 

phonological and grammatical level they are so close that they appear to be one 

language, but at the lexical level they have borrowed so extensively from different 

sources (Urdu from Arabic and Persian, and Hindi from Sanskrit) that in actual 

practice and usage each has developed into an independent language. This 

distinction is further marked at the orthographic level, where Hindi uses Devanagari 

and Urdu uses the Arabo-Persian script indigenously modified to suit the 

requirements of an Indo-Aryan speech. With this context in view, although the 

grammars of these languages cover much common ground, nevertheless in order 

to do justice to the differing sociolinguistic paradigms, separate materials have 

to be developed for each of these languages, which taken together form the 

fourth largest speech community in the modem world. 

The grammatical tradition of Urdu and Hindi is now almost three centuries 

old, beginning with Ketelaar in the seventeenth century and continuing through 

Schultze, Forbes. Fallon, Platts, Shakespear, Gilchrist and others down to the 

nineteenth century. While Platts’ work has become a classic and is reprinted 

time and again, the others have fallen into disuse. Lately, with inputs from 

modern linguistics, and the fresh impetus given by Urdu’s new status as a 

national language as well as a cultural vehicle of the Indo-Pakistani diaspora, the 

need for new teaching materials is ever on the increase. The work of scholars 

such as Barker, McGregor, Russell, Shackle, Glassman, Pray, Naim and others 

has met some of the present need, however most of them have developed language¬ 

teaching books in which a discussion of the grammar is included as part of the 

pedagogical requirement. As far as I know, no reference grammar of Urdu (or 

Hindi) has so far been written, and it is precisely this gap which the present 

volume attempts to fill. 
I have known Ruth Laila Schmidt for more than twenty years, since her 

study of Dakhini Urdu appeared. She is widely travelled in India and Pakistan, 

spending years in research and teaching. Her research in the Dardic language 

Shina, and her Practical Dictionary of Modern Nepali, have in particular been 

well received. She belongs to that brand of South Asian linguistic scholars who 

deserve attention for their sense of dedication and thoroughness. It has been my 

pleasure to interact with her on this grammar, and I found the work fulfilling. 

Though the volume is called a reference grammar, I am sure it can profitably be 

Preface xv 

read from cover to cover in a systematic way. As such it breaks fresh ground, 

and I do hope it will serve as a model for future intrepid scholars in the difficult 

terrain of South Asian grammatical studies. 

New Delhi 

14 June 1999 



INTRODUCTION 

What is Urdu? 

Urdu is widely spoken not only in South Asia but also in the West. Worldwide, 

there are nearly 55 million Urdu speakers.1 

In Pakistan it is the national language and is used in instruction in most 

government schools, at the lower levels of administration, and in the mass media. 

The number of Urdu speakers in Pakistan has been estimated at almost 11 

million with the largest number in the province of Sindh, followed by Panjab. 

Urdu is also one of the 18 national languages of the Union of India. There 

are almost 44 million Urdu speakers in India, with the largest numbers found in 

the state of Uttar Pradesh, followed by Bihar, Maharashtra, AndHra Pradesh and 

Karnataka. Delhi is also a significant centre not only of Urdu speakers but of 

Urdu literature and publishing. 

Urdu is also spoken in Bangladesh, Afghanistan and Nepal, and has become 

the culture language and lingua franca of the South Asian Muslim diaspora 

outside the subcontinent, particularly in the Middle East, Europe, the United 

States and Canada. 

Historically, Urdu developed from the sub-regional language of the Delhi 

area, which became a literary language in the eighteenth century. Two quite 

similar standard forms of the language developed in Delhi, and in Lucknow in 

modern Uttar Pradesh. Since 1947, a third form, Karachi standard Urdu, has 

evolved. 

What does this work cover? 

Urdu: An Essential Grammar is intended to present as complete a description of 

the grammar of Delhi Standard Urdu as is possible in the space available. It does 

not cover Urdu phonology or the writing system. The inventory of grammatical 

structures has been compiled from existing textbooks as well as from texts 

typically read in second- and third-year Urdu classes. 

This work is a reference grammar rather than a pedagogical grammar. 

Grammatical constructions are grouped by topical headings: nouns, pronouns, 

adjectives, adverbs, verbs, etc., with a network of cross references to other 

sections. It is intended to serve a resource to which to refer as one reads texts; to 

1 Sources: The Summer Institute of Linguistics Ethnologue, Census of India 1991, Census of 

Pakistan 1981, Encyclopedia Britannica (Britannica Online). 

2 Tariq Rahman, Language and Politics in Pakistan, Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1996. 
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look up complex grammatical constructions, or review more elementary 

constructions; and with the help of the table of contents, index and cross-references, 

to look up individual sentences and analyse them without reading the whole 

book. Ideally one should be able to start anywhere in Urdu: An Essential Grammar 

and find the information one needs. 

Although one can certainly read this book from cover to cover, and the 

author has kept that kind of reader in mind, that is not its primary purpose. This 

means that some constructions must be looked up in several different places. If a 

person wishes to make a comprehensive review of the use of ne with perfective 

tense transitive verbs, he or she must consult all the following sections: §211, 

§510, §629 and §809, because thene construction involves a postposition, verb 

constructions, special forms of pronouns, and the notion of transitivity; and each 

of these is dealt with under its own heading. Cross references are provided to 

make the search easier. 

Transcription system 

The primary purpose of the transcription system, which is adapted from that 

presented by R.S. McGregor,3 is to provide a guide for pronunciation. The two 

main departures are: (a) the Arabic letters o £ j ^ ^ ^ are not 

distinguished, and (b) long and short e and o are distinguished as: e e/o 6 (even 

though short e, o are allophones of / i a u /). The purpose for transcribing them 

in this way is that the environments of short e, o are many, complex and often 

require a knowledge of the spelling of the word, or its origin; thus this convention 

is expected to be helpful to the reader. 

How should this book be used? 

This work is most useful to students who already have a basic knowledge of 

Urdu. The reader may begin by skimming the table of contents to get an overview 

of what is covered and how it is organized. A reader who knows what he or she 

is looking for may find it here. Alternatively, one may look up key words in the 

index. For example, the uses of the adverb bhl ‘also’ are listed in the index 

under 1)111’, ‘emphatic particles’, ‘modal adverbs’, ‘both ... and’, ‘neither ... nor’ 

and ‘relative words followed by bh!’. Finally, look up any reference and follow 

the network of cross-references. 

In the example sentences, the grammatical topic under discussion is highlighted 

by italicization of words in the Urdu transcription and the corresponding English 

translation. Occasionally, a literal translation holds the italicized equivalent. The 

following examples illustrate italicization. 

3 R.S. McGregor, Urdu Study Materials, Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1992. 
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daftari kam us ka nam mujhe malum hai 
official work I know his name (his name is known to me). 

If there is no italicization in an example, it is because the structure of the Urdu 

original and the translation are too disparate to permit the technique, because the 

entire sentence would need to be italicized, or because the relevant Urdu word is 

not expressed in the translation. For example, kya in the sentence below merely 

introduces a question, and is not translated. 

? A H LT 

kya ye ghara hai? 
Is this is a water pot? 
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x< y 

x+ y 

x ~ y 

f. 
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m. 
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sg- 
tr. 

AP 

PP 

VN 
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x is derived from y 

y is added to x 

y is a variant or inflected form of x 

feminine 

intransitive 

literally 

masculine 

plural 

singular 

transitive 

active participle 

passive participle 

verbal noun 



1 NOUNS 

Urdu has two grammatical genders: masculine (m.) and feminine (f.). Nouns 

may have special gender suffixes (marking), or be unmarked for gender. Nouns 

are inflected to show number (singular or plural) and case (nominative, oblique 

or vocative). 

GENDER AND MARKING 

101 Gender 

All Urdu nouns belong to one of two 

Masculine 

I53J larka, boy 

/Ocj bacca, (male) child 

ghar, house 

102 Marking 

All Urdu nouns may be additionally divided into two groups: those which are 

marked for gender (marked nouns), and those which have no special gender 

suffix (unmarked nouns). 

Plural nouns, excepting masculine unmarked nouns, have distinctive gender 

suffixes. See §107. 

103 Marked nouns 

Nouns ending in the masculine gender suffixes -a I, -a 0 and -aya ^ are 

masculine: 

153^ larka, boy ^ bacca, (male) child 

Lij* murya. rooster rupaya, rupee, money 

Extremely rarely, the suffix -a is nasalized, 

ulyS' kuam, well 

noun genders, masculine and feminine. 

Feminine 

^ lark!, girl 

ciriya, bird 

mez, table 
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Nouns ending in the feminine gender suffixes -I <£ or -iya b are feminine. 

larld, girl bacci, (female) child 

muryl, hen bja. ciriya, bird 

104 Unmarked nouns 

Nouns which do not end in the above gender suffixes are unmarked, and their 

gender must be learned. 

ghar, house (m.) 

flT” kam, work(m.) 

kitab, book (f.) 

Special attention should be paid to nouns that look like marked nouns, but are 

not. A number of common masculine nouns end in -i. They are either suffixless 

nouns that happen to end in -I, or nouns formed with the occupation suffix -i. 

s'* panl, water (suffixless) 

jahazi, sailor (j jahaz, ship + occupation suffix) 

Some feminine nouns end in -a, -a or -am. They are either suffixless words that 

happen to end in -a, -a, -am, or Arabic nouns in which the final -a e results from 

an Arabic suffix -t s which derives a feminine noun from a masculine one: 

\hava, wind, air (a suffixless Arabic noun) 

jaga, place (colloquial pronunciation of r&>■ jagah) 

ojJ lj valida, mother (term of reference) (< Arabic a) I j valid, father) 

ijL I ammam, mother (term of address) 

Feminine nouns formed with the suffix -iya should not be confused with masculine 

nouns. 

bJ*. ciriya, bird ( cira, male sparrow + diminutive suffix) 

105 Natural gender 

The biological gender of people or animals denoted by a noun usually determines 

the gender of the noun. 

<_)L main, mother (term of address) (f.) 

ujb bap, father (term of address) (m.) 

Nouns 3 

j l5bo 3 

daktar, doctor (masculine if a man, feminine if a woman) 

dastkar, artisan (masculine if a man, feminine if a woman) 

106 Some other clues to gender of nouns 

Some other suffixes or noun patterns help to identify the gender of nouns. 

Arabic loanwords 

Arabic nouns ending in -at oI -iyat oj and-a I are usually feminine, 

qimat, price 

haisiyat, status, capacity 

haya, modesty 

dava, medicine 

Verbal nouns of the pattern taffl are feminine. 

taklif, trouble 

jtasvir, picture 

Arabic nouns ending in -a o are usually masculine. 

/Juj* hamla. attack 
* 

qissa, story 

However, valida o-dlj , ‘mother’; taliba ,‘female student’; dafa 

‘time’, are feminine. Note also that not all masculine nouns ending in -a are 

borrowed from Arabic, as there is an increasing tendency to write chofi he « in 

place of final alif I : ghanta for ghanta ‘hour’ (indigenous Urdu); 

pata for pata lj , ‘address, information’; kamra «for kamra 1^5"”, 

‘room’ (Portuguese). 

Persian loanwords 

Nouns ending in the place suffixes -gah and -ae p are feminine. 

oJ 03 Lt ibadatgah, place of worship 

JASU. xaknae, isthmus 
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Nouns ending in the noun-forming suffixes -I <£ and -gi ^ are feminine. 

dosfi, friendship 

zindagi, life 

Nouns ending in the place suffix -istan or -stan Ob— are masculine: 

Ob~JfL pakistan, Pakistan 

jb^Joj registan, desert 

Indigenous Urdu words 

Most indigenous nouns ending in -u or -o j are masculine. 

Jl&j bha5, market price 

jJI alu, potato 

daku, robber 

However, personal names in rural areas are often formed by adding -u for men 

and -o for women: 

tajo(a woman’s name) 

y Lbj ramzanu (a man’s name) 

Nouns ending in the noun-forming suffixes -pan ^ and -pa b are masculine. 

bacpan, childhood 

larakpan, boyhood; childishness 

burhapa, old age 

Nouns ending in the diminutive suffix -i ^ _ ~ -iya b and the noun-forming 

suffix -i i£ are feminine. 

pahari, small hill (from pahar j L^o , mountain) 

bciriya, bird (from cira Ija. , male sparrow) 

silai, seam, sewing (from silna LL, , to be sewn) 

Li larnbal, length (from lamba Li , long) 

Nouns 5 

Nouns ending in the abstract noun-forming suffixes -ahat b-J > -avat cbji and 

-yat are feminine. 

ghabrahat, confusion 

bjlTj rukavat, obstacle 

NOUN PLURALS 

107 Forms (nominative case) 

There are different plural suffixes for masculine marked, feminine marked and 

feminine unmarked nouns. Masculine unmarked nouns have no plural suffixes. 

(a) The suffixes -a and -a (masculine marked) change to -e: 

<— \Sy> larka —> larke, boys 

^ bacca —> bacce, children 

If the suffix -a is nasalized (-am), the plural suffix is nasalized as well. 

uJyS' <— o'kuarh —> kuem, well 

(b) The suffix -aya (masculine marked) changes to -ae - -e: 

nipaya —> rupae, rOpe, rupees 

(c) Masculine unmarked nouns have no plural suffix: 

<— jj£ ghar —> ghar, houses 

(d) The suffix i (feminine marked) changes to -iyam: 

oLT^ Jlr larki —» larkiyam, girls 

(e) Indigenous feminine nouns ending in -iya take the plural in -iyam. 

Obj^- <— bj». ciriya —»ciriyam, birds 

(f) Feminine unmarked nouns add the plural suffix -era 

*r- i^jL5^ kitab —> kitabem, books 

<r- Ijj dava—> davaem, medicines 
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Reduction of penultimate short vowel 

When suffixes consisting of long vowels, including the nominative and oblique 

plural and the vocative, are added to roots containing two or more short vowels, 

the penultimate short vowel of the root is reduced or lost. 

Ojj-c. aurat, woman + -em aurtem, women 

•*0 bahen, sister + -em —> bahnem, sisters 

Table 1: Plural of nouns 

Singular Plural 

Masc. marked 153) larka & larke 

kamra kamre 

rupaya rupae, rape 

kuam kuem 

Masc. unmarked ghar ghar 

Fem. marked lark! oUj! larkiyam 

Id* ciriya ciriyam 

Fem. unmarked kitab kitabem 

108 Non-count (mass) nouns 

Non-count (mass) nouns do not have plural forms. 

bahutpaoi 

a lot of water 

- £ 

ham are pas kafi cini hai 

We have plenty of sugar. 

If one has occasion to speak of more than one variety of non-count nouns, they 

may be pluralized. However plural amounts of non-count nouns are usually 

qualified by the measure or container used to hold them. See §116. 

Nouns 7 

hamare pas do tarah kl daleih haim 

We have two kinds of lentils. 

INFLECTION OF NOUNS 

Nouns may occur in the nominative, oblique or vocative case.1 

109 Nominative case 

Nominative nouns most commonly occur as the subjects of verbs. (In perfective 

tenses, however, the subjects of transitive verbs take the postposition ne, and are 

in the oblique case. See §629.) 

_ ^ Ejj (ji-f-j 

/aria yah am rahta hai 

The boy lives here. 

rupaya kal mile ga 

The money will be available tomorrow. 

A nominative noun may occur as the direct object of a sentence. 

- Oj? L'LJf~jjl Oj? LjTtjrr. 

maim kam karta hum aur rupaya kamata hum 

I work and I earn money. 

110 Oblique case 

Whenever a noun is followed by a postposition (for example, ko , ‘to’; ka 

ITT‘of ; mem ^ , ‘in’; $e ‘from’, etc.), it occurs in the oblique case. The 

ergative postposition ne also takes the oblique case of nouns. (See Chapter 

5 for information about postpositions; see §211 for pronouns before ne.) 

1 The term ‘case’ is used in this work to refer only to bound nominal suffixes (nominative, 

oblique and vocative) described below and in Chapter 2. Other grammarians treat grammatical 

postpositions (Chapter 5) as case markers. According to this school of thought, a noun followed 

by the ergative postposition ne is in the ergative case; a noun followed by ko is in the dative 

case, and a noun with no postposition is in the nominative-accusative case. 
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Oblique singular 

Only masculine marked nouns have a special oblique singular suffix. 

(a) The suffixes -a and -a (masculine marked) change to -e: 

[f <— ITJ) larka —> larkeka 

l f,s yS <— tyS kamra —> kamre ka 

If the suffix -a is nasalized (-am), the oblique suffix is nasalized as well. 

I<— kuam-* kuem ka 

(b) The suffix -aya (masculine marked) changes to -ae - -e: 

L5"< 15"<— rupaya —> rupae ka, rupe ka 

(c) Feminine nouns and unmarked masculine nouns do not change. 

15"*r- J ghar gharka 

15" \^y larka lark! ka 

L5"c_jIx5" kitab—» kitabka 

Examples 

or* ^ jy 
larkeka bhai karacl mem hai 
The boy’s brother is in Karachi (lit. the brother of the boy is in Karachi). 

is kuem ka pan! thanda hai 
The water of this well is cold. 

JjTv'jS 
ghar ka kiraya tin hazar rupae hai 
The rent of the house is three thousand rupees. 

- ^ >*■" J*5 

kitab ki qimat do sau rupae hai 
The price of the book is two hundred rupees. 

Oblique plural 

All plural nouns have oblique suffixes (except Perso-Arabic nouns with borrowed 

Persian or Arabic plural, or dual, suffixes; §1405; § 1503-§ 1504). The oblique 

plural forms are derived from the nominative plural forms as shown below. 

(a) The plural suffixes -e and -em change to -orii: 

irojsy 
L5" Ojy^ <— ^yS' 

IT” ojj^5" <— 

larke —» larkom ka 

kamre-4 kamrdmka 

kuem -> kuom ka 

rupe —> rupdm ka 

kitabem —> kitabom ka 

(b) The plural suffix -iyam changes to -iyom: 

15" Oy^y <— oU53J larkiyam —> larkiyom ka 

(c) The suffix -om is added to the suffixless masculine unmarked forms: 

15" oj<— y$y ghar —> gharom ka 

Examples 

- ^ t-W ojyS"Jl 
in kuom ka pan! thanda hai 
The water of these wells is cold. 

- o* 

gharom ke kirae muxtalif haim 
The houses have various rents (lit. rents of the houses are various). 

- ^ or* ^OySy 

larkiyom ka bhai karaci mem hai 
The girls’ brother is in Karachi (lit. the brother of the girls is in Karachi). 

kitabom Id qlmatem muxtalif haim 

The books have various prices (lit. prices of the books are various). 
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Table 2: Oblique case of nouns 

Singular Nominative Oblique 

Masc. marked 153J larka 
& 

larke 

kamra kamre 

rupaya AJ-> ‘ £j: rupae, rupe 

kuam kuem 

Masc. unmarked ghar J ghar 

Fem. marked larki larki 

ciriya kU ciriya 

FEM. UNMARKED kitab c-ilxT" kitab 

Plural Nominative Oblique 

Masc. marked larke 0jS3) larkom 

kamre 03 kamrom 

rupae, rupe OyjJ rupom 

kuem 03y^ kuom 

Masc. unmarked ghar gharom 

Fem. marked o40) larkiyam OjS}) larkiyom 

(jbJ^». ciriyam Oyij*- ciriyom 

Fem. unmarked kitaberh OjjbT" kitabom 

111 Oblique nouns resulting from dropping of ko 

The postposition ko, ‘to’, ‘at’ is often dropped in expressions describing movement 

to a destination. The noun remains in the oblique case. See §507. 

Nouns in time expressions also appear in the oblique case. See §1309, §1311. 

112 Expressing totality 

Numbers, time words and the pronoun sab may occur in the oblique plural to 

express totality or an indefinitely large amount. In numbers 20 or lower, it tends 

to express totality; in higher numbers it expresses an indefinitely large amount. 

The following words ha' 

Basic form 

j:> d5, two 

sau, hundred 

« sab, all 

special stems before -6m. 

Stem before -om 

don- 

saimkar- 

4-.—u sabh-2 

Stem plus -dm 

Oj3j donom 

saimkarom 

Osabhom 

Totality 

- I 
path coin mehman a gae 

All five guests came. 

- b Oj) ; •11 1 

unborn ne sabhom ko bulaya 

He called every single one o/them. 

Indefinitely large amounts 

Oj 

saimkarom daraxt 
hundreds of trees 

vo ghantom rofi rahl. 

She went on crying for hours. 

Totality may also be expressed by a phrase in the pattern: X ka X, where X is a 

repeated noun, noun phrase or the pronoun sab. In this expression, the oblique 

plural is not used. 

che ke chc mehman a gae 

All six guests came. 

ag mem jangal kajangaJjal gay a. 

The entire forest burned in the fire. 

sare ke sare daraxt jal gae 

Every last tree burned. 

_ l/iJ LTc_^ 
sab ka sab lut gaya 

Every last thing was looted. 

113 Vocative case of nouns 

The vocative singular suffix is identical with the oblique suffix. The vocative 

plural suffix is *6 j . 

The vocative is used only towards persons or objects identified with persons, 

and does not occur very often. Vocatives may be introduced by the vocative 

interjections, 6 jl , ai <s \ , ‘o’ or are ^ A , ‘hey’ (§1217). 

2 This stem is actually derived from sab hi (sab; ‘all' + hi, emphatic particle). 
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The nominative form of beta, ‘son’ is sometimes used in place of the vocative, 

addressing both boys and girls. 

Table 3: Vocative case of nouns 

Singular Nominative Vocative 

Masc. marked I53J larka larke 

Masc. unmarked bhai bhai 

Fem. marked larld larld 

Fem. unmarked bahen ^ bahen 

Plural 

Masc. marked 

Masc. unmarked 

Fem. marked 

Fem. unmarked 

Nominative 

^Sy> larke 

bhai 

larld 

l\^i bahen 

Vocative 

larko 

bhaiyo 

jSj] larkiyo 

j bahno 

Examples 

-J! yol1 ^ 

bets, idhar ao 
Son, come here. 

- / ( J 

bacco, suno 
Listen, children. 

! ^ jl 

o rikie valel 
O rickshaw drived 

• yri j-?' 

bhaiyo aur bahno!3 
Brothers and sistersl 

3 See ’Reduction of penultimate short vowels’ under §107 for loss of penultimate -e- in bah(e)no. 

«l 

Nouns 13 

REPETITION OF NOUNS j 

114 Simple repetition 

The doubling of nouns expresses variety or multiplicity. 

- urt £ £ £ £ Or* UlTS 
is dukan mem tarah tarah ke masale milte haim 

Various kinds of spices are available in this shop. 

- £ £ £ *» 2 
ham ne faqir ko gall gall dhumda 
We searched for the faqir in lane after lane. 

115 Repetition with an echo word 

Nouns (and other parts of speech) are sometimes repeated with a rhyming echo 

word, often one beginning with v- j. Echo words beginning with v- have no 

meaning of their own; their function is to generalize the meaning of the first 

word. Sometimes an echo word has a meaning of its own, but its independent 

occurrence is much less frequent than its occurrence in the compound. 

cabi vabi 
something like a key (< cabi, key) 

l» Ia ^ |»y 

dhurn dham 
pomp and show (< dhum, pomp; dham, splendour) 

NOUNS AS UNITS OF MEASURE (116) 

Nouns describing measure, quantity and price may behave like adjectives and 

precede the nouns they qualify. Used in this way, they are not followed by the 

possessive ka. Marked masculine measure nouns (camca, rupaya) take plural 

suffixes when they denote a plural number. Feminine measure nouns (piyali, 
bald) do not. 

£ 2s3) 
pacas rupac mitar 
fifty rupees (a) metre 

do camce dm 
two spoons (of) sugar 
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car piyali cae do bald pan! 
four cups (of) tea two buckets (of) water 

However, if the noun is not used like an adjective, it inflects in the usual way: 

mujhe pan! ki do baltiyam cahiem 
I need two buckets of water (two different buckets, both containing water). 

When nouns showing units of measure, time or money are preceded by numbers, 

they do not take the oblique plural suffix. 

obj 
sau dafa se zyada 
more than one hundred times 

- OjT ^ 2^3^ urr* 
maim do ghante mem aum gi 
I will come in two hours. 

_ Ul £O-i 3* 

do din ke bad ana 
Come after two days. 

But: 

_ U1 Jjo 

kuch dinom ke bad ana 
Come after a few days. 

OTHER PARTS OF SPEECH USED AS NOUNS (117) 

Many adjectives can also be used as nouns. See §319. 

A few Perso-Arabic loanwords, including naujavan , ‘young man’; 

yairmulki ^£L», ‘foreigner’; numainda o-UjIc , ‘representative’, and nouns 

denoting nationality, are classified as both nouns and adjectives. See §319. 

Participles are essentially verbal adjectives. Both imperfect and perfect 

participles may be used as nouns (though it is infrequent). See §906, §911. 

The infinitive is a verbal noun and is used as a noun in sentences. See §639. 

2 PRONOUNS 

There is no distinction between the masculine and feminine genders in Urdu 

pronouns. The same pronoun is used for both ‘he’ and ‘she’ (the verb phrase 

often provides the information, however). There is on the other hand a distinction 

between proximate and distant in the third person: Urdu distinguishes between a 

‘he/she/it’ which is close at hand, and a ‘he/she/it’ which is at a distance. 

Urdu pronouns may refer to singular or plural people or things. Plural pronouns 

referring to people may refer to two or more people (grammatical plural), or to a 

single person respectfully (polite plural). 

Like nouns, pronouns may occur in the nominative case (for example as 

subjects of sentences) or in the oblique case (followed by postpositions; §208)/ 

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS 

201 ye, ‘this’ and vo, ‘that’ 

The demonstrative pronoun ye, ‘this’ refers to something or someone close at 

hand. The demonstrative pronoun vo, ‘that’ refers to something or someone 

further away. The demonstrative pronouns ye and vo are identical in form to the 

personal pronouns ye and vo (meaning ‘he’, ‘she’, ‘it’). 

In the nominative case, the plural forms of ye and vo are identical to their 

singular forms. Only the verb shows whether the pronoun refers to a singular or 

plural noun. 

Examples 

ye kya hai? What is this? 

£ [ Jr £ H ye ghara hai This is a water pot. 

ye kya haim? What are these? 

ye ghare haim These are water pots. 

In the oblique case, however, ye and vo have distinct singular and plural forms. 

1 See Chapter 1, footnote 3 for a definition of the term ‘case’ as used in this work. 
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Nominative and oblique demonstratives 

Nominative Oblique 

Singular ^ ye o-l ■* 

aj vo O-* m 

Plural ye 0} in 

vo 
. .* 
(j! un 

Examples 

? ^ LTfU iT^j 

is ka nam kya hai? 

What is the name of this? 

? ^ Lrru 
us ka nam kya hai? 

What is the name of that? 

un ko kya kahte haim? 

What do you call those? 

ham in ko ghare kahte haim 

We call these water pots. 

The demonstrative pronouns also function as adjectives. 

ye ghara bara hai 

This water pot is big. 

- oj 

vo kuam bahut gahra hai 

That well is very deep. 

- £ ^cri 

is kuem ka pan! than da hai 

The water of this well is cold. 

Pronouns 17 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS 

202 Forms 

Table 4: Persons and cases of personal pronouns 

Nominative Oblique 

Singular 

1st person maim, I 4*^ mujh 

2nd person y tu, you 4?^ tujh 

3rd person vo, he, she, it J us 

Plural 

ri ye, he, she, it 
u-1 is 

1st person 
r 

ham, we 
r 

ham 

2nd person y tom, you 
r5 

tom 

VT ap, you Jf 
V ap 

3rd person •j vo, they o\ un 

ye, they dj in 

203 Honorific levels in second person pronouns 

There are three second person pronouns: tu, tom and ap. The use of tu is very 

intimate, tom is non-honorific, and ap is honorific. 

tu is used only when addressing a small child in one’s own family, one’s 

y beloved, God, as an insult, or as a reproof to a servant or subordinate. It 

occurs commonly in poetry (where according to convention, the poet 

addresses his beloved). 

tom is used when addressing one or more persons of lower status, children, 

pJ or close family members younger than oneself. Persons of equal status 

may address each other as tom in informal social situations. When 

addressing small children in another person’s family, one should use 

tom, not tu. 

ap is used when addressing one or more persons of higher status, persons 

VI to whom respect is due, or family members elder than onself. It is also 

used by young persons to elderly persons (even if the elder is a servant), 

to skilled persons (of all socio-economic ranks), and by parents to 

children, to teach them good manners. Finally, persons of equal status 

generally address each other as ap in formal social situations, such as 

an office or a formal event. 
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ap is also used as a third person polite plural pronoun meaning ‘he’, ‘she’. 

o! This is even more honorific than vo + plural verb, so is used to refer to 

persons to whom a high degree of respect is due (including revered 

religious personages, especially the Prophet Mohammad (pbuh)). 

Examples 

- ? £ Vj [S'y 

tu kya kha raha hai? muriih khol 
What are you eating? Open (your) mouth (to a very small child). 

(f^) 

(turn) baitho 
(You) please sit down. 

turn itni rat gae kaharh ja rahi ho? 
Where are you going so late at night (to a younger family member)? 

ajpbaithie 
You please sit down (to an elder). 

ap se darxast hai ke hamem apne fann se navazem 
He (an honoured poet) is requested to favour us with his art. 

204 ham used as a first person singular pronoun 

The first personal plural ham is sometimes colloquially used in place of the 

singular, maim. By referring to himself as a member of a group, the speaker 

makes himself slightly more anonymous. The use of ham may also reflect a 

person’s assumption of social superiority or superior status, ham is also used in 

place of maim in poetry. 

■V*' £ S ^ y> f*-» 

£ ^ 

ham ko un se vafa Id hai ummld 

jo nahlrhjante vafa kya hai 
I hope for loyalty from the one 

Who does not know what loyalty is (Ghalib) 

205 Omission of personal pronouns 

Personal pronouns, especially tu and turn, are often omitted in sentences, since 

the verb provides information about person, number, gender and level of respect. 

» iVv 
kya karo ge? 
What will you (turn) do? 

»loi/V 
kya karem ge? 
What will you (ap) do? 

i.rf'ojSV' 
kya kar raha hai? 
What are you (tu) doing? (reproof) 

. if jju jr 
kaljaumga 
I (maim) will go tomorrow. 

206 log as a plural specifier 

The noun log, ‘people’ may be added to plural personal pronouns to specify or 

emphasize plurality. The resulting phrase is masculine plural. 

(otf) 

(y) SjJ 

(u*> 

(erf) °J 

ham log (haim) We (are) 

turn log (ho) You (are) 

ap log (haim) You (are) 

vo log (haim) They (are) 

207 Nominative pronouns 

Nominative pronouns most commonly occur as the subjects of verbs (except for 

transitive verbs in perfect tenses, where the subject takes ne (§510, §629). 

maim yah am rahta hum 
/live here. 

- s ijrH 
vopas mem rahta hai 
He lives nearby. 

A nominative third person pronoun 

of a sentence, referring to a thing. 

q- Jf Sv (**» 

turn kah aril rahte ho? 
Where do you live? 

“ Lrf “3 

vopas mem rahte haim 
They live nearby. 

occasionally occurs as the direct object 

maim ne ye parha hai, vo nahim parha 
I have read this, not that. 
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208 Oblique (inflected) pronouns 

Whenever a pronoun is followed by a postposition (for example, ko jS , ‘to’ 

ka 15^, ‘of’, mem ^ , ‘in’, se ^, ‘from’ , etc.), it occurs in the oblique case, 

as shown in the following examples. 

The functions of location and direction, as well as many grammatical functions, 

are shown in Urdu by postpositions, described in Chapter 5. 

The oblique case of the pronouns ham, turn and ap is identical to the nominative 

case. 

- J[ L^yf 

malik sahib ap ko cae pilaem ge 
Mr. Malik will give you tea to drink. 

- ^ <*** A ft 

ham par zimmedari hai 

The responsibility is ours (lit. on us). 

The pronouns maim, tfi, ye and vo, however, have distinct oblique case forms. 

See Table 5, p. 21. 

malik sahib mujh k52 cae pilaem ge 
Mr. Malik will give me tea to drink. 

• J-* ' A s£ ^ 1? ■ & 
tujh ko niriid ai hai, munni? 
Are you sleepy, child (lit. is sleep coming to you)! 

- ^ Ji O' 
un par zimmedari hai 
The responsibility is his/theirs (lit. on him/them). 

- lf4 cr\ j 
is mem koi £ak nahim 
There is no doubt about (lit. in) this. 

2 An alternate form, mujhe , is however more common than mujh ko S'The 

pronouns tu, turn, ham, vo and ye also have alternate forms. See §210. 

Pronouns 21 

209 Exception to §208 

First and second person pronouns occur in the nominative case before the 

postposition ne . See §211, Table 6. 

210 The suffix e ~ (h)em replacing ko 

The postposition ko ‘to’, ‘at’ shows (a) animate or specified direct objects 

and (b) indirect objects (§505). Following pronouns (including personal, 

demonstrative, interrogative and relative pronouns, except ap) it may be replaced 

by the suffix e ~ (h)em. This usage is more common than the usage with ko, 

especially in the spoken language. Both usages are shown below in Table 5. 

Note: the spelling with o (choti he) shown below is more common than 

spelling with a (dd ca&ni he), except in mujh, tujh. But all the alternate forms 

can also be spelled with a . 

Table 5: Oblique pronouns + alternate forms of ko 

Pronoun + ko Pronoun +e ~ (h)em 

Singular 

1st person mujh ko tA>^ mujhe 

2nd person tujhko tujhe 

3rd person jTj usko J use 

\A isko ise 

Plural 

1st person jS'r? ham ko lp*? hamerh 

2nd person turn ko lpH* tumhem 

ap ko — — 

3rd person un ko unhem 

ink5 LP^i lpHI inhem 

Examples 

- Lrt 
xurSId sahib mujhe cae pilate haim 

Mr. Khurshid gives me tea to drink (lit. gives tea to me). 
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£ [S'iyj <_U 

dil-e-nadam, tujhe hua kya hai 

Foolish heart, what has happened fo you (Ghalib) 

? ^ 
kya tumhem kuch cahie? 

Do you need anything (is anything needed to you)? 

? b Ej LT” <-jI 

ap dc unhem kya bataya? 

What did you tell them? 

211 Pronouns before the postposition ne 

When pronouns occur as the subjects of sentences, the sentence verbs agree with 

them in gender, number and person. There is an exception to this rule: the 

subjects of transitive verbs in perfect tenses agree with the direct object, and the 

subject is followed by the postposition ne (see §510, §629). When followed by 

ne, first and second person pronouns occur in the nominative case. Third person 

singular pronouns occur in the oblique case. Third person plural pronouns have 

special forms which occur only before ne. 

Table 6: Forms of pronouns before ne 

Nominative Pronoun + ne 

Singular 

1st person maim, I A or4 
maim ne 

2nd person y tu, you M tune 

3rd person b3 vo, he, she, it A*' us ne 

Plural 

ri ye, he, she, it A cr! isne 

1st person ham, we Ar? ham ne 

2nd person 
r£ 

turn, you A d turn ne 

V1 ap, you iy 1 
ap ne 

3rd person °3 vo, they A unhom ne 

ri ye, they A inhom ne 

3 ^ unhorfi ne, etc. is also correct, and reflects the phonology more accurately. But the 

spellings given here are the ones in common use. 
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Examples 

- ^ b-o ijrr» 

maim ne malik sahib ko cae pilal 

/ gave Mr. Malik tea to drink. 

? I j lj tj 

turn ne bazar se kya xarida? 

What did you buy in (from) the market? 

? LT^j lj! 

ap ne sarak par kya dekha? 

What did you see on the road? 

- ^p-> 

ham ne umtom ka karvam dekha 

We saw a caravan of camels. 

- ^ji ^ 0“' 

us neumt par savari Id 

He rode on a camel. 

- ^A ^ 

unhom ne umt par savari Id 

They rode on a camel. 

212 Possessive forms of personal pronouns 

The possessive forms of pronouns are grammatically adjectives, and agree with 

the nouns they qualify. The possessives are shown in Table 7 on p. 24. 

The possessives are marked (§301): they have suffixes that inflect to show 

mera bhai, my brother 

men bahen, my sister 

mere validain, my parents 

us ka bhai, his/her brother 

us ki bahen, his/her sister 

us ke validain, his/her parents 
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lj l(-i’ tumhara bhai, your brother 

cSj LfC tumhari bahen, your sister 

^ Jj 1 j lfJ: tumhare validain, your parents 

Table 7: Possessive forms of personal pronouns 

Nominative Possessive 

Singular 

1st person urr* maim, I U* mera 

2nd person y tu, you U5 tera 

3rd person 6J vo, he, she, it o us ka 

Plural 

/O ye, he, she, it is ka 

1st person 
r 

ham, we Ijly hamara 

2nd person y turn, you bV* tumhara 

y| ap, you iTyT ap ka 

3rd person vo, they iTjl un ka 

ri ye, they iTjl inka 

REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS 

213 The reflexive possessive adjective apna 

The possessive adjective apna, ‘one’s own’ is substituted for the possessive 

forms of personal pronouns when the subject of the sentence possesses the 

object, apna agrees with the noun it qualifies. 

- 4*^.1 

ah mad apni ghari dekh raha hai 

Ahmad is looking at his (own) watch. 
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- Ojf L> yL5"^j\ ^ 

maim apnl ldtab parh raha hum 
I am reading my (own) book. 

WRONG 

WRONG 

- dj? Lj Jbjj (Sjr* (jr* maim men kitab parh raha hum 

. Li ham hamare ghar mem rahte haim 

apna can also be used after possessives for emphasis: 

- £ iSjcr* ri 

ye men apnl gari hai 
This is my own car. 

214 xud and ap,‘self 

Both xud and ap mean X-se/f (myself, yourself, himself, ourselves, themselves, 

etc.), xud is the commoner of the two. 

- Oyf lyl*. ob ^rr* 

maim xud dalctar se bat kama cafata hum 

I want to speak to the doctor myself. 

- \S <-)Lj yT ^ 
maim ap vaham gaya 

I went there myself. 

215 apne ap, xud, xud baxud 

To express something that someone does by himself, without help from others, 

or something that happens spontaneously, apne ap or xud may be used. 

- ^l^v ri yl ^ 

ham ne apne ap ye pul marammat kiya 

We repaired this bridge by ourselves. 

ham ne xud ye pul marammat kiya 
We repaired this bridge by ourselves. 

bijli apne apjal uthi 
The electric bulb suddenly lit up by itself. 
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xud baxud, ‘of one’s own accord’ may be used with intransitive verbs to express 

‘by himself’, ‘by itself, etc. 

- ^ 

bijli xud baxud jal uthi 
The electric bulb suddenly lit up by itself. 

216 apas mem, ‘among’ 
Something people do ‘among’ themselves (reciprocally) is expressed by apas 
mem: 

log apas mem bat kar rahe the 
The people were talking among themselves. 

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS 

217 kya, ‘what?’ 

kya means ‘what’ (referring to things). It is also used as an adjective qualifying 

a noun, especially before oblique case nouns, where it means ‘which’ (§220). 

kya shares its oblique case with kaun. See §220, Table 8. 

Interrogative words usually come right before the verb. See §1006. 

^ ri ^ H 

ye kya hai? ye kya haim? 
What is this? What are these? 

? £ rli LTlT^jp 

ap ke dost ka kya nam hai? 
What is your friend’s name? 

218 kya marking questions and exclamations 

kya may also be used as a question marker, turning a statement into a yes-or-no 

question. It is not translated. 

? ^ li/ri LT 

kya ye ghara hai? 
Is this is a water pot? 
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kya may introduce an exclamatory sentence. 

! ii t 

kya mazedar khana hai! 
What delicious food (it is)! 

219 kaun, ‘who?’ 

kaun means ‘who?’. It is occasionally also used as an adjective, qualifying a 

noun. The singular and plural froms of kaun are distinguished only in the oblique 

case. In the nominative case, log, ‘people’ may be added to specify the plural, or 

kaun may be doubled (§225). 

darvaze par kaun hai? ye kaun hai? 
Who is at the door? Who is he/she? 

? OX ^Jr1 ** o* OyS' 

ye log kaun haim? kaun sahib bol rahe haim? 
Who are they (these people)? Who is speaking (sir)? 

220 Oblique forms of kya and kaun 

The oblique and plural forms of the interrogative pronouns are shown in Table 

8. Like vo and ye, kya and kaun have special oblique plural forms which occur 

only before ne. kya and kaun may take the alternate suffixal forms of ko (§210): 

kise (= kis ko), kinhem (= kin ko). 

Table 8: Oblique and plural forms of kya and kaun 

Nominative Oblique + ne 

Singular 

LT~ kya, what? kis ^ kis ne 

j^ kaun, who? {J^S' kis {JS' kis ne 

Plural 

IS~ kya, what? kin — — 

OjfT kaun, who? ^ kin kinhom ne 
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Examples 

? IT”(jLjLwu 

ye saman kis ka hai? 
Whose baggage is this (lit. of whom is this baggage)? 

1 o*f « 

ye tikat kin ke haim? 
Whose tickets are these (lit. of whom are these tickets)? 

saman yaham kis ne chora? 

Who left the luggage here? 

The oblique forms ofkya occur mainly as adjectives, meaning ‘which’. 

? otf ^ir4 -t*1* U^V* 

ap kis daftar mem kam karte haim? 
Which office do you work in? 

ri 

ye kin kamrom Id cabiyam haim? 

(For) which rooms are these the keys? 

However ‘which’ (of a finite number of possibilities) is usually expressed by 

adding the adjectival particle sa ( ~ si ~ se) to kaun (§310). 

H ^ ojJTLm QjiT 

kaun sa kamra xali hai? 
Which room is vacant? 

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS 

221 kol, ‘some(one)’, ‘any(one)' 

koi is used both as a pronoun and an adjective. As a pronoun, it means ‘someone’, 

‘anyone’. If the sentence is negative, it means ‘no one’. 

darvaze par kol hai ghar par koi nahim 

There is someone at the door. No one is at home. 
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As an adjective, kol means ‘some’, ‘any’ and qualifies only count nouns. If the 

sentence is negative, it means ‘no’, ‘not any’. 

? if ^ ^ 

kya yaham koi taiksi mile gi? 
Is any taxi available here? 

- Lrk *-rr* 

mere pas koi tasvir (tasvirerh) nahim 

I have no picturc(s). 

The oblique form of koi is kisl. kisi is also the form used before ne. 

- £ 1 £ irk £ 

kisi ke pas daulat hai, kisi ke pas kuch bln nahim hai 

Some have wealth, (and) some have nothing at all. 

I 
paisa kisi ne cum liya. 
Someone stole the money. 

kuch, ‘some(thing)’, ‘any(thing)’ 

kuch, ‘some(thing)’, ‘any(thing)’ is used both as a pronoun and an adjective. As 

a pronoun, it means ‘something’. If there is a negative word in the sentence, it 

means ‘nothing’, ‘not anything’, kuch does not have an oblique form. 

! jb rj/4*1T 

kuch karo, yar! 
Do something, pal! 

As an adjective it means ‘some’, ‘any’ and qualifies both non-count nouns and 

plural count nouns. With count nouns, kuch + negative means ‘not some of 

(something)’. 

- ^ oj - JV 4*^ 
vo kuch nahim kare ga kuch pan! lao 
He won’t do anything. Bring some water. 
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-4*^ 
kuch der bad aiye4 

Please come after some time (a little later). 

“ Utf Jv jr* 

kuch tasvirem mez par haim 

There are some pictures on the table/some of the pictures are on the table. 

- U3 Ltf ^ 4>£ 
us ke pas kuch pan! baca hua tha 

He had saved some of the water (he had some water which had been saved). 

kuch does not qualify uncount nouns in negative sentences. 

wrong - kuch pani nahim 

CORRECT _ u~fj ^ b pani nahim There’s no water 

RELATIVE PRONOUN 

223 j5 

The relative pronoun corresponding to vo and ye is jo j»., ‘who’, ‘which’. See 

§1106-§1107. 

REPEATED PRONOUNS 

224 kya kya 

When kya is doubled, it means ‘what (various) things?’, and takes a singular 

verb. 

? LTLTobj 

ap ne vaham kya kya dekha? 

What things did you see there? 

225 kaun kaun 

Whenkaun is doubled, it means ‘which (various) people?’, and takes a singular 

verb. 

4 One would normally expect kuch der ke bad, but after der, omission of ke is idiomatic. 
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? b! OjS' o^co 

davat mem kaun kaun aya? 

Which various people came to the party? 

226 kol kol, koi na kol 

k5i koi means ‘a few’. 

- J>£ Mr* err* 

jalse mem sirf koi koi aya 

Only a few came to the meeting. 

k5i na koi means ‘someone (or the other)’. 

.€ ^ JjT 

koi na koi ghar par ho ga 

Someone must be at home. 

- ^ jf ^ 

kisi na kisi ko malum ho ga 

Someone must know it. 

227 kuch kuch, kuch na kuch 

kuch kuch means ‘somewhat’. 

- ^ ^4* 4*5"4*^' «J 

vo kuch kuch thik hai 

He is somewhat better. 

kuch na kuch means ‘something (or the other)’. 

is vaqea ke piche kuch na kuch zarur ho ga 

Something is certainly at the bottom of (behind) this event. 
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MARKING 

Adjectives qualify nouns, as modifiers, or as predicate complements. Like nouns, 
adjectives are divided into two groups: those which have suffixes that change to 
show gender and number (marked adjectives), and those which do not (unmarked 

adjectives). 

301 Marked adjectives 

Adjectives which may take the masculine singular suffixes -a I or -am JI are 

marked. 

acchakam (m.) 
agoodjob 

-fijL <jbh 

diyam hath (m.) 
the right hand 

These suffixes change to agree with the noun which the adjective qualifies 

(§303-§304). 

acchl bat (f.) dmm arhkh (f.) 
a good thing the right eye 

302 Unmarked adjectives 

Unmarked adjectives have no special suffixes and do not change to show 

agreement. 

j»lf i Cjb J 

dilcasp kam dilcasp bat 
interesting work an interesting thing 

Some adjectives look like marked adjectives, but are not. In the examples which 

follow, taza ej b and zinda oJuj are Persian adjectives which end in -a o (ch5fi 

he). Whereas nouns ending in -a o are treated as marked nouns, and change to 

show number and case (§ 103), adjectives ending in -a a do not change. 
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oj b oj b 

taza kela (m.) taza khubam (f.) 
a fresh banana a fresh apricot 

Persian past participles ending in -a o are unmarked adjectives in Urdu. 

,cib 

talim yafta xatun (f.) 
an educated lady 

Many adjectives are formed from nouns, or from other adjectives, by adding the 

adjectival suffix -I ^ , which may be of Persian origin, or an indigenous Urdu 

suffix. In either case, the suffix does not change. 

desi ghl (m.) 

indigenous clarified butter, ‘desi ghee’ (< des ^ ^ , country) 

desi khubani (f.) 

an indigenous apricot 

daftan kam (m.) 
official work (< daftar yij, office) 

lazimi bat (f.) 
essential thing (< lazim p V , necessary) 

Arabic adjectives which happen to end in a ( tS • < I ) or I ( i£ ) are 

unmarked: ala I ‘high’; muttala ,‘informed’; mubtala, ‘afflicted’ 

baqi ^yb , ‘remaining’; jari tSjL. ‘continuing’. 

ala meyar (m.) a/asatah (f.) 
a high standard a high level 

baqi paisa (m.) 
the rest of the money (remaining money) 
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-J ^ 
numaifi agle faafte bhi jaii rahe gi 

The exhibition is continuing next week too. 

AGREEMENT 

303 Agreement in gender and number 

Marked adjectives change to agree with nouns in gender and number. 

Table 9: Gender and number suffixes of adjectives 

Singular Plural 

Masculine bara bare 

<jbb dayam daem 

Feminine ban ban 

daim daim 

(a) The suffix -a I (m. sg.) changes to -e (m. pi.) or -I (f. sg., f. pi.): 

IJj bara ghora, a big horse 

s _b bare ghore, big horses 

lSJj ban ghori, a big mare 

^jb IyS gahra pan!, deep water (m.) 

x~j iSy^ gahri mmd, deep sleep (f.) 

(b) There is only one feminine suffix for both singular and plural. 

ban ghoriyam, big mares 

(c) The suffix -am <jl (m.) changes to -rat (f.). This adjective group 

comprises mainly the words dayam, ‘right’, and bayam, ‘left’; and the ordinal 

numbers. Note the-y- in day-, bay- disappears when the adjective is feminine or 

masculine plural. 
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cjU OIb pamcvam bab, the fifth chapter 

j!». yb pamcvim jild, the fifth volume 

^j'L <jb I i dayam hath, the right hand 

daim taraf, the right side 

304 Agreement in case' 

An adjective qualifying an oblique noun also becomes oblique. 

Table 10: Case suffixes of adjectives 

Nominative Oblique Vocative 

Masculine U* bara bare bare 

<jbb dayam daem daem 

Feminine c.Sji ban ban <Sji ban 

daim daim daim 

(a) The suffix -a I (m. sg.) changes to -e , and the suffix -am o' changes to 

y I -em. Note that the-y- in day-,bay- disappears when the adjective is masculine 

oblique, vocative or feminine. 

L5 ,^ s _b bare ghore ka, of a big horse 

y & V ' ■> daem hath par, on the right hand 

bare zulm se, with great cruelty 

tyy vb y>>bb pamcvem bab mem, in the fifth chapter 

(b) Feminine adjectives do not change (they have no special oblique suffix). 

IT*(Sji ban ghori ka, of a big mare 

^yr* 1 daim amkh mem, in the right eye 

y b pamcvim manzil par, on the fifth floor 

1 See Chapter !, footnote 3, for a definition of the term ‘case’ as used in this work. 
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(c) There are no special oblique plural suffixes for masculine or feminine adjectives. 

bare ghorom ka, of big horses 

LT~ban ghoriyom ka, of big mares 

(d) An adjective modifying a vocative noun is in the oblique case. 

! mere bete! My son! 

! jij ^ __—i mere be to! My sons! 

! {Ju iSjy* men bed! My daughter! 

! I are daem larke! Hey, you (boy) on the right! 

305 Agreement with noun sequences of different gender 

If two or more nouns of different genders or numbers are qualified by one 

adjective (or the adjectival postposition ka), the adjective agrees with the noun 

nearest to it. 

Jj' 1 cSjr* 

men patlun (f.), jute (m. pi.) aurjurrab (m. pi.) 

my trousers, shoes and socks 

'-k 

bara patila (m.) aur karahl (f.) 

a big saucepan and frying pan 

Oy^L* jjl oJJIj 

ap Id valida aur Gnom mamurii 

your mother and all three maternal uncles 

306 Attributive and predicative adjectives 

Some adjectives can both precede the noun they qualify (attributive use of 

adjectives), or follow it in a predicate phrase. When adjectives are used attributively 

they modify or restrict the meaning of the noun. 

Ij i^ [jjh a. 

xatamak rasta 

a dangerous road (more than usually hazardous) 
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mazedar khana 

delicious food (which satisfies taste as well as hunger) 

When adjectives are used predicatively, they introduce new information about 

the noun or pronoun they qualify, which precedes the adjective. 

_ l$i‘ 5"Ij JSoa ©J 

vo rasta xatamak tha 

That road was dangerous. 

_ 15" yj j I lj LgJf" 

khana mazedar ho ga 

The food will be delicious. 

Some Persian and Arabic adjectives can only be used predicatively, not 

attributively. These adjectives occur in phrases with the verb hona, ‘to be’ (see 

§607, ‘Denominative verbs’). Some examples are: 

^malum hona, to be known 

Ljyj pasand hona, to be liked, pleasing 

Ljy mubtala hona, to be afflicted, to be embroiled 

- *2 ^ ^^ Jt ^ 
us ke ghar ka pata mujhe malum hai 

I know his home address (his home address is known to me). 

_ ^ Lj 

vahid sahab ko biryani pasand hai 

Vahid likes the rice cooked in broth (the biiyani is pleasing to Vahid). 

- s* jf.y or* 
hacci haize mem mubtala ho kar mar gai 

The baby girl caught (became afflicted with) cholera and died. 

WRONG 

WRONG 

WRONG 

^ malum pata 

^b y pasand biryani 

[j>y yc~> mubtala baccl 
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Other Perso-Arabic adjectives may be used attributively: 

Ojy. hasln aurat the beautiful woman 

muikil nukte, the difficult points 

Some predicative adjectives occur in a construction with ka (~ ke ~ Id): 

Uj-, j \/ JsJl (IT) (ka) Sukr guzar hona, to be grateful (to) 

- O# Ju»* 

maim ap ka 6ukrguzarhnm 

I am grateful to you. 

Uj-. Jcjb (IT) (ka) paband hona, to be bound by, abide by 

Example 

Example _ (Jj-, AL>b lS'ijr* 

maim apne vade ka paband hum 

I keep (am bound by) my promise. 

PRONOUNS USED AS ADJECTIVES 

307 Interrogative pronouns 

The interrogative pronouns kya, ‘what’ (§217) and kaun, ‘who?’ (§219) are also 

used as adjectives. 

308 Indefinite pronouns 

The indefinite pronouns kol, ‘some’, ‘any’ (§221) andkuch ‘some’, ‘any’ (§222) 

are also used as adjectives. 

SYMMETRICAL y-v-k-j WORD SETS 

309 The categories: near - far - interrogative - relative 

Urdu distinguishes systematically between the categories ‘near’, ‘far’, 

‘interrogative’ and ‘relative’. 

In §201, it is shown that the demonstrative pronoun ye refers to something or 

someone close at hand. The demonstrative pronoun vo refers to something or 

someone further away. This distinction is also maintained in personal pronouns, 

and in certain adjectives and adverbs describing the quantity, manner, location, 

direction, or time of something. When interrogatives and relatives are taken into 

account, there are four categories, expressed in symmetrical sets of words 

beginning with y~i~a (near), v~u (far), k (interrogative), and j (relative). These 

sets are shown below in Table 11. 

The adjective members of this set (excluding jaisa and jitna) are described in 

detail in this chapter, jaisa and jitna, along with other relative words (the j-set), 

are discussed in Chapter 11. 

Table 11: Symmetrical y-v-k-j word sets 

mm y-i~a 1 v~u 1 J k uT j £ 
Near Far Interrogative Relative 

jj|j Pronouns 

llilljjgr OJ OjT 

(BllK: ye, he/she/it vo, he/she/it kaun, who jo, who, which 

UT 

i-llfc kya, what 

Adjectives 

LSI LSI i*r 

itna, this much utna, that much kitna, how much jitna, as much 

L*-jI L^jj L/ btWfc. 

aisa, like this vaisa, like that kaisa, how jaisa, such as 

Adverbs 

oLh (Jbj 0^ 

yah am, here vaharii, there kaham, where jaharii, where 

y=°} ytol jS' 

idhar, hither udhar, thither kidhar, whither jidhar, whither 

o* Oj~> OjZZ Oj^- 

yurii, thus (tyuin) so, thus kyorh, why? jfiifa, as 

<—»! 

ab, now (tab, then2) kab, when jab, when 

tyum and tab are not members of the ‘far’ category, but surviving members of a nearly vanished 

category, the t-set, or correlative set. 
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Pronouns, except for jo, are handled in Chapter 2, including demonstrative 

pronouns (§201), personal pronouns (§202-§212) and interrogative pronouns 

(§217, §219). jo is discussed in §1106-§1107. 

The adverb members of the set are discussed in Chapter 4 (Adverbs). 

itna - utna - kitna 

itna means ‘this much’, ‘so much’, utna means ‘that much’, ‘so much’. The 

plurals, itne and utae mean ‘this many’, ‘that many’, ‘so many’, kitna means 

‘how much’; the plural kitne means ‘how many’. They are all regularly behaving 

marked adjectives. 

All these words may also be used as adverbs (§318), and itna is used 

idiomatically as a noun (§319). 

- 

itni haldi kafi hai 

This much turmeric is enough. 

- (^) u»H 

itaelogom kl gunjaiS nahim (hai) 

There isn’t room for so many people. 

^ ^oA 
ap ke pas kitna kam hai? 

How much work do you have? 

? oX oiyu^ 
mun£i ke pas kitni dastavezem hairii? 

How many documents/deeds does the clerk have? 

aisa - vaisa - kaisa 

aisa means ‘such’, ‘like this’, ‘of this kind’, vaisa means ‘such’, ‘like that’, ‘of 

that kind’, kaisa means ‘what kind?’, ‘how?’ They are all regularly behaving 

marked adjectives. 

The masculine oblique singular cases of aisa, vaisa and kaisa can also be 

used as adverbs of manner, meaning ‘like this/that’, ‘how’, ‘such as’ (§412). 

_ I* 15*” I 

maim aisa kam nahTrh karna cahta 

1 don’t want to do such a thing (a deed like this). 

- '•5~> 1 ■ '‘.\3 

vaisa libas yah am nahTm milta 

You can’t get such clothing here. 

vo kaisa admT hai? 

What kind of person is he? 

ap Id tablat kaisi hai? 

How do you feel (lit. how is your disposition)? 

ADJECTIVE PHRASES FORMED WITH sa AND vala 

310 The adjectival particle sa (~ se ~ si) 

sa is added to an adjective, noun or pronoun to form an adjectival phrase, sa 

agrees with the noun which the phrase qualifies. 

sa added to adjectives 

When sa follows an adjective, it expresses approximation or diminution. 

-UX J) ‘-O £? (A 
aj bahut sc log ae haim 

Rather a lot of people have come today. 

Compare _ ^ I tJfjJ 

aj bahut log ae haim 

A lot of people have come today. 

- * tdh' lt" ‘AlA 
thorisi caedijie 

Please give me a little tea (thori cae is not idiomatic). 

* 

A lT" 

acchl si xabar 

rather good news, goodish news 

Compare ^ ^.\ 

acchi xabar 

goodnews 
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u *yir 

kala sabadal 

a blackish cloud (not completely black) 

Compare Job 

M/abadal 

a black cloud 

However if sa is added to an adjective of size, such as bara, ‘big’, or chota, 

‘small’; or to itna, ‘this much’, ‘this many’, the adjective is intensified, sa also 

intensifies zara, ‘(a) little’. 

- jA-* Ja* A&* 

macchar choti si ciz hai, magar nuqsan bahut karti hai 

A mosquito is a very small thing, but it does a lot of harm. 

• ^ oC* ^0J 

vo itni si cae mem kitnl zyada dm dalta hai! 

What a lot of sugar he puts in such a small amount of tea! 

zara sides ke lie 

for a very little while 

sa may be added to participles. 

- b' U 1^ bb obj 

vaharii kuch hilta hua sa nazar aya 

I could make out something moving there. 

sa added to nouns and pronouns 

Following a noun or personal pronoun, sa is similar to jaisa, ‘like’. Personal 

pronouns will be in the oblique case. Nouns may be in the nominative or oblique 

case, with different nuances in the meaning of sa. 

! ir !—•» oi 

un sa adml riSvat khae ga! 

Would a man like him accept a bribe! 

fariSta sa insan 

a person like an angel 

Also cjbrfjjj b^> yZOuJi Ub->0 j 

farikte sa insan farista jaisa insan 

an angelic person a person like an angel 

sa may be added to nominative case demonstrative pronouns (not personal 

pronouns), to direct attention to a particular object. 

_ b-j 2 aj 

vo si curiyam dena 

Give me those bangles. 

kasa + noun 

ka sa specifies a following noun, similarly to (Id) tarah ka + noun. 

- Ac cpH or* ^ ^0"* 

us ki si ainak ap ko lahaur mem nahtrh mile gl 

You won’t find glasses like those in Lahore. 

Compare - >J A? xj*4 of zA ^ 

us tarah ki ainak ap ko lahaur mem nahlm mile gl 

You won’t find glasses like those in Lahore. 

kaun + sa 

kaun sa expresses ‘which’ (out of a finite number of possibilities). 

kaun sa talib ilm yair hazir hai? 

Which student is absent (in a particular class)? 

Compare ? l». u--J OyC 

kaun talib ilm yair hazir hai? 

Is any student absent? (rhetorical question) 
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311 The suffix vala 

The suffix vala forms adjective and noun phrases, vala may follow an oblique 

infinitive, oblique noun or an adjective or adverb. 

Oblique infinitive + vala 

The construction oblique infinitive + vala has a range of meanings, and is 

discussed in detail in §645. vala agrees with the noun it qualifies. 

I * <W3» w>b 
git gane vali larki kaun hai? 

Who is the girl singing the song? 

Oblique noun + vala 

When vala follows an oblique noun, it makes an adjective phrase, which agrees 

with the noun it qualifies. 

nilc kurtc vala admi kaun hai? 

Who is the man with the blue kurta (loose shirt)? 

- ^ 2)3 or* 

yurap mem mujassamom vale bay bahut haim 

In Europe there are many parks with statues. 

In some cases, the modified noun may be omitted, leaving the noun + vala 

phrase to function as a noun. 

<? a 

nile kurte vala kaun hai? 

Who is the one with the blue kurta (loose shirt)? 

Occupational nouns with vala 

Occupational nouns formed with vala are very common. 

^ \j rikSe vala, rickshaw driver (< rikSa LzSj , rickshaw) 

N1j dak vala, postman (< dak J , post) 

Vlj 6 b pan vala, seller of betel-leaf (< pan Ob , betel-leaf) 

*bf lj polis vala, policeman (< pdlis »police) 
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Adjective + vala 

In the spoken idiom (but not in standard written Urdu), vala sometimes follows 

an adjective, making an adjective phrase that focuses on an aspect of the noun 

which is qualified, and excludes nouns which do not possess that aspect. Both 

the adjective and vala agree with the noun. 

hamara Haftar umci vali imarat mem hai 

Our office is in the tall building (not one of the low ones). 

In the written language, this would be: 

- s** 

hamara daftar umci imarat mem hai 

Our office is in the tall building. 

Adverb + vala 

vala also makes adjective phrases from adverbs. (See §409 for the use of oblique 

adjectives like nice and samne as adverbs.) 

--?■> Ojtiji oL?jj Jlj J5" 

kal vali rotiyam parindom ko khila do 

Feed yesterday’s bread to the birds. 

- £ jy- 
nice vala kamra xali hai 

The downstairs room is vacant. 

REPEATED ADJECTIVES 

312 Simple repetition 

The doubling of adjectives usually intensifies them, but may also express 

distributiveness. (For doubled kya see §224.) 

thanda thanda panl 

ice-cold water 
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- jJ-> JJ-5 OL—r~L_Jrr» tS^* 

is mandi mem kisan dur dur se apni paidavar late haim 

Farmers bring their produce from far and wide to this market. 

Sometimes distributiveness is the dominant sense. 

- 

sab apne apne ghar gae 

Everyone went to his own home. 

-1yy oWjj j* jfi'Ojj-m 

jelar ne qaidiyom ko do do rotiyam dim 

The jailer gave two pieces of bread to each prisoner. 

313 Repetition with an echo word 

Sometimes the repetition is made with an echo word. The resulting compound is 

more intensive than the simple word, but the precise meaning must be looked up 

in a dictionary. 

thlk thak, all right, okay (< thTk <jC$jb , right) 

*)/ U i 3 dhila dhala, loose, sloppy, baggy (< dhila $ , loose) 

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES 

314 Comparison of adjectives with se 

The comparative degree of adjectives is expressed by a phrase consisting of the 

postposition se ^ + adjective. The superlative is expressed by sab se ^ <_—*• 

+ ADJECTIVE. 

Absolute _ ^ jly 
ye zafran mahemga hai 

This saffron is expensive 

Comparative _ ^ ^ (jlys-j) jly&j oj 

vo zafran is (zafran) se mahemga hai 
That saffron is more expensive than this (saffron). 

Superlative _ ^ ^ jly&j 

kaimiri zafran sab se mahemga hai 
Kashmiri saffron is the most expensive 

In some contexts the adjective by itself has the force of a comparative. 

-yt y 1 j-* f' 
agar kahlm rikia mil sake, to accha ho 
It would be better if (we) could get a rickshaw. 

315 Comparison of adjectives with tar, tarin 

The comparative and superlative of some Perso-Arabic adjectives can be formed 

with the Persian suffixes tar y (comparative) and tarin ^y (superlative). Some 

of these Perso-Arabic comparatives are used in colloquial spoken Urdu, but 

most are used in more formal contexts and are found mainly in written Urdu. 

Additional examples may be found in §1408. 

Absolute _ ^ Ojj^uy- yy*ali y 

ye tasvir xubsurat hai 
This picture is pretty. 

Comparative - y CjjyAJyi. yyTSJ OJ jSL* 

magar vo tasvir xubsurat tar hai 
But that picture is prettier. 

Superlative 

- tjjf j <Sjy Lrr^y- Kjf' lt' ^ ^y^y- 

xubsurat tarin larki se Sadi kame Id us Id xahiS purl na hui 
His wish to marry theprett/est girl was not fulfilled. 

Persian comparatives and superlatives in common use often lose their comparative 

and superlative force and merely intensify the adjective. 

- jrH 

behtarhai (< beh, good3) 

It’s a very good idea. 

3 beh rJ ‘good’ occurs only as a prefix, whereas behtar yy ‘better’ and behtarin ^yy 

‘best’ occur as independent words. 
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_ I 

maim behtar urdu bdlna cahta hum 

I want to speak better Urdu. 

ye behtaiin ghari hai 

This is the best (quality) watch. 

_ LTobf 2 o“* 
us ne badtarin gunah kiya (< bad, bad4) 

He committed a very terrible sin. 

- <«—»J Lb Ji 

is jamaat ke zyadatar talib ilm zahin haim (< zyada, more) 

Most of the students in (of) this class are intelligent. 

316 zyada, ‘more’, 'most' and kafi, ‘quite’, ‘too’ 

zyada and kafi are both adjectives and adverbs. Used adverbially, zyada qualifies 

adjectives to show a sort of comparative degree, kafi means ‘enough’, but when 

used adverbially to qualify adjectives it can mean ‘quite’, ‘too’. 

zyada kam 

more (too much) work 

— l -UT 0 L) J lJ 

ye rasta zyada gandahai 

This road is dirtier. 

kafi paisa 

enough money 

- <d ijo yt 

kafi der ho rahl hai 

It’s getting quite late. 

317 Superlatives with adjective + se + adjective 

An absolute superlative can be made by by adding the postposition se ^ + 

adjective to the absolute form of the same adjective. 

<dJ A?-*'21 I4L.I ^ oj 
vo acche se accha makan dhumd rahe haim 

He is searching for the most excellent possible house (better than good). 

_bV djjS'^ 

vo un ke lie bure se bura kot xarid kar I ay a 

He bought the worst possible coat (deliberately) and brought it for him. 

ADJECTIVES WITH OTHER GRAMMATICAL FUNCTIONS 

318 Adjectives used as adverbs 

Some common adverbs of place are actually adjectives in the masculine oblique 

singular. See §409. A few adjectives can be used adverbially, to modify other 

adjectives. See §416. 

319 Adjectives used as nouns 

Many adjectives can also be used as nouns. 

- ‘ 

mujhe bare dijie, chote nahim 

Give me the big ones, not the small ones. 

barom Id qunat kya hai? 

What is the price of the big ones? 

? ojjli LAT^Ij jToyLU 

jahilom ki rae ka kya faeda? 

What use (is) the advice of those who are ignorant! 

A few Perso-Arabic loan words, including naujavan , ‘young man’; 

Yairmulkl , ‘foreigner’; numainda oJJjU , ‘representative’, and nouns 

denoting nationality, are classified as both nouns and adjectives. 

- A I Jjl I 

ek naujavan aur do burhea gae 

One young man and two old men came. 

- Lrf d) AA-4A A' v** A^A 
yairmulki imdad ke silsile mem kai yairmulkl yaham kam kar rahe haim 

Several foreigners are working here in connection with foreign aid. 
4 bad -b ‘bad’, occurs only as a prefix, whereas badlar yJj ‘worse’ and badtarin ^ijiXi 

‘worst’ occur as independent words. 
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•vU1r15^ or* <yU' 
Irani sifarat xane mem kam kame vale Irani... 

The Iranians working in the Iranian embassy ... 

itna 

itna is used idiomatically as a noun. 

itne mem, ‘in the meanwhile’ 

— L5”T*A -i 

itne mem ham ne ek dhamaka suna 

In the meanwhile we heard a crash. 

itne par bin, ‘in spite of it (this)’ 

- ^ ^ jl 

itne par bblbacca sola raha 

In spite of this the baby went on sleeping. 

ADJECTIVES DISCUSSED IN OTHER CHAPTERS 

320 Participles used as adjectives 

Participles may be used as adjectives. See §901, §907 for detailed discussions. 

321 Possessive adjectives 

The possessive forms of the pronoun are grammatically adjectives, and agree 

with the nouns they qualify. They are discussed in §212. 

322 The reflexive possessive adjective apna 

The reflexive possessive apna LjI is grammatically an adjective, and agrees with 

the noun it qualifies. It is discussed in §213. 

323 Numbers 

Numbers are, of course, adjectives. They are discussed in Chapter 13. 

4 ADVERBS 

The category of adverbs includes two different groups of words: words which 

are original (underived) adverbs; and words which are originally other parts of 

speech, but are used adverbially. Many adjectives are inflected to masculine 

oblique singular and used as adverbs. They may occur more frequently this way 

than as adjectives. Some nouns occur in adverbial phrases; such nouns are also 

oblique, and are preceded by an oblique demonstrative. 

Adverbs qualify verbs, just as adjectives qualify nouns. Urdu adverbs include: 

adverbs of time: describe the time when an event or action occurs; 

adverbs of place: describe the location where an event or action occurs; 

adverbs of manner: describe how an event or action occurs; 

adverbs of degree: intensify the meaning of the verb in some way; 

modal adverbs: modify a verb or adjective. 

SYMMETRICAL y-v-k-j ADVERB SETS 

401 The categories: near - far - interrogative - relative 

Urdu distinguishes systematically between the categories ‘near’, ‘far’, 

‘interrogative’ and ‘relative’. An overview of symmetrical sets of words beginning 

with y~i~a (near), v~u (far), k (interrogative), and j (relative) is given in Table 

11 in §309. In Table 12 on p. 52 contains a comprehensive list of symmetrical 

adverb sets, including some common adverbial phrases with oblique nouns. 

ADVERBS OF TIME 

Some simple adverbs of time can be looked up in a dictionary, and need no 

explanation. 

hameSa, always 

JjT kal, tomorrow (with future); yesterday (with past) 

jSl aksar, often 
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Table 12: Symmetrical y-v-k-j adverb sets 

y-i~a 1 & v~u 1 J k Gf" 
j £ 

Near Far Interrogative Relative 

Adverbs of time 

U 

ab, now (tab, then) kab, when jab, when 

cr-l w3J ,j-l 

is vaqt us vaqt kis vaqt jis vaqt 

at this time at that time at what time at the time that 

Adverbs of place 

dlf'J d^J 

yaham, here vaham, there kaham, where jaham, where 

^ a"! 
isjagah usjagah Idsjagah jisjagah 

(in) this place, in that place. in which place, in the place 

here there where that 

yol yoi jAJS' -La. 

idhar, hither udhar, thither kidhar, whither jidhar, whither 

^1 

istaraf us taraf kis taraf jis taraf 

in this in that in which in the direction 

direction direction direction which 

Adverbs of manner 

d_yd’ 

yum, thus (tyum) so, thus kyorh, why? jum, as 

cA a"! G^ur^ 

is tarah us tarah kis tarah, jis tarah 

this way that way which way? in the way that 
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402 ab - tab - kab - jab 

This set of adverbs refers to points in dose time, distant time, questioned time 

and relative time. 

ab, ‘now’ refers to the present moment (close time). 

- utf ^ b v' 
ab thik bara baj gae haim 

Nowit is exactly twelve o’clock. 

- ^ ^ v' 

ab sc maim sigret ptna chor dum ga 

From now on I shall stop smoking. 

abhl (ab + hi) means ‘right now’, ‘still’. See also Table 28 in §1207. 

abbi ghantl baj rahi hai 

The bell is ringing right no w (still ringing). 

tab, ‘then’ is not actually a member of the ‘far’ category, but a surviving member 

of a nearly vanished category, the t-set, or correlative set. It is still most frequent 

in correlative clauses (§1112) but has also acquired the function of expressing a 

point in remote time (past or future). However, us vaqt is more commonly used 

to express remote time (see §403). 

- l&J dljjtr* 

tab maim naujavan tha 

Then I was a young man. 

tab tak makan ki sirf pahll manz.il ban cukl thi 

By then only the first floor of the house had (already) been built. 

tabhl(tab + hi) means ‘just then’, ‘only then’. See also Table 28 in §1207. 

l^ 
tabhl ghantl bajne lag! 

Just then the bell began to ring. 
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kab means ‘when?’. 

dusri manzil kab bane gj? ap kab vapas aem ge? 

When will the second floor be built? When will you return? 

kabhl (kab + hi) means ‘ever’, ‘once’, kabhi + nahim means ‘never’. See also 

Table 28 in §1207. 

? ^ LTy- ^S'2 yl LT 

kya ap ne kabhi dehll ka safar kiya hai? 

Have you ever travelled to Delhi? 

jab, ‘when’, ‘at the time that’ is used in the relative clause of relative-correlative 

sentences. See § 1112. 

403 is vaqt - us vaqt - kis vaqt 

The noun vaqt ‘time’ (m.), occurs in adverbial phrases, preceded by an oblique 

singular demonstrative, or the oblique of kya or jo. These phrases describe a 

specific point in time. 

is vaqt means ‘now’, ‘at this time’, ‘at present’ (close time). 

is vaqt mulk mem ehtisab ki zarurat hai 

At present there is a need for accountability in the nation. 

us vaqt means ‘then’, ‘at that time’ (distant time). 

- y cij jj-l 

us vaqt maim nan javan tha 

At that timel was a young man. 

- ^ Ay* ijrt- o*1 
us vaqt tak sirf pahli manzil ban! thi 

By that time only the first floor had been built. 
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Compare ? 

dakiya kab ae ga? 

When will the postman come (today)? 

jis vaqt, ‘at the time that’ is used in the relative clause of relative-correlative 

sentences. See §1116. 

404 Calendar and clock time 

See §1308-§ 1311. 

ADVERBS OF PLACE 

Many simple adverbs of place can be looked up in a dictionary, and need no 

explanation. 

jm b bahar, out, outside 

j jj I andar, in, inside 

y qarib, near 

jjj dur, far 

405 yaham - vaham - kaham 

This set of adverbs describes location in a place, yaham means ‘here’ (near 

location), vaham means ‘there’ (far location) and kaham means ‘where’ 

(questioned location). 

_ ‘-Sjj oifj <sj ^ 
gap yaham rok dljie 

Please stop the car here. 

- £) £1 jU jL-j p? 

ham vaham car baje tak intizar karte rahe 

We went on waiting thereuntil four o’clock. 

havai adda kaham parta hai? 

Where is the airport located? 

jaham, ‘where’ is used in relative clauses. See §1110. 
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406 idhar - udhar - kidhar 

This set of adverbs describes movement towards a place, idhar means ‘hither’, 

‘here’, udhar means ‘thither’, ‘there’ and kidhar means ‘whither’, ‘where’. To a 

certain extent, the adverbs describing location: yaham, vaham and kaham are 

also used to describe movement, thus acquiring some of the functions of this set. 

-J?) jT yol 
idhar ao, bete 

Come here, son. 

udhar se polls vale a rahe the, idhar se cor bhag gaya 

The police came from that side (as) the thief fled from this side. 

- I I 

vo idhar udhar dekh raha tha 

He was looking this way and that 

turn kidharja rahe ho? 

Where are you going? 

Also ? ^) U- ^ 

turn kaham ja rahe ho? 

Where are you going? 

jidhar, ‘where’ is used in the relative clause of relative-correlative sentences. See 

§1111. 

407 is jagah - us jagah - kis jagah 

The oblique noun jagah, ‘place’ (f.), preceded by an oblique singular demonstrative, 

or the oblique of kya or jo, is sometimes used as an adverb of place, describing 

the specific location of something. 

- 'df'(J"i 

is jagah zamindar ka xizana gara hua hai 

In this spot the landlord’s treasure has been buried. 

q- 

kambaxt cabl kis jagah pari hai? 

Where is that wretched key? 
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jis jagah, ‘in the place that’ is used in the relative clause of relative-correlative 

sentences. See § 1110. 

408 is taraf - us taraf - kis taraf 

The oblique noun taraf, ‘direction’, ‘side’ (f.), preceded by an oblique singular 

demonstrative, or the oblique of kya or jo, may be used as an adverb of place, 

describing movement in a direction. 

_ IT"jjJb 

nazir sahib ka makan is taraf hai 
Mr. Nazir’s house in in this direction. 

? /Jis*" 

Hale xana kis taraf hai? 

In which direction is the post office? 

jis taraf, ‘in the direction that’ is used in the relative clause of relative-correlative 

sentences. See §1111. 

409 Obliques as adverbs of place 

Some common adverbs of place are made from (a) adjectives, in the masculine 

oblique singular case and from (b) nouns, in phrases consisting of an oblique 

noun preceded by an oblique demonstrative. In many instances, the adverbial 

use is much more common than use as an adjective or noun. 

Adjectives 

<r— nlca, low —» nice, below 

f— pahla, first, previous —> pahle, first, previously 

jjJb i— jb I :> dayaih, right —> daem, to the right 

jjJb <— obb bayam, left —> baem, to the left 

Nouns 

£\ *r- ifT aga, the front part, beginning —> age, ahead, forward 

picha, the back part, end —» piche, behind, back 

«— LuL« samna, encounter —> samne, opposite, across, in front 
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Noun ^ iTT ,0 

is kahanl ka na agahai, na picha 

There is neither a beginning nor an end to this story (it is rubbish). 

Adverb ^y 

fauj age barh gai 

The army advanced (moved forward). 

Noun I^j IT” 

fauj ka pieba 
the rear of the army 

Adverb J? ^ <^i ^y 

fauj picbe hat gai 

The army retreated (moved back). 

Adjective j \y :> {J$rj 

nicl divar 

a low wall 

Adverb JUT 

nice ajao 

Come down (stairs). 

Adjective 4j'l<jbb 

bayam hath 

the left hand 

Adverb 

Memmur jaiye 

Please turn left 

410 Adverbial phrase or compound postposition? 

Nouns used as adverbs, such as taraf, jagah, samna, aga, etc. can also occur in 

compound postpositions. Here they are usually preceded by the possessive ka 

(ke~ la). See §527-§530. 

_ l I Lbo 15^ (^"1 iS 

mistri ki jagah us ka beta a gaya hai 

In place of the mechanic, his son has come. 
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- ^ ObC. ^b 
bay makan kepicbehai 
The garden is behind the house. 

ADVERBS OF MANNER 

411 yum-kyom-jum 

There is no v~u (far) member of this set. A correlative, tyurit, ‘so’, ‘thus’ is used 

mainly in idioms together with jum (see §423, §1120). 

yum means ‘thus’; kyom means ‘why?’. 

-jjf oy. 
yum karo yum kahie 

Do it like this. in a manner o/'speaking 

munni kyom cilia rahl hai? 

Why is Munni screaming? 

412 aisa - vaisa - kaisa - jaisa 

aisa, ‘like this’, vaisa, ‘like that’, kaisa, ‘how?’ and jaisa, ‘such as’ (See Table 

11 in §309) are adjectives, but may be used as adverbs of manner, usually in the 

masculine oblique singular case. As adverbs, jaise and vaise occur in relative- 

correlative sentences (§1117). 

_ jjfT L~jI 

aisa karo 

Do it this way 

- Oy> ^ jy 

vaise karo jaise maim karta hum 

Do (it) in the same way I do it. 

b * * ^ <jr* ^Tur 
kutta ghar mem kaise ghusa? 

How did the dog get into the house? 

aise kahie... 

Put (say) it this way... 
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413 is tarah - us tarah - kis tarah - jis tarah 

The oblique noun tarah, ‘kind’, ‘way’ (f.), preceded by an oblique singular 

demonstrative, or the oblique of kya or jo, is sometimes used as an adverb of 

manner, describing the specific manner of an event or action. 

- Jjf* zJ* o-l 

is tarah kard 

Do it this way. 

kis tarah means ‘in what way’, ‘how?’, but is also used idiomatically, meaning 

‘how much?’. 

? US' 

kutta ghar mem Ids tarah ghusa? 

How did the dog get into the house? 

jW 

pyaz kis tarah haim? 

How much are the onions? 

jis tarah, ‘in the way that’ is used in the relative clause of relative-correlative 

sentences. See §1119. 

414 Adverbial phrases of manner with the postposition se 

The postposition se, added to nouns, forms adverbial phrases of manner. 

- Jjj (J-* 
salim mar kha kar zorse cillaya (< zor, force + se —»loudly, forcefully) 

Salim got a beating, and screamed loudly. 

- £ vijf ■5-L* pt 
ham xu£se madad karem ge (< xu£i, happiness + se —» gladly) 

We’ll gladly help. 

415 Participles used adverbially 

All the participles may be used adverbially. See §902, §908-9 and §913. 
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ADVERBS OF DEGREE (416) 

Adverbs of degree intensify the meaning of adjectives they qualify. 

bahut, barn, zyada 

bahut means ‘very’. 

- £ V 

VO bahut zahTn admi hai 

He is a very intelligent man. 

The adjective bara, ‘big’ can be used adverbially as an intensifier. 

- ^ I ji oj Compare _ ^ 1^ 

vo bara zahln admi hai vo bara admi hai 

He is a very intelligent man. He is a big man. 

vo ban nek aurat hai 

She is a very virtuous woman (= bahut nek). 

zyada is both an adjective and an adverb. Used adverbially, it qualifies adjectives 

to show comparison. See §316 for a more detailed treatment. 

- 1-^" ri 

ye rasta zyada ganda hai 

This road is dirtier. 

itna, kitna 

The adjectives itna and kitna (§309) can be used adverbially as intensifiers, 

meaning ‘such’, ‘what’. 

- "jk-* j»L«->I Oj*■* 1 

us ko itna accha mazmun likhne par inam mil a 

He received a prize for writing such a fine essay. 

! ^ ! olj 

vah! kitni xubsurat tasvlr hai! 

What a beautiful picture it is (lit. how much beautiful)! 1 

1 vah, an expression of admiration, is untranslatable here. 
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MODAL ADVERBS 

This category includes some very common words. 

( rS ( nahim, na, mat, not, do not 

Jb Li gayad, maybe 

zarur. certainly 

bhi, also, too 

phir, again 

1sirf, only 

- ^ ^4 oxr* V ~ ^ 0J 
vo nahim jae ga vo zarurjae ga 
He won’t (will not) go. He will certainly go. 

- ijto ^ (j^b jj' ^ ^4 °j ^4 jM v 

vo jae ga aur vapas ae ga bhi vo pbt jae ga 
He will go, and also return. He will go again. 

417 The negative words nahim, na, mat 

nahim makes negative sentences in present tenses, past tenses except the simple 

past, presumptive tenses and the future. See Table 13, ‘Overview of aspect, 

tense and mood’ on pages 88-89. Negative words usually come right before the 

verb phrase. The present auxiliary hai is usually dropped. 

- L* ^Jfj jS'; \y \ oj 

vo itvar ko nahim ata 
He doesn’t (does not) come on Sundays (dropped hai). 

- 4> ^ ^ ^j'yl 
vo itvar ko nahim ata tha (Past auxiliary tha is kept.) 

He didn’t (did not) use to come on Sundays. 

na makes negative sentences in the subjunctive, simple past and conditional 

tenses. See Table 13. It also makes negative polite requests corresponding to the 

pronoun ap, and sometimes with requests corresponding to the pronoun turn. 

_ L I /si 

aj vo na aya 
He didn’t (did not) come today. 
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- 4^ k' ^ 

vo pichle mangal ko bhi na aya tha 

He didn’t (did nor) come last Tuesday either. 

- ^ /L oij oj Jo Li 

gayad vo vaqt par na ae 

Maybe he won’t (will not) come on time. 

- ^ A 

kal na aiye, parsom aiye 

Please don’t (do not) come tomorrow; come the day after tomorrow. 

<*■> 

saikai yah am na chord 

Don’t (do not) leave the bicycle here. 

mat makes negative requests or prohibitions corresponding to the intimate and 

non-honorific pronouns tu and turn, and also infinitive-requests. 

- 4.^ < ^ 

der mat kar, ghar ja 

Don’t (do not) dawdle; go home (request corresponding to tu). 

- jjh&r ^ jS'^4* 
bhai ko mat chero 

Don’t (do not) tease (your) brother (request corresponding to turn). 

us dukan se kuch mat xaridna 

Don’t (do not) buy anything from that shop (infinitive). 

418 bhi,‘also’,‘too’ 

bhi functions both as a modal adverb and as an emphatic particle. Its latter 

function is treated in §1210. The two functions tend to overlap somewhat. 

In affirmative sentences, bhi may follow any noun, pronoun or verb, adding 

the meaning ‘also’, ‘too’ to the word it follows. 
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Affirmative _ £ ^6^-* 

mehman badiahi masjid dekhne jaem ge 

The guests are going to see the royal mosque. 

+ bhl _ £ 
ham bM bad£ahi masjid dekhem ge 

We too will see the royal mosque. 

- £ ^ r 

ham Sahl qila bhi dekhem ge 

We will see the royal fort toa 

Emphatic bhi 9 (S' y y ^ «j 

vo masjid dekhe ga bhi to kya ho ga 

Even if he sees the mosque, so what? 

419 ‘both ... and', ‘neither... nor' 

bhi... bhi in parallel clauses means ‘both ... and', nahim ... bhi nahim means 

‘neither... nor’. 

- ^ JJ1 ^ °* 

vo bad£ahi masjid bhi dekhe ga aur qila bhi 

He will see both the royal mosque and the fort. 

- jjsf-j ^ ^ jJ* 15 °3 

vo bad&ihi masjid nahim dekhe ga aur qila bhi nahim 

He will neither see the royal mosque nor the fort. 

420 phir, ‘again’, ‘then’ 

phir means ‘again’, ‘over again’, ‘then’. 

p/urkahie 

Please say it again. 

- jl^.1 < y yr4 V* 

ap imtihan mem nakam ho gae, imtihan phir dena cahie 

You failed the examination (and) should take the examination over again. 
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- Ai 1 ^6 y~* A 

pahle darxast par mohr lagva lena, phir yaharh vapas ana 

First get the application stamped, then come back here. 

ARABIC ADVERBS ENDING IN-an (421) 

A group of adverbs borrowed from Arabic ends in I -an (tanvin). See §1511. 

Cy*£- 

umuman 

commonly, generally 

REPEATED ADVERBS 

422 Simple repetition 

The doubling of adverbs usually intensifies them, but may also express 

distributiveness. 

ahista ahista bolie 

Please speak very slowly. 

- bli». ^ jjj jjj jS~ l$S~jL 

salim mar kha kar zorzorse cillaya 

Salim got a beating, and screamed very loudly. 

Sometimes distributiveness is dominant. 

• ’.*) yy3 ^ 6' 
un Id tala£ mem kaham kaham nahim jana para! 

How many places I had to look for him (where-where didn’t I have to go)! 

423 Idiomatic repetition 

Some doubled adverbs have idiomatic meanings which must be learned 

individually. These include sequences where the adverb is merely repeated, as 

well as sequences where two adverbs which are members of the same symmetrical 

set occur in compounds. 
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kabhi kabhi, now and then 
. ‘I i 

i 
kahim kahim, here and there 

A 
yo! yoj idhar udhar, here and there i 

jum jum, as long as, as far as (§ 1120) ■V \ 

Ojy Oy? jfim tyum, somehow or the other (§1120) . i 
. .... 1. 

INTERROGATIVES AND INDEFINITES USED WITH IRONY 

kya, kaun, kaham, kidhar and kab may be used with irony, not as interrogatives, 

to deny the idea expressed in the sentence. 

424 Interrogative adverbs used with irony 

? o[^S;jl 

aur kaham jati? puchta kaun? 

Where else would she go? No one cares (asks).2 (Prem Chand, Godan) 

425 Indefinite adverbs used with irony 

kahim may be delexicalized and used with agar, or in place of agar, to express 

improbability. 

-y y J-1 y(S£1 
agar kahim rik£a mil sake, to accha ho 

It would be better if (we) could get a rickshaw (it is improbable). 

- y y ^ SS- ^y' lfS' 
kahim ap ki ainak gum ho jati, to ban muflril hoti 

It would have been a great difficulty if your glasses had been lost. 

kahim ... na expresses apprehension. The verb is usually subjunctive and in the 

compound form. The restriction on the use of the negative with compound verbs 

(§717) does not apply in the case of kahim... na. 

- f ^ 

kahim koi nadani na kar baithe 

I just hope he doesn’t do something foolish. (Prem Chand, Godan) 

;t 

•1 I 

4 

2 In this sentence, kaham is used with its lexical meaning; it is kaun which is used sarcastically: 

‘who asks?—no one.’ The verb and pronoun are reversed to show emphasis. 
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kahim ... t5 nahlm expresses strong apprehension. The verb is usually in the 

compound form, but not subjunctive. The restriction on the use of the negative 

with compound verbs does not apply in the case of kahim to nahuh. 

? y y v'y- o^- 
bas kahim xarab to nahlm ho gai? 

I hope the bus hasn’t broken down? (If it has we are really in trouble.) 

426 Interrogative pronouns used with irony 

? *S iSjfeaS'[SS* 61 SbdU \Soj 

vo kya janta tha ke in mem kya khicari pak rah! thl? 

How could he know what these two were cooking up between themselves?3 

(Prem Chand, Godan) 

ORDER OF MULTIPLE ADVERBS (427) 

When a sentence contains two or more adverbs, the adverb of time comes first, 

followed by the adverb of place, the adverb of manner and the modal adverb. If 

there is more than one adverb of time, the order is year - month - day - hour. 

jlf-j 6ScjI 

ap kal yah am zarur aiye 

Please come here tomorrow without fail. 

- ^ \ jol-f-J ^*0 S'£0^’ * £ S SS3: JL* ^ ' 
agle sal janvari ka pandra tarix ko das baje subah (- subh) yaham zarur aiye 

Please come here next year at 10 a.m. on the 15th of January, without fail. 

3 ‘Did he know ... ?—of course not.’ khicari refers to a dish in which rice and lentils are mixed. 

Here it means a muddle, mess or conspiracy. 



5 POSTPOSITIONS 

Postpositions follow nouns or pronouns, and mark (a) grammatical functions, 

(b) location, movement or extent in space and time. A particular postposition 

may have both grammatical and spatial-temporal functions. Urdu postpositions 

function similarly to prepositions in European languages. Urdu has only a few 

prepositions, borrowed from Persian or Arabic (§1404, §1505). 

A postposition may consist of a single word (simple postpositions) or a 

phrase. Postpositional phrases are of two types: postpositional sequences (two 

postpositions expressing a complex relationship of location and movement), and 

compound postpositions. 

Whenever a noun is followed by a postposition it occurs in the oblique case 

(§110). Pronouns also occur in the oblique case before postpositions (§208), 

except for the first and second person pronouns when preceding the postposition 

ne (§209). 

If bhl, ‘also’ or hi (emphatic particle) also occur, they normally follow the 

postposition. (However see §1206 for an exception.) 

The commonest postpositions, with their short translations, are: 

ka(~ ke~kl), of,’s ^ mem, in 

jf' ko,to ^ par, on, at 

ne (ergative) i_5v> tak, till, until 

^ se, from, by 

GRAMMATICAL POSTPOSITIONS 

Grammatical postpositions express for the most part grammatical functions, 

such as possession or marking of objects and subjects. 

501 ka ~ ke ~ kl expressing possession 

The postposition ka (~ ke ~ Id) shows a possessive relationship between two 

nouns. It agrees with the noun it qualifies in gender, number and case, like an 

adjective. 

lS'oUL ^ 

maliyat ka mahekma maliyat ke mahekme mem 

the Department of Finance in the Department of Finance 
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Ltj ^oL 

mam if dua 

mother’s blessing 

502 ka marking objects 

Some verbs mark objects with ka. See §526 for examples of the way that verbs 

‘take’ (collocate with) postpositions. 

_ {_)J I 15" CJI 

maim ap ka §ukr guzar hum 

I am grateful to you. 

sallm ne jalse ka bandobast kiya 

Salim arranged the meeting (did the arrangement of the meeting). 

503 Inflected kl in compound postpositions 

Many compound postpositions are phrases consisting of ke - Id (inflected forms 

of ka) followed by a noun, adjective or adverb. See §527-§531. 

Noun .JJb JT x 

X kl taraf < taraf (f.), direction, side, way 

in connection with X 

Adjective jjlk* £ x 

X ke mutabiq < mutabiq (adj.), conformable, similar 

according to X 

Adverb jjjl £ x 

X ke upar< upar (adv.), above, up, over 

above X 

504 kd and its alternate forms 

Following nouns, ko always occurs as a postposition, but following pronouns 

(including personal, demonstrative, interrogative and relative pronouns, except 

ap), it may be replaced by the suffix e ~ (h)em (§210 and Table 5 in §210). 
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505 ko marking objects 

The indirect object of a verb is marked by ko. The indirect object precedes the 

direct object. 

Uugj jlJ ^.1 

Sahid ne apnf valida ko tar bheja 

Shahid sent a telegram to his mother. 

- ^^ 
bacci ne mehman ko phul pe.< kiye 

The little girl offered flowers fo the guest. 

k5 sometimes marks direct objects. Such objects are either (a) animate direct 

objects or (b) specified inanimate direct objects. Human objects are normally 

marked with ko, but in certain cases kd may be omitted to show that the object 

is unspecified.1 

Some verbs take objects marked with se (§515), ka (§502) or par (§525). 

See §526 for examples of the way that verbs collocate with postpositions. 

Animate direct objects 

salim ko bulao 

Call Salim. 

-jh A 
baccom kd bay le calo 

Take the children to the park. 

Aof 
kutte kd mat chero 

Don’t tease the dog. 

Unspecified direct objects 

vij jj T^ v'y- 
pan! ka nal xarab hai, fauran nai va/a bulao! 

The water pipe is broken; call a plumber at once! 

-JU. ^jjI (jj 

sanduq upar lejao 

Take the box upstairs. 

506 ko marking subjects 

In impersonal constructions (§641) the ‘real’ or logical subject of the verb is 

marked by kd, and the verb agrees with the logical direct object. It is considered 

a subject because it may control the reflexive possessive adjective apna (§213), 

be the subject of a clause with a conjunctive participle (§612), and typically 

stands in first place in the sentence.2 

Many impersonal constructions describe the experiencer’s subjective state, 

which has led to the coining of the term experiencer subjects. Experiencer 

subjects tend to occur with the verbs hona, ‘to be’, and ana, ‘to come’ and lagna, 

‘to be applied’. 

akram ko samose pasand haim 

Akram likes samosas. 

- LXrH ^^Ul 

un kd kamyabl kl tavaqqo nahim 

He doesn’t expect to succeed. 

mujhe apna naya makan pasand hai 

/like my new house. 

- y ^a"1 

mujhe us ka nam yad nahlm a raha 

Idon’t recall his name. 

Specified direct objects 

_ ^ cP ^ 

pan! ka nal xarab hai, nal vale kd bulao 

The water pipe is broken; call the plumber. 

us sanduq kd xali kar do 

Empty that box. 

1 Grammarians who treat grammatical postpositions as case-markers define objects marked by ko 

as being in the dative case. 

lagna with experiencer subjects 

lagna has no precise English translation, although it is often defined as ‘to be 

attached’, ‘to be applied’. In impersonal constructions with experiencer subjects, 

lagna can mean ‘to seem’, ‘to feel’, or ‘to catch (an illness)’. 

- IjeH ri 

ye bat sac nahlm lagS 

This thing does not seem true2 

2 Grammarians who treat grammatical postpositions as case-markers call subjects marked by ko 

dative subjects. 

3 The logical subject is not expressed. 
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_l£j \J> GU 

un ko merajana bura laga 
They were displeased by my going (lit. my going seemed bad to them). 

bacce ko khana dekh kar bhuk lagne lagi 
The child saw the food and began to feel hungry. 

? ^ i/jo l)V^"^ 
ap ko ye zukam kaham se lag gay a bail 
How (lit. from where) did you catch this cold? 

507 k5 showing movement in a direction or to a destination 

ko occasionally expresses direction of movement in physical space. However in 

510 ne marking subjects 

ne marks the ‘real’ or logical subject of transitive verbs in perfective tenses (see 

§629). The verb agrees with the logical direct object, unless it is marked by ko. 

See §211 for the forms of pronouns used before ne.4 

ahmad ne sare samose khae haim 

Ahmad has eaten all the samosas (agreement with samose). 

Compare _ / jL j^\ 

ahmad sare samose khae ga 

Ahmad will eat all the samosas (agreement with ahmad). 

SPATIAL-TEMPORAL POSTPOSITIONS 

Spatial-temporal postpositions refer to location, movement or extent in space 

and time. (But these postpositions also have some grammatical functions, 

particularly se.) They may be divided into two groups: (a) those which may not 

be followed by a second postposition (se, tak), and (b) those which may be 

followed by se to make postpositional sequences (§533). 

511 se with ablative function 

In the following, se shows spatial movement away from something, or lapse of 

time (‘since’, ‘for’). 

? ^ Ulf-T""^ (O - Ojf j ^ tip 3* err* 

ye bas kaham se ah hai? maim do din se himar hum 

Where does this bus come from? I have been sick for two days. 

512 se marking the instrument 

se may mark the instrument, and is translated as ‘with’ or ‘by’. 

- ^ pL* - j*-" ckl 

qalam se dastxat kama ham rel se safar karem ge 

Sign (it) with a pen. We will travel by train. 

4 Grammarians who treat grammatical postpositions as case-markers call subjects marked by ne 

ergative subjects. 
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se marks the instrument of verbs expressing incapacity (§635) and involuntary 

action (§801), as well as causative (Chapter 8) and passive (§634) verbs. 

Incapacity 

- ^ '-*■> *** 

mujh se aisl dava khai nahim jafi 

I can’t possibly take such medicine. 

Involuntary action 

? \S yj LT~ ( yo jl 

5 ho, mujh se kya ho gaya? 

Oh no, what have / done (involuntarily)? 

Instrument of passive 

- J* /o 

ye sarak mazdurom se banal jae gi 

This road will be built by labourers. 

Instrument of causative 

- € f ^^ 
maim ap ka kam salim se karvaum ga 

I’ll get Salim to do your work. 

513 se in comparison of adjectives 

The comparison of adjectives with se is discussed in §314 and §317. 

514 se in adverbial phrases 

se is added to nouns to form adverbial phrases of manner. See §414. 

ehtiyat se (< ehtiyat, caution + se) 

carefully 
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515 se marking objects 

Certain verbs require objects marked with se. (See §526 for examples of the 

way that verbs ‘take’ (collocate with) postpositions.) 

Direct object 

LL milna, to meet5 

adib risale ke mudlr se mila 

The writer met the editor of the journal. 

milna, ‘meet’, can also take the object with ko, in which case a more coincidental 

meeting is implied. 

.1/ 

aj maim hamsae ko bas ke adde par mil gaya 

Trxlay I met the neighbour at the bus stop. 

puchna,toask 

koi mere dil se puche tere fir-e-nim ka£ ko 

Someone should ask my heart about your half-released arrow (Ghalib) 

Indirect object 

lifS' kahna, to say, tell 

- Oyf £? y' yr* 

maim ap se kuch kahna cahti hum 

I would like to tell you something. 

516 se forming postpositional sequences 

se is added to other spatial-temporal postpositions to make postpositional 

sequences. See §533. 

5 milna has another meaning, ‘to be available’. In this sense it is intransitive and does not take an 

object. 
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517 tak showing extent or limit 

talc shows that something extends to a specific point in time or space. 

^ jU 

car baje tak Bye 

Come by four o’clock(not later). 

- Lif ^ A 
unhorii ne dur dur tak cot k! tala5 ki 

They searched far and wide (till far and far) for the thief. 

The idiom X se le kar Y tak shows a complete range ‘from X to Y (and 

everything in between)’. 

_Lj Xj lSJ M16 ^MA* 

becara iinnis sau assi se le kar unnls sau pacanavc tak qaid raha 

The poor man was imprisoned from 1980 to 1995. 

518 tak as an emphatic particle 

talc is sometimes used as an particle meaning ‘even’. It is more emphatic than 

bhi In this usage it is not a postposition, and the noun (or pronoun) is not in the 

oblique case. 

-o* & L. 
naujavan kya, burhe tak xu£I mana rahe haim 

Even the elders are celebrating, not to mention the young people. 

519 mem with locative function 

merii expresses location in or at a point in space or time. Such location may be 

concrete or quite abstract. 

or* 
•*• A 

Or* 0-> J* 

Ur* 

Ur*j4^ 

kamre mem, in the room 

SKe mem, in a mirror 

do din mem, in two days 

sanad Sobe mem, in the industrial sector 

ghar mem, at home 

umgli mem anguthi, the ring on the finger 

- U=t or* 

ham abhl raste mem haim 

We are on the way now. 

■ <£ tjr*** or* Qyj-i 
donom mem gehri dost! hai 

There is deep friendship between (both of) them. 

mem can show transformation from one state to another. 

- Lp or* Ujj^ <£jj 

pari ne cuhiyom ko safed ghorom mem badal diya 

The fairy changed the mice into white horses. 

mem is used with lagna, ‘to be applied’ to express ‘to cost’ and ‘to take time’. 

- ur* f ^lT-I 
is kam mem pamc sau rupae lage 

This work cost five hundred rupees. 

? ^ 6-5 or* 

vaharh jane mem kitne din lage? 

How many days did it take to go there? 

520 Infinitives followed by mem 

Infinitives used as verbal nouns (§639) may be followed by mem, with idiomatic 

meanings. 

_ L^f 1a $ I or* y^ y* 

purane £ahr jane mein adha ghanta lagta hai 

It takes half an hour to go to the old city. 

ye khana khane mem asan hai magar hazm kame mem muikil 

This food is easy to eat but hard to digest. 

521 par with locative function 

par expresses location on something which has a surface (‘on’), next to something 

in space, or upon or immediately after a point in time (‘at’, ‘in’), par has a 

variant form pe /O , occurring in colloquial speech and poetry. 
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y 

y^ 

y cJj 

raste par, on the road 

mez par, on the table 

darvaze par, at the door 

vaqtpar, in (on) time 

par occurs in a few contexts where mem might be expected. This may reflect 

former spatial realities. Formerly a shop was a stall, not a room, and customers 

stood on the threshold. 

y dukan par, in the shop 

_ LI /J_pj J-i y ojJi JT L 

panic baj kar tera minat pariadid zalzala aya 

At thirteen minutes after five a violent earthquake occurred. 

- p? y ^v* 

ap Id darxast par ham apne nisab kl naql bhej rahe haim 

At your request I am sending a copy of our curriculum. 

- U-> 1> y J ' jn V 
vo kamra hazar rupae mahlne par mil sakta tha 

That room used to be available at a thousand rupees a month. 

522 par showing movement to a destination 

par may express movement to a destination. 

- y r15^ y ^3) y pir* 
maim kam par cala vo muhim par ravana ho gaya 

I went to work. He left on an expedition. 

523 par following oblique infinitives 

Infinitives used as verbal nouns (§639) may be followed by par. This usage is 

similar to par expressing location immediately after a point in time (§521). 

_ \^ai «y* <j? y 

halim khane par hi mujhe us ka maza malum hua 

Only on eating halim did I discover its delicious taste. 

1 
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524 Oblique infinitive + par bhl 

See §1213. 

525 par marking objects 

A few verbs require objects marked with par. (See §526 for examples of the way 

that verbs collocate with postpositions.) 

- U* y Ojfjji 2}j Ojtf 

gaom vale buzurgom par etibar karte haim 

The villagers rely on the elders. 

- ^ y 

un ki bat par mujhe hams! a gai 
What he said made me laugh (laughter came to me at what he said). 

526 Collocations of verbs with postpositions 

Different verbs collocate (occur together with) different postpositions in sentences. 

These collocations are lexical properties of the verb, that is to say, part of the 

way in which meaning is encoded in the verb. (In English too, different verbs 

take different prepositions.) verb + postposition collocations must be learned 

along with the individual verbs. 

(a) Some verbs require no postposition with inanimate direct objects, or if the 

object is human, or specified, it is marked with ko (§505). 

karim ne tar bhej a karim ne caukfdar ko bhej a 
Karim sent a telegram to his mother. Karim sent the watchman. 

(b) Some verbs take objects with ka (§502). 

Uji' j Uixi I IT" X X ka intizar kam a, to wait for X 

- ^ 
ham ap ka intizar karem ge 
We will wait for you. 
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(c) Some take objects with se (§515). 

G jj ^ X X se lama, to quarrel, fight with X 

- $ £? 
murya mur/e se lara 
The cock fought with the cock (in a cockfight). 

(d) A few verbs take objects with par (§525). 

UT ^ai ji x X paryussa ana, to get angry at X 

- j}, Ojl 

baccom Id Sararat par yussa kama munasib nahim hai 
It is not appropriate to get angry at the mischief of children. 

The denominative verbs (§607) formed from madad, ‘help’ illustrate the way in 

which postpositions contribute to nuancing of meaning in verbs. 

^ X X Id madad kama, to help X 

- £ ^0J 
vo yaribom Id madad kart! hai 

She helps the poor. 

Ll> 5 3-U x X ko madad dena, to help X, give help to X 

_ (^3 .5-U ^ jk cJ^^* 

muSkil vaqt par unhom ne mujhe madad dl 
He helped me at a difficult time. 

LL» 5 ju X X ko madad milna, X to receive help 

- j -i-u* jS' 

band ke mutasirin ko hukumat se madad mil! thi 
Those affected by the dam received help from the government. 

UJ X X se madad lena, to get, take help from X 

- J> >■ UJ J*'t IsC* flT,o oj 

vo ye kam akela nahim kar sakta, kisi Id madad lena pare gl 
He can’t do this job alone; (he) must get help from someone. 

COMPOUND POSTPOSITIONS 

Compound postpositions are postpositional phrases consisting of inflected ka + 

a noun, adjective, adverb or more complex construction. There are a great many 

such postpositions. Some of the most common are presented here, listed according 

to the six main structural types to which they belong. The order of the elements 

in some postpositional phrases is reversible (with or without minor changes in 

phrase structure or agreement). Those phrases are marked with an asterisk (*) 

and amplified where necessary by footnotes. 

527 ka + oblique noun + postposition 

ka is inflected to ke or Id, agreeing with the noun in gender and case. 

(Id) vajah se, because of/on account of < vajah (f.), reason, cause 

ke sabab se, because of < sabab (m.), cause, reason 

* ke zarie (se), by means of6 < j zaria (m.), means 

* ke taur par, as, by way of7 < jjb taur (m.), manner, way 

ke muqabile mem, in comparison with < muqabila (m.), comparison 

- ^ ^ ^OU—'? ^ ^ j5~ ^ r^-3 J*'f 15"^ of 
ap ye kam kis Id vajah se kar rahe haim?—ammam ke hukm Id vajah se 

On whose account ate you doing this work?—On account of mother’s 

order. 

Compare the meaning of kis vajah se (without ki): 

- ^ ? cVT 
ap ye kam kis vajah se kar rahe haim?—lazimi hai 

Why are you doing this work?—It’s essential. 

tohfe ke taur par 

as a gift 

6 Also occurs reversed as bazaria-e-X (with the Persian preposition ba). See §531. 

7 Also occurs reversed as bataur-e-X. See §531 for an example. 
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528 ka +oblique noun 

ka is inflected to ke or kl, agreeing with the noun in gender and case. 

ke sath, with < .gjL* sath (m. & adv.), company 

ke xilaf, against, contrary to8 < xilaf (m. & adj.), opposition 

ke vaste, for, in order to < 4*^1? vasta (m.), connection, reason 

ki taraf, towards < taraf (f.), direction, way, side 

ki jagah, in place of < ^x>. jagah (f.), place 

* ke ilava, in addition to, besides9 < ilava - alava (m.), superaddition 

larka dostom ke sath khel raha hai 

The boy is playing with friends. 

- /O 

ye qanun ire xilaf hai 

This is against the law. 

- ^ I ^ ^r&y ^ 

mistri kijagah us ka beta a gay a hai 

In place of the mechanic, his son has come. 

£ Jj'-'J Ol Ol 

in vasael ke ilava ~ ilava in vasael ke 

in addition to these resources 

529 ka + oblique adjective 

ka is inflected to ke, agreeing with the oblique adjective. 

* ke mutaalliq, about < ^jLcu mutaalliq, connected with 

ke mutabiq, according to < jjj lk-» mutabiq, conformable, similar 

kebarabar, equal to, similar to < y\y barabar, even, level, equal 

8 Also occurs as ke bar xilaf, and with izafat as xilaf-e-X (§532). xilaf as an independent noun 

rarely occurs in modem Urdu. 

9 Occurs also as ilava X ke. ilava does not take the oblique singular suffix (although ke shows the 

oblique case). 
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- yT? ol-kilsl. 

apne xandan ke mutaalliq kuch bataiye 

Tell something about your family. 

- ji'ji ^ ^^ 

jamila ka qad apne bhai ke barabar hai 

Jamila’s height is equal to her brother’s. 

530 ka + adverb 

ka is inflected to ke. 

ke bad, after < Juo bad, afterwards, later 

ke piche, behind, after < piche, behind, after 

ke upar, above < yj\ upar, above, up, over 

ke pas, near; shows possession < ^b pas (adv. & m.), near; side 

* ke siva, except for10 < Iy* siva, apart from 

- b I L^> jjL 0J 

vo xurSId sahib ke bad kamre mem aya 

He came into the room after Mr. Khurshid. 

- b I y' y&fcsl 6J 

vo xurSid sahib ke piche kamre mem aya 

He came into the room behind Mr. Khurshid. 

-^ ^/Ul 
un ki dukan ghar ke pas hai 

Their shop is near the house. 

531 (ka) + Persian preposition + oblique noun 

ka is inflected to ke or ki, agreeing with the noun in gender and case. 

10 Also occurs as siva-e-X ke. Its inclusion among the adverbs is no more than a matter of 

convenience, since it only occurs as a postposition. 
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* kebayair, without < ba, with, by + yarn (m.), stranger 

* la bajae, instead of11 < ba, with, by + jae (f.), place 

bazaria-e-X, by means of X < ba, with, by12 + ,ouji zaria (m.), means 

bataur-e-X, as, by way of X13 < ba, with, by + taur (m.), manner 

* ke bavujud, in spite of < ba, with + :>vujfid (m.), existence 

ke bar xilaf, contrary to < bar, on, over + xilaf (m.), opposition 

ke darmiyan, between, among < dar, in + jL* miyan (m.), the middle 

jrjji—j ui - jjo jrjju.j ji 

in vasael ke bayat - bayat in vasael ke 
without these resources 

Lri ltI 

is kamre fd bajae ~ bajae is kamre ke 
instead of this room 

r*>cj j jiaj 

hataur-e-tohfa 
as a gift 

bayair also occurs with the perfective participle: 

jo ob ob i£j~* 

bayair men bat samjhe ~ men bat samjhe bayat 
without having understood what I said (men bat) 

532 Noun + izafat 

xilaf-e-X, against, contrary to X14 < xilaf (m.), opposition 

xilaf-c-hukm 
contrary to orders 

11 jae (properly jay) is an old form of ja. When the order is reversed, the postposition lea appears 

in the m. obi. sg. case. 

12 Occurs unreversed as ke zaria-e-X (se). ka is lost when the postposition is reversed 

13 Reversed form of ke taur par 

14 Reversed form of ke xilaf. 

POSTPOSITIONAL SEQUENCES 

533 Spatial-temporal postpositions + se 

The postposition se is added to other spatial-temporal postpositions (with the, 

exception of tak and se itself) to make postpositional sequences. The first 

postposition locates an event in space or time, and se expresses further movement 

beyond that location. 

> 
^-V.1 

in £alom mem se ek cun Iijie 
Choose one of (out of) these shawls. 

- 1)3^ j W 

havai jahaz Sahar ke upar sc guzra 

The aeroplane passed over the city. 

- ^1^3 I yfptj y5 t_^Jj L*ly>. 

cuhiya palang ke nice se a niklf 
The mouse popped out from under the bed. 

- ^^ ^^i* £ pt 

ham ne dehli ki tarafse safar kiya 
We travelled via Delhi. 

Compare _ LS'^ 

ham ne dehli ki taraf safar kiya 
We travelled in the direction of Delhi. 

EXPRESSING POSSESSION (TO HAVE’) 

Possession may be expressed by ka (~ ke - ki), ke pas or ko, depending on the 

nature of the possessive relationship. 

534 Inalienable possession: ka (~ ke ~ Id) 

When possession is of something which one normally or customarily has, such 

as kin, body parts, reputation, landed property or a home, ka (~ ke - Id) is used. 

- ust i 

Sahida ke do bhai hath 

Shahida has two brothers. 

-Ujb <—5CjI i»JlS's jU&o 

becare ka sirf ek paom hai 
The poor fellow has only one foot. 
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- LrrH b W - L<A^ O*1' 

bamara ghar nahim hai is tale Jd koi cabl nahim 

We have no house (home). This lock has no key. 

- °>t <Sjt 

daktar sahab ki ban izzat hai 
The doctor enjoys (has) great respect. 

535 Alienable possession: ke pas 

When possession concerns (temporary) physical ownership or control of a tangible 

object, ke pas is used. 

- £ ^ o-b 

dhobi ke pas saTkal hai hamare pas bahut se ghar hath 
The washerman has a bicycle. We have many houses (properties). 

536 Intangible possession: ko 

When possession concerns something abstract or intangible, impersonal 

constructions with kd are generally used. 

Having an illness is expressed with kd, however this could equally well be 

considered a case of an experiencer subject (§506). 

us tad kd bahut kam hai 
The teacher has a lot of work. 

? ^ J> j5 cjI 

kya ap kd fursat hai? 
Are you free (do you have leisure time)? 

- r1^ <*** 

mujhezukam hai 
I have a cold. 

6 VERBS 

FORMS OF THE VERB 

Urdu verbs have four parts, or basic forms: the root, imperfective participle, 

perfective participle, and infinitive. These are elaborated with auxiliaries and 

suffixes into a complex system of verb tense and aspect (see Table 13 on pages 

88-89). The basic form of a verb determines its aspect, whereas the auxiliary (or 

in the future tense, the future suffix) determines its tense. 

601 Root 

The verb root is the form to which suffixes are added. A useful rule of thumb 

states that the root is that part of the verb which remains when the infinitival 

suffix U -na is removed. The formation of infinitives is regular. 

UU jana, to go —> U ja, go 

U f karna. to do -> Jf kar, do 

Lo dena, to give —» ^ j de, give 

U-Lw sunna, to hear, to listen —> sun, hear, listen 

Double transitive and causative stems are formed by the addition of the increment, 

-a (-la) to the root (§803). Double causative stems are formed by the addition of 

the increment -va (~ -Iva) to the root (§811). To inflect a verb, it is not necessary 

to know whether one is dealing with a verb root or a derived stem, as verbal 

constructions are formed from roots and stems in the same manner. One must 

remember that the derived stem of a root is a different verb from the root, and 
has a different meaning. 

sun, hear, listen -> suna, tell (§805) 

j5 kar, do -> kara, cause to be done (§810) 

de, give -> ^ dila, cause to be given (§810) 

i>* sun> hear* l's,en “> sunva, cause to tell (§811) 

5 kar. do —> \j^5 karva, cause to do (§811) 

The subjunctive (§608), request forms (§610), future (§611), conjunctive participle 

(§612) and continuous tenses (§614-§617) are formed from the verb root (or 

stem). The verb root is also used with the modal verbs sakna, ‘to be able’ to 

show ability (§618); and with cukna, ‘to be finished’ to show completion (§620). 
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1 - 
§ 

Table 13: Overview of Aspect, Tense and Mood 
(The form of the negative is shown in parentheses after the forms.) 

Infinitive 

ana, ‘to come’ 

Basic form of verb ROOT 

• -is 
J 

IMPERFECTIVE PARTICIPLE PERFECTIVE PARTICIPLE 

a ata aya 

Simple constructions 

SUBJUNCTIVE IRREALIS SIMPLE PAST 

(agar) vo ae (+ na) (agar) vo ata (+ na) vo aya (+ na, nahim) 

(if) he comes; he might come (if) he had come he came 

Aspect 

FUTURE 

vo ae ga (+ nahim) 

he will come 

CONTINUOUS TENSES 

i 
1 

HABITUAL TENSES PUNCTUAL/PAST TENSES 

(curative aspect) (IMPERFECTIVE ASPECT) (perfective aspect) 

Complex constructions 

Present CONTINUOUS PRESENT HABITUAL PRESENT IMMEDIATE PAST 

vo a raha hai (+ nahlm) vo ata hai (+ nahlm) vo aya hai (+ nahim) 

he is coming he comes he has come 

Past CONTINUOUS PAST HABITUAL PAST REMOTE PAST 

vo a raha tha (+ nahlm) vo ata tha (+ nahlm) vo aya tha (+ nahim) 

he was coming he used to come he had come; he came. 

Conditional CONTINUOUS CONDITIONAL HABITUAL CONDITIONAL CONDITIONAL PAST 

(agar) vo a raha ho (+ na) (agar) vo ata ho (+ na) (agar) vo aya ho (+ na) 

(if) he is coming (if) he comes (if) he has come 

Presumptive CONTINUOUS PRESUMPTIVE HABITUAL PRESUMPTIVE PRESUMPTIVE PAST 

vo a raha ho ga (+ nahlm) vo ata ho ga (+ nahlm) vo aya ho ga (+ nahim) 

he must be coming he must come he must have come 

Irrealis CONTINUOUS IRREALIS HABITUAL IRREALIS PAST IRREALIS 

(Unfulfilled conditions) (agar) vo a raha hota (+ na) (agar) vo ata hota (+ na) (agar) vo aya hota (+ na) 

(if) he were coming (if) he came (regularly). (if) he had come 
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602 Infinitive 

The infinitive is the form of a verb which is given in dictionaries. It has the 

suffix ~na, and may be inflected like a masculine noun. 

Llw sunna (v.t.) to hear, to listen 

bJT kama (v.t.) to do, to act, to perform 

The infinitive is used as a verbal noun (§639), as a request form (§610) and in 

infinitival constructions showing necessity, advisability, obligation, imminence, 

the agent, permission, purpose, and negative assertion (§642-§650). 

603 Imperfective participle 

The imperfective participle is formed from the root by the addition of the present 

suffix -ta (~ -te ~ -ti), which is inflected like an adjective to agree with nouns or 

pronouns in gender and number. 

sunna, to hear, listen —» 

LjT kama, to do —> 

lj Ijf karana, to cause to be done -> 

sunta, hearing, listening 

li'karta, doing 

Li Ijf karata, causing to be done 

Forms of the imperfective participle 

sunna, to hear 

Singular Plural 

Masculine Ll- sunta sunte 

Feminine sunfi ( suntnh) 

The feminine plural suffix -tim occurs in the habitual present when the auxiliary 

is dropped in negative sentences: suntim, kartuh. 

The imperfective participle is a verbal adjective. It may be used as an adjective 

(§901), but its most important function is contribution of the aspect of 

incompleteness to the tense system. Imperfective tenses describe actions or states 

which are not completed. Most imperfective tenses are habitual: they describe 

actions or states which occur generally or regularly. They include the habitual 

present (§623), habitual past (§624), habitual conditional (§625), and habitual 

presumptive (§625). The simple irrealis (§622) is identical with the imperfective 

participle. The imperfective participle is used in sequences with rahna to show 

continuation (§626) and janato show progression (§627). 
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604 Perfective participle 

The perfective participle is formed from the root by the addition of the past 

suffix -a (~ -e ~ -i - -im), which is inflected like an adjective to agree with 

nouns or pronouns in gender and number. 

sunna, to hear, listen —> b— suna, heard 

karana, to cause to be done —> b \S' karaya, caused to be done 

Forms of the perfective participle 

lu— sunna, to hear 

Singular Plural 

Masculine suna ^ sune 

Feminine sum sunlm 

When the m. sg. i ind f. sg. forms -a and - •i of the past suffix are added to roots 

ending in vowels, the root vowel and the suffix vowel combine as follows: 

a+ a —» aya kha, eat -» L khaya, eaten (m. sg.) 

a+ a —> aya ga< ja, go Lf gaya, gone (m. sg.) 

6+ a —> oya so, sleep -» by* soya, slept (m. sg.) 

1+ a -» iya pi, drink -> Lj piya, drank (m. sg.) 

i+ 1 -» I pi, drink -> ui I», drank (f. sg.) 

l + im —» im pi, drink ^ pim, drank (f. pi.) 

i+ I —> I di < de, give —> iSi di, gave (f. sg.) 

Five verbs have irregular perfective stems, as shown in Table 14 on p. 92. 

The perfective participle is a verbal adjective. It may be used as an adjective 

(§907), but its most important function is contribution of the aspect of completeness 

to the tense system. Perfective tenses describe actions or states which are 

completed. They are also punctual: they describe actions or states occurring 

once. They include the immediate past (§631), remote past (§632), conditional 

past (§633), and presumptive past (§633). The simple past (§630) is identical 

with the perfective participle. The perfective participle is used in sequences with 

jana, ‘to go’ to form the passive (§634) and with kama, ‘to do’ to show habit 
(§636). 
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Table 14: irregular perfective participles 

Root Perf. stem Perfective participle 

M. SG. M. PL. F. SG. F. PL. 

jf Jf Lx A* A* U^Jf 

ho, be hfi-1 hua hue hOi hulm 

U Jf Lf J 
ja, go ga- gaya gae gal galm 

/■ _T LT 
S 

kar, do ki- kiya kiye Id kirn 

* to 

de, give di- diya diye cC dim 

2 J U 
A 

le, take li- liya liye li lirh 

THE VERB hona, ‘TO BE’ 

605 The conjugation of hona 

Table 15 shows the present, past and future conjugations of the verb hona. (For 

information about the pronouns in the table, see §202-§204.) 

Table 15: The present, past, subjunctive and future forms of hona 

Present tense of hona 

Singular 

1st person *Ajf U*4 maim hum I am. (m.f.) 

2nd person 
A* 

tii hai You are. (m.f.) 

3rd person £ °J vo hai He, she, it is. 

.URAL 

1st person ham haim We are. (m.f.) 

2nd person 
jf A 

turn ho You are. (m.f.) 

Lrt V1 ap haim You are. (m.f.) 

3rd person VO haim They are. (m.f.) 
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The present forms of hona agree with the subject noun or pronoun in person and 

number. Negatives are made with nahlm (§417). In unemphatic negative sentences, 

present forms of hona are dropped, (ye men topi nahlm hai ‘This is not my hat’ 

—> ye men topi nahlm.) 

Past tense of hona 

Singular 

1st person ~ ^ a*4 maim tha (m.) ~ till (f.) I was. 

2nd person ~ U? y tu tha (m.) ~ thl (f.) You were. 

3rd person ^ ~ vo tha (m.) ~ thl (f.) He, she, it was. 

Plural 

1st person US*5 “ <+? ham the (m.) ~ thim (f.) We were. 

2nd person turn the (m.) - thim (f.) You were. 

ap the (m.) - thim (f.) You were. 

3rd person oj vo the (m.) ~ thim (f.) They were. 

The past tense forms of hona are adjectival, and agree with the noun or pronoun 

in gender and number. The negative used with the past of hona is nahlm (and 

occasionally na) (§417). 

Subjunctive mood of hona 

Singular 

1st person err- maim hum I may/should be. (m.f.) 

2nd person jfy tu h5 You may/should be. (m.f.) 

3rd person y °J vo ho He, she, it may/should be. 

Plural 

1st person Ojf |*f ham hom We may/should be. (m.f.) 

2nd person jf r5 turn ho You may/should be. (m.f.) 

dy> yt aphom You may/should be. (m.f.) 

3rd person Oy 6J vo hom They may/should be. (m.f.) 

The subjunctive forms of hdna agree with the subject noun or pronoun in person 

and number. Negatives are made with na (§417). The first person singular forms 

of the subjunctive and of the present are identical; the context provides the 

information necessary to distinguish them. 

1 Phonetically, the perfective stem has a short vowel: {fan]. It is spelled with a long vowel: hu-. 
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Future tense of hdna 

Singular 

1st person ^ Oy or* maim hum ga I will be. (m.) 

J Oy urr* maim hum gi I will be. (f.) 

2nd person € y* y tuhoga You will be. (m.) 

y y tu ho gi You will be. (f.) 

3rd person ^ y *3 vo ho ga He, it will be. (m.) 

J y v vohogi She, it will be. (f.) 

Plural 

1 1st person <£°y ft ham hom ge We will be. (m.) 

w 
it. Oy pf ham hom gi We will be. (f.) 

n 
2nd person £y y turn ho ge You will be. (m.) 

H 
Jx y 

turn ho gi You will be. (f.) 1 £ Oy y~ ap hom ge You will be. (m.) I v/ Oy yf ap hom gi You will be. (f.) 

1 
3rd person <£oy oj vo hom ge They will be. (m.) 

J> Oy *3 vo hom gj They will be. (f.) 

1 

The future tense of hona is formed by adding the future suffix ga (~ ge ~ ge)2 to 

the subjunctive forms. Although it is a suffix, it is written as a separate word in 

Urdu. The future suffix is adjectival, and agrees with the noun or pronoun in 

gender and number. The form of the negative used is nahlm (§417). The future 

tense of hona expresses both future and presumption. 

Examples 

- (J5'* tjr* 

aj maim daflay mem nahlm (hum) 

Today I am not in the office. 

- urf-* jr) cQ ^ 
kal mausam accha tha lekin aj accha nahlm 

The weather was fine yesterday but today (it) isn’t fine. 

2 The future suffix is a contraction of gal (= gaya, the perfective participle of jana). Compare the 

English ‘I am going to be.’ 
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- £ ,f*? Jt 

agar mausam accha ho, ham sair karem ge 
If the weather is good, we will go for a walk. 

_ lTy I y-* ^ L-. yi -L)j 

rediyo se suna hai ke kal mausam accha ho ga 

I’ve heard on the radio that the weather will be fine tomorrow. 

- (cri) yy V>' y-4 ue*3 usH 

men clzem yahlm thirii, magar ab nahlm (bairn) 
My things were right here, but now they aren’t 

- Oy yr* iSj U.I *3 - yi yiyr ^yT 

ap Id clzem mahffiy. hairh. vo almari mem horn gi 

Your things are safe. They must be in the cabinet. 

606 hdna as an auxiliary verb 

In the Urdu verbal system, the tense of the auxiliary verb hona determines the 

tense of the verbal construction (Table 13 on pages 88-89). 

(a) Present tenses (continuous present, habitual present and immediate past) 

are formed with the present tense of the auxiliary. 

(b) Past tenses (continuous past, habitual past and remote past) are formed 

with the past tense of the auxiliary. 

(c) Conditional tenses (continuous conditional, habitual conditional and 

conditional past) are formed with the subjunctive mood of the auxiliary. 

(d) Presumptive tenses (continuous presumptive, habitual presumptive and 

presumptive past) are formed with the future tense of the auxiliary. 

DENOMINATIVE VERBS (607) 

Denominative verbs are verb phrases consisting of a noun or adjective plus an 

inflected verb. They are very frequent in Urdu, which has borrowed Perso-Arabic 

nouns, adjectives and derived verbal elements, such as Arabic participles 

(§1501-§ 1502) and Persian present and past stems (§1406) extensively. An Urdu 

verb is added to these loans, most frequently kama (but dena, ‘to give’, lena, ‘to 

take’, bamdhna, ‘to tie’, nikalna, ‘to take out’, lagana, ‘to apply’, uthana, ‘to 

raise’ and rakhna, ‘to put’ also occur). English borrowings are assimilated in the 

same way. 

The intransitive of denominative verbs is formed by substituting a semantically 

appropriate intransitive verb, such as hona for kama (see §807 for examples). 
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When the phrase is not formed with kama, it is essential to check the dictionary 

to find the intransitive. Denominative verbs are listed under the noun or adjective 

which forms the head of the phrase. 

The inflected verbs in denominative verbs collocate with (take) different 

postpositions in sentences (§527). These collocations must be learned along with 

the individual verbs. 

U/'oj* /x 

-> u* ^ x 

15 ^5""" x 

—> 15ys v>» JT x 

Lo o_yc jS' x 

—> Ul-j oyc y j_!T” x 

X Id izzat kama, to honour X 

X Id izzat hona, X to be honoured 

X Id samagting kama, to smuggle X 

X Id samagling hona, X to be smuggled 

X ko izzat dena, to show respect to X 

X ko Y se izzat milna, X to be honoured by Y 

X ko §ikast dena, to defeat X 

gikast khana, to be defeated 

Ua Jib lS'X 

U x 

Also: 

lil^i tSjb ^5 ^x 

X ka mehr bamdhna, to agree to a dowry of X 

X kl zimmedari lena, to take responsibility 

for X 

X kl zimmedari uthana, to take responsibility 

for X 

julus nikalna, to parade, parade in protest 

VERB FORMS BASED ON THE VERB ROOT 

608 Subjunctive 

A verb is used in the subjunctive mood when it describes an action or state 

which is uncertain in some way, or which is contingent on something else. 

Hence the subjunctive is often used in conditional sentences and subordinate 

(dependent) clauses. Certain conjunctions, adverbs and phrases require the 

subjunctive. 

The subjunctive is not a tense. When translating it, the context of the whole 

sentence, including the tense of the verb in the main clause, must be considered. 
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Table 16: Forms of the subjunctive 

kama ‘to do’ 

Singular 

1st person 03j^ yr* maimkarum I may do. (m.f.) 

2nd person tukare You may do. (m.f.) 

3rd person vokare He, she, it may do. (m.f.) 

Plural 

1st person hamkarem We may do. (m.f.) 

2nd person 3f turn karo You may do. (m.f.) 

d-A~ v~ apkarem You may do. (m.f.) 

3rd person d-A'‘ vokarem They may do. (m.f.) 

The verbs hona. ‘to be’ (§605), dena, ‘to give’ and lena, ‘to take’ are irregular. 

dena, ‘to give’ 

Singular 

1st person 03^ (j^-4 maim dum I may give, (m.f.) 

2nd person y tude You may give, (m.f.) 

3rd person vode He, she, it may give. 

Plural 

1st person ham dem We may give, (m.f.) 

2nd person turn do You may give, (m.f.) 

ap dem You may give, (m.f.) 

3rd person lt!-5 *3 vo dem They may give, (m.f.) 

lena, ‘to take’ 

Singular 

1st person Oj) maim lum I may take, (m.f.) 

2nd person Ad tule You may take, (m.f.) 

3rd person A03 vole He, etc., may take. 

Plural 

1st person A pf ham lem We may take, (m.f.) 

2nd person >) pj turn 15 You may take, (m.f.) 

A A ap lem You may take, (m.f.) 

,jJ ej vo lem They may take, (m.f.) 3rd person 
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The forms of the subjunctive agree with the subject noun or pronoun in person 

and number. Note that subjunctive suffixes do not show gender. The form of the 

negative used with the subjunctive is na (§417). 

The subjunctive in main clauses 

The subjunctive is used in main clauses: (a) in asking for permission or advice, 

(b) in making a wish or expressing a preference, (c) in expressing encouragement, 

(d) in making an indirect command, (e) as one form of request, (f) following 

Sayad, ‘maybe’, and ka£ (ke),3 4 ‘if only’, and (g) in questions expressing doubt 

or uncertainty. 

- ^ Ojt ur-* 

kya maim andar auml—zarur, aiye aiye! 
May I come in?—Certainly, come in, come in! 

- ^ 

aiye, khana khaem 

Come; let’s eat. 

- (S'yyS' ^ 

hamid se kaho ke mat cixe 

Tell Hamid not to shout. 

- 

bairn taraf calerh 

Please drive on the left. 

yj I «b L*. |» Li ^1 -b Li 

Sayad aj Sam ko camd nazar ae 

Maybe this evening the moon will be visible (sighted). 

! Jx ^ (^ cJ 
kaS aj camd nazar ae, kal Id ho gl! 
If only the moon is sighted tonight, tomorrow will be Eid! 

Because the subjunctive may express a wish, when using it to express the possibility 

of an undesirable event, the subjunctive verb is often put in the negative. This is 

an exception to the restriction on the negative with compound verbs (§717). 

3 $ayad may also be followed by a verb in the simple past, referring to a completed event: Sayad 

vo aisi davana kha saka, ‘Maybe he couldn’t take such medicine.’ 

4 ka$ may also introduce clauses in the irrealis: ka$ ap batva na bbulte, ‘I wish you had not 

forgotten (your) wallet.’ 

itna bhari sanduq upar na rakho, kahim gir na jae\ 

Don’t put such a heavy box up (on a rack), lest it fa//! 

The subjunctive in subordinate clauses 

Not all subordinate clauses have verbs in the subjunctive. However subordinate 

clauses are dependent clauses, and so inherently contingent. Certain conjunctions 

and impersonal expressions having to do with contingent situations introduce 

subordinate clauses with verbs in the subjunctive. They may be called 

SUBORDINATING EXPRESSIONS. 

agar, ‘if’,ke, ‘that’ may introduce clauses containing the subjunctive. 

jabtak+ negative, ‘until’, ‘unless’ introduces a relative subordinate clause 

(§1114) which may contain a subjunctive. 

ta ke, ‘so that’, ba£arteke, ‘on condition that’ (§1228) always introduce 

clauses with the subjunctive. 

Subordinating expressions: impersonal constructions 

The following impersonal expressions introduce subordinate clauses which contain 

subjunctive verbs. 

rS~ 

(S' 1-^ 

fS~'yf rL^j I 

mumkin hai ke, it’s possible that... 

cahie ke, it’s needed that ... 

zaruri hai ke, it’s necessary that... 

munasib hai ke, it’s appropriate that... 

xuda kare ke; God grant that... 

aisa na ho ke, lest (it should not be such that)... 

Subordinating expressions: personal constructions 

The following verbs introduce subordinate clauses which function as direct objects 

of main clauses, and which contain verbs in the subjunctive. 

rS~ 

4"L,U. (ITx) 

l jr 

farz kama (ke), to suppose (that) 

majbur hona ke, to be compelled, obliged to 

cahna ke, to want (to) 

(X ka) dil cahna ke, (X) to feel like 

ko$i£ kama ke (in requests), to try (to) 
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Note: many subordinating expressions may also introduce the irrealis. See §609, 

‘Unfulfilled wishes, conjecture and regret’. 

Examples 

- A r^3 rS~ 

mum kin hoi ke mujhe vazlfa na mile 

It’s possible that I might not get the scholarship. 

- LitdJf U*-^' (K 

cabie ke Ham andhera hone se pahle ghar pahumcem 

We ought to reach home before dark. 

- ^gj (S'£ 
zarurl hai ke aj hi paisa ada kar dum 

It’s necessary that(I) pay the money today. 

■ l)-* '^cj 

xuda kare fcenajma kd vazlfa miljael 

May God grant tftafNajma gets the scholarship! 

• S rS'I 1 £rj 

aj hi xarido, aisa na ho ke kal na mile! 
Buy it today, lest it be unavailable tomorrow! 

riU, I i>_jJ /S' 

hukumat majbur hai ke lodleding mem izafa kare 

The government is compelled to increase the power cuts. 

... Ojf obl^jl JL* /S'yj^S' ji 

farz kijie ke is sal intixabat Aom... 
Suppose there are elections this year ... 

- Sy-i ^->1 Iji yr* rS'M 
abba jan cahte the ke maim bara admi banum 

Daddy wanted me to become an important person. 

-J* 
ko&fkato ke kisi ko taklif na do 

Try not to give trouble to anyone. 
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609 Conditional sentences 

Conditional sentences consist of two clauses. The first, or condition clause, 

usually begins with agar jT\ . The second, or result clause, begins with to y . 

agar is often deleted, to rarely (§1202). agar may also be replaced, by jab 

(§1112) or jo j*. (§1106-§1107). 

Urdu conditional sentences belong to two basic categories: fulfillable 

conditions, and unfulfilled conditions (irrealis). Unfulfilled conditional sentences, 

also called ‘contrary to fact’ sentences, describe conditions which have not been, 

or cannot be, fulfilled. 

Fulfillable conditions 

Fulfillable conditions include (a) those that will probably be met, and (b) conditions 

which are presumed to be met. When the verb in the condition clause is subjunctive, 

or in one of the imperfective tenses (present or future), the condition remains 

open-ended. It is possible or even probable that the condition will be met, but it 

has not happened yet, or it is not yet confirmed. There is still a possibility that 

the condition will fail. 

The verb in the result clause provides the context of the result (a present 

result, a future result, or a command), and the tense of the sentence. 

When the verb in the condition clause is in the simple past, the action in the 

condition clause is either (a) complete (and the condition will have been met), or 

(b) the perfective aspect is used to affirm the result (provided the condition is 

met).5 Perfective tenses cannot be used in the condition clause if there is little 

likelihood of the condition being met, or if the action is still continuing. 

Possibility/probability: condition in the subjunctive or the future 

-J-* Jy>\y y> ^ _f\ 

agar tel gaif a)m ho to alu dal do 

If the oil is hot, put in the potatoes. (I expect it is hot.) 

_ y y by y | /a S'qAjy Cj! /I 

agar ap mariz ka ilaj na karerh to vo mar sakta hai 

If you don’t treat the patient, he could die (I think you might not do so.) 

5 Compare the following use of a perfective tense to express affirmation: mall!—ay a j!, 

‘Gardener!—Just coming, sir.’ The gardener has not come, but uses the simple past to affirm 

that he is doing so immediately. 
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- gy- J>y^y Oy lj—j ■£>!— V* r * jy 

xair agar ap mere sath rusva horn gi to koi haij nahlm 
Fine, if you will be disgraced along with me, then there is no harm. (Rusva, 

Umrad Jan Ada) 

- ^ S ^ y4,Sj |*-t$ ji Jjl>. 0J SI 

agar vo camd par qadam rathe to apne mulk ka jhanda khara kardega 

If he sets foot on the moon, he will set up the flag of his country. (It is 

possible but unlikely; a simple past verb is not possible.) 

Presumed present fact: condition in the present or habitual present 

- J* JlJ y £ 

agar tel gar( a)m bai t5 alu dal do 

If the oil is hot, put in the potatoes. (It looks hot now, but check it.) 

- £ y *3 y yt 2.^0^ ^ J^-y J" 
agar ap maiiz ka ilaj nahfrh karte baim to vo marsakta bai 

If you don’t treat the patient, he could die. (You don’t seem to be doing so.) 

Completed action/affirmation of result: condition in the simple past 

- o_9 us"””^ y^y y, yi 

agar ap ne mariz ka ilaj na kiya to vo mar sakta bai 

If you don’t treat the patient, he could die (You have indicated you won’t.) 

- Oy> )3y> y yT 

ap ne mehnat ki to zarur kamyab bom ge 

If you work bard (you) will certainly succeed (You have not yet made the 

effort, but your success is assured if you do.) 

Unfulfilled/unfulfillable conditions (irrealis) 

When imperfective participles without auxiliaries are used in both the condition 

clause and the result clause, the sentence describes a failed condition, or a 

condition which is impossible to meet (irrealis). 

_ Lu:> IT~tJCL y y -gU- “j 

agar vo camd par qadam rakbta to apne mulk ka jhanda khara kar deta 

If he had set foot on the moon, he would have set up the flag of his country. 

(He failed to get into the space programme.) 
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.. IjU- y oj y yj^~ ytiy ^I 

agar ap maiiz ka ilaj na karte to vo mar jata 

If you hadn’t treated the patient, he would have died. (You treated him.) 

? L» I jJil y y J I Vl 2 ejl 

agar ap darvaze mem tala lagate to cor kaise andar atal 

If you had locked the door, how could the thief have got ini (He got in.) 

^ ^oj f\ 

agar aur jiterahte, yahi intizar bota 

If I were to live longer, it would only be to wait like this (Ghaiib) 

When the condition clause ends in tha (~ the - thi) or a verb in the remote past, 

the condition has also failed, but the sentence suggests that there is scope for 

discussion on the subject. 

? IS' I j jj I jyt y y el j lj_y ^ Jj I 

agar ap ne darvaze mem tala lagaya tha to cor kaise andar a gay a 1 

If you had locked the door, how did the thief get ini (For the sake of 

argument, I accept your assertion, nevertheless the thief did get in.) 

Unfulfilled wishes, conjecture and regret (irrealis) 

Conjunctions, impersonal expressions and verbs which normally require the 

subjunctive may take the imperfective participle to show irrealis (conjecture, 

regret, etc.). Irrealis may also be used in place of the subjunctive to wish for 

something impossible. 

••• y. yt A JsyTy>y 

farz kijie ke ap camd par qadam rakhte... 

Suppose you were to set (had set) foot on the moon ... 

- VU ^ jj-> ,j~* rS'ly 

cahie tha ke maim darvaze mem tala lagata 

I should have locked the door. 

- rj ^ yI 

ka£ ap batva na bhulte 

I wish you had not forgotten (your) wallet. 
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Complex conditional sentences 

Precise distinctions of aspect can be expressed in conditional sentences (both 

fulfillable and irrealis). See §617 (continuous conditional, continuous irrealis), 

§625 (habitual conditional, habitual irrealis), and §633 (conditional past, past 

irrealis). 

610 Request forms 

Request forms corresponding to tu, turn and ap 

There are three basic levels of request forms in Urdu, corresponding to the three 

second person pronouns tu, turn and ap. See §203 for a discussion of these 

pronouns. 

The use of compound verbs (Chapter 7) with the vector verbs dena and lena 

is very common with request forms, but particularly with the mid- or tum-level 

forms, where they point to the reciprocal transactions which take place in the 

solidary relationships where turn is often used. 

Lower level request forms corresponding to tu consist of the verb root alone. 

— 1^5^” l_> L^_5 _ L». h*. 

khana kba, bete so ja munne, so ja 

Eat (your) food, son. Go to sleep, baby, go to sleep. 

Mid-level request forms corresponding to turn consist of the verb root with the 

suffix -6 (identical to second person plural (tum-level) subjunctive forms). They 

are used towards persons addressed with the pronoun turn. 

khana kba Id ab so jad, der ho gal hai 

Eat (your) food. Go to sleep now; it is late. 

■ ^ jh- A AA? j 'j^ v' 
ap bazar jate vaqt mujhe sath le cald na! 

When you go to the market do take me along! 

Polite request forms corresponding to ap consist of the verb root with the suffix 

-ie (~ -iye) for most verbs, -iye is added to most roots ending in long vowels; -ie 

is added to roots ending in consonants. 

Four verbs have irregular stems, as shown in Table 17 on p. 105. 

Ay A± 
calie jaiye 

Please walk. Please go. 
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Table 17: Irregular request forms 

Root Polite request stem Polite request form 

kar, do ldj- kijie 

de, give dij- dijie 

le, give 
& 

lij- A** lijie 

pi, drink 
& 

pij- A&j pijie 

Examples 

cjl — UL^_5^vl 

ab khana khaiye ~ ab khana kba lijie 

Please eat (food) now. 

- C-sj 2}^ J 'j ^ v' 

ap bazar jate vaqt mujhe sath le calie 

When you go to the market please take me along. 

Courteous formal requests may be made by suffixing ga to an ap level request. 

- u* AJ) 1 ^ 
yah am baitbie ga, daktar sahib abhi ane vale haiiii 

Please sit here, the doctor is on his way now. 

Other request forms 

The infinitive may be used as a request that is neutral with respect to honorific 

levels (§203). It is appropriate for neutral requests or impersonal instructions. 

cauk se baeih murna aur sau mitar age calna 

Turn left at the crossroads and walk a hundred metres further. 

- ^ ^ <£* Aa SA^ J*15 Af A*' Un¬ 
paid pine ke qabil ban ane ke lie use parhc minat tak ubalna 

To make water fit to drink, boil it for five minutes. 

The subjunctive, (§608, p. 103) may be used as a request form. 

sirf taza phal aur sabziyarii xaiidem 

Buy only fresh fruit and vegetables. 
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- £ jt eX^1 ■> 

dhone se pahle har patte ko alag kareiii 

Before washing, separate every leaf. 

It is appropriate to make formal polite requests to strangers of equal or superior 

status (persons addressed with ap or an honorific title) using verb phrases with 

taSrif, ‘one’s honourable self. (See §1603 for more examples.) 

UV 
tairif lana 

to bring one’s honourable seif (= ana, to come) 

? Ojf JTLT~L^ri ( i ^ I 

aiye, ta&iflaiye, maim ap kl kya xidmat kar sakta hum? 
Come in, come in; how can I help you? 

khana tayyar hai, ta&riflaiye, khana khaiye 
The food is ready; please come and eat. 

taSrif rakhna 
to place one’s honourable self (= baithna, to sit, maujudhona, to be present) 

- uij 

janab, yahara ta&ifrakhie 

Sir, please sit here. 

611 Future tense 

The future tense (Table 18 on p. 107) is formed by adding the future suffix ga if 

( - ge £ ~ gl ) to the subjunctive forms of a verb. The future suffix is 

adjectival, and agrees with the noun or pronoun in gender and number. Agreement 

in person, as well as number, is shown by the verb’s subjunctive base. The form 

of the negative used is nahlrh (§417). 

The verbs hona, ‘to be’ (§605), dena, ‘to give’; and lena, ‘to take’ are 

irregular. 

Presumption is expressed by adding the future of hona to continuous (§617), 

habitual (§625) or past (§633) tense verbs. 

Table 18: Forms of the future 

kama, ‘to do’ 

Singular 

1st person if i js* maim karum ga I will do. (m.) 

maim karum gl I will do. (f.) 

2nd person if y tukarega You will do. (m.) 

tu kare gi You will do. (f.) 

3rd person if 6J vo kare ga He, it will do. (m.) 

vo kare gi She, it will do. (f.) 

Plural 

1st person 
X&f r? 

ham karem ge We will do. (m.) 

£ r ham karem gi We will do. (f.) 

2nd person iVV 
turn karo ge You will do. (m.) 

turn karo gi You will do. (f.) 

ap karem ge You will do. (m.) 

J VT ap karem gl You will do. (f.) 

3rd person vo karem ge They will do. (m.) 

J y vo karem gl They will do. (f.) 

dena, ‘togive’ 

Singular 

1st person maim durii ga I will give, (m.) 

jf Oj^ yjr* maim dum gi I will give, (f.) 

2nd person if 4 tu de ga You will give, (m.) 

y tilde gi You will give, (f.) 

3rd person if ^ i 0J vo de ga He, it will give, (m.) 

J ^ flJ vo de gi She, it will give, (f.) 

Plural 

1st person ham dem ge We will give, (m.) 

l/"y* r? 
ham dem gi We will give, (f.) 
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2nd person 
fJ* r3 turn doge You will give, (m.) 

f 
turn do gi You will give, (f.) 

ap dem ge You will give, (m.) 

fy~> apdemgi You will give, (f.) 

3rd person vo dem ge They will give, (m.) 

Jv vodeihgl They will give, (f.) 

Examples 

-if <sf Jo J>^3 
karaci jane vali rel gari sarhe nau baje chute gi 

The train going to Karachi will leave at 9:30. 

-f ur* Jpf 
ham har mu.<kil mem jitem ge 

We will win in every difficulty. 

- IS" l)Ix^u_9»VUi sjs* JL-* Jjf\ 

agle sal maim hind us tan jaum ga 

Next year I will go to India. 

- f 03/uT 

maim ap ke vade par bharosa karihh gi 

I will rely on your promise. 

612 Conjunctive participles 

Form and function of conjunctive participles 

The root of kama, kar is added to the root of any verb to make a conjunctive 

participiju Conjunctive participles transform two separate but related clauses 

into a single sentence which shows two actions or events happening in succession. 

The two clauses must have (a) the same subject, and (b) verbs in the same tense. 

The form of the negative used with conjunctive participles is na (§417), 
however negative conjunctive participles are uncommon. 

- ^ 03j^f'jf J3* ^ OjU .jr* 

maim ghar jaum ga aur aram karum ga 
I will go home and 1 will rest. 
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OJj?'Ucr* 

maim ghar ja kar aram karum ga 

I will go home and rest (having gone home, I will rest). 

_ LO Jj! (ft yi 

salima ne parha aur imtihan diya 
Salima studied and took the examination. 

—> _ Lo o I JT ^-3.-.' 

salima ne parb kar imtihan diya 
Salima studied and took the examination. 

The sequential order of the two actions becomes unambiguous when the 

conjunctive participle replaces the first verb: ‘I will rest after I go home.’ ‘Salima 

studied before taking the examination.’ 

Alternate form root + ke of conjunctive participles 

The conjunctive participle of kama itself is root + ke. 

- ^ 03j^ ^ OJjS' utr* 

maim kam karum ga aur aram karum ga 
I will work and I will rest. 

-» - ^03^f IjT T’'^\jpr* 

maim kam karke aram karum ga 
I will work and (then) I will rest. 

The alternate form root + ke is often used to form conjunctive participles with 

other verbs as well (although conjunctive participles with kar are the written 

standard, and more common, usage). 

parb ke aram karo! 
Study before you rest! 

Short absofutives 

The verb root alone may function like a conjunctive participle (the short 

absolutive). Short absolutives are incorrect in modem standard Urdu,6 but may 

6 In Hindi, when the first action in some way causes the second action, kar may be omitted. This 

usage is not allowed in standard Urdu. 
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nevertheless be found in texts, particularly older ones. 

" ^ A V* 4^ UjJ 
panl itna tha ke sab kuch baha le gaya 

There was so much water that it carried everything away. 

Idiomatic phrases withkar 

karis added to xas, ‘special’ to form the phrase ^U. xas kar, ‘particularly’ 

(with the same meaning as xas taur par), kyom kar means ‘how?’. 

? 1^1 jr <_)i 

aisa kyom kar hua? 

How did it happen like this? 

Conjunctive participles in sentences with impersonal constructions 

When the second clause is an impersonal construction, the clauses may appear 

to have different subjects: 

vaham ja ke acche samose milem ge 

(We) will go there and get good samosas. 

The subject of the first clause is an omitted pronoun (ham), whereas the subject 

of the second appears to be samose. But samose milem ge is an impersonal 

construction, and the verb agrees with the direct object, samose, while the real 

subject of the second clause is an omitted ham ko. (See §506, §641.) 

ham vaham jaem ge aur bam ko acche samose milem ge 

We will go there and we will get good samosas. 

Mixed transitivity with conjunctive participles 

The verb in the main clause (below, the second verb) is the sentence verb, and 

determines the transitivity of the sentence. If the main verb is transitive, the 

subject is followed by ne if the verb tense is perfective (§629). If the main verb 

is intransitive, the entire sentence is treated as intransitive, and ne is not used. 

maim parh kar ghar gaya 

Having studied, I went home. 

maim ne ghar ja kar parha 

Having gone home, I studied. 
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613 Repeated roots in conjunctive participles 

When the verb root in a conjunctive participle is repeated, the action of the verb 

is repeated, takes a period of time or occurs continuously. 

us ne paise gin gin kar apne batve mem rakhe 

He counted the money very carefully before putting it in his bag. 

(jjL* JTIfj j_?1 jS'J-b J-b 

karvatem badal badal kar aur ariisu baha baha kar sari rat kari 

He spent the entire night tossing and turning (changing positions) and shedding 

tears. (Narang, Readings) 

614 Continuous tenses 

Continuous tenses have duratfve aspect they describe actions or states which 

are incomplete and in progress. They have the following structure: 

verb root + raha - rahi - rahe + inflected auxiliary verb 

raha is the perfective participle of rahna, ‘to stay’, ‘remain’. It is delexicalized 

(has lost its original meaning) and functions as the continuous participle. It 

agrees with the subject noun or pronoun in gender and number, like an adjective. 

For an overview of continuous tenses, see Table 13 on pages 88-89. For the 

auxiliary verb hona. see §605-§606. 

615 Continuous present 

The continuous present tense (Table 19, on p. 112) describes actions or states 

which are incomplete and in progress at the time of speaking. The present tense 

of the auxiliary is used, and the verb agrees with the subject. 

The form of the negative is nahuh (§417), although negative sentences in the 

present continuous tense are rare. If a negative present continuous does occur, 
the auxiliary may be dropped. 

Examples 

j - ^ Vj ~ ^ 
bhai abhl ghar a raha hai 

Brother is coming home now. 
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Table 19: Continuous present tense of kama 

Singular 

1st person Oif Vj a** maim kar raha hum I am doing, (m.) 

ur* maim kar rahi hum I am doing, (f.) 

2nd person Vj jfy tu kar raha hai You are doing, (m.) 

^y tu kar rahi hai You are doing, (f.) 

3rd person £ jf v vo kar raha hai He, it is doing, (m.) 

Plural 

£ vo kar rahi hai She, it is doing, (f.) 

1st person ox ham kar rahe haim We are doing, (m.) 

ham kar rahi haim We are doing, (f.) 

2nd person turn kar rahe ho You are doing, (m.) 

y y turn kar rahi ho You are doing, (f.) 

ox f y^_ ap kar rahe haim You are doing, (m.) 

oV1 ap kar rahi haim You are doing, (f.) 

3rd person L Y* vo kar rahe haim They are doing, (m.) 

OX vo kar rahi haim They are doing, (f.) 

(Examples) 

- £ jUc^l J5"£-1 oJjy 

farida aj kal imtihan kc lie path rahi hai 

Farida is studying for exams these days. 

- Utf jJ* 

afzal aur farida cae pi rahe haim 

Afzal and Farida are drinking tea. 

cabi har jagah dhumdf, magar nahim mi/ rahi 

I looked for the key everywhere, but (I am) not rinding it. 

Continuous tenses do not occur with rahna, ‘to remain’ as a sentence verb; the 

habitual present is used instead. 
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- Ojf ^ (JL- ^ jjf V ^ 

maim lahaur mem do sal se rahri hum 

I have been living in Lahore for two years. 

The continuous present is also used to describe a future action which has already 

begun, or which is considered as begun. 

- Off Vj ' u4^ JV 
thlk hai, rakh do, maim ap ke pas a raha hum 

Okay, put down (the receiver), I am on my way to you. 

616 Continuous past 

The continuous past tense describes actions or states which were incomplete and 

in progress at a point in the past. The past tense of the auxiliary is used. The 

verb agrees with the subject. The form of the negative is nahim (§417). 

Table 20: Continuous past tense of kama 

Singular 

1st person O^ maim kar raha tha I was doing, (m.) 

^ or* maim kar rahi thi I was doing, (f.) 

2nd person ^ Vj Xy tu kar raha tha You were doing, (m.) 

y tu kar rahi thi You were doing, (f.) 

3rd person vo kar raha tha He, it was doing, (m.) 

Plural 

vo kar rahi thi She, it was doing, (f.) 

1st person ham kar rahe the We were doing, (m.) 

o& <+? ham kar rahi thim We were doing, (f.) 

2nd person 
jf\y turn kar rahe the You were doing, (m.) 

0& \Jt) fX turn kar rahi thim You were doing, (f.) 

f yj ap kar rahe the You were doing, (m.) 

yf ap kar rahi thim You were doing, (f.) 

3rd person vo kar rahe the They were doing, (m.) 

o*& jf*-* vo kar rahi thim They were doing (f.) 
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Examples 

- J^y T yf JT J\y 
bhai kal ghar a raba tha, jab bas xarab ho gal 
Brother was coining home yesterday, when the bus broke down. 

- ufr tj?J oy* O' oJjJ 

fan da un dinorii imtihan ke lie park rain tbi 

Farida was studying for exams (during) those days. 

afzai aur farida cae pi rahe the 

Afzal and Farida were drinking tea. 

- y* pf *-r*J ^ ^ <jy yA y*9? 
jab ghar mem ag lagi, tab ham so rahe the 
At the time the fire broke out in the house, we were sleeping. 

With the stative verb baithna, ‘to sit’ the continuous tenses refer to the act of 

sitting, and not to the state of being seated. 

- ^f^y ^ ^ 

maim baith rahi tbi, ke kursi ka paya tut gaya 
I was just sitting down when the leg of the chair broke. 

- ‘V rtk ^yy ^ Jy or* 
maim baithi bui tbi, jab kursi ka paya tut gaya 
I was seated when the leg of the chair broke. 

617 Other continuous tenses 

The continuous conditional tense is used to describe incomplete, continuing 

actions or states which maybe happening at the time of speaking. The subjunctive 

auxiliary is used, and the verb agrees with the subject. The clause is introduced 

by words like £ayad, agar, mumkin hai, etc. (§608). The form of the negative is 

na (§417), as is always the case with subjunctive verbs. 

-y ~yAyUrl AjU- 

Sayad bhai isi vaqt ghar a raba ho 
Maybe brother is coming home right now. 
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_ /si >_i45o Jf j>\ 

agar nasrin kam kar rahi ho, use takllf na do 

If Nasrin is working, don’t bother her. 

The continuous presumptive thnsh is used to describe incomplete, continuing 

actions or states which one presumes to be happening at the time of speaking. 

The future tense of the auxiliary is used, and the verb agrees with the subject. 

_ ^y L>j I yf cysy ^J 
pamc baj gae, bhai is vaqt ghar a raba ho ga 
It’s five o’clock; brother must be coming home now. 

- cf y LpJ f o?o~> 

nasrin is silsile mem kam kar rahi ho gi 
Nasrin must be working in this connection. 

The continuous irreaus is used to describe unrealized continuous actions or 

states. The impcrfcctive participle of hona is the auxiliary, and the verb agrees 

with the subject. 

_ \3y \jf jJ-v 15" ^1 y Ijy> L/J I oj j> I 
agar vo a raha hota, to us ka xat mil gaya hota 
If he were coming (on the way), we would have received his letter. 

618 Root + sakna (ability, possibility) 

The modal verb sakna shows the ability to perform an action, or the possibility 

of an event occurring. The verb phrase has the structure: 

verb root + inflected form of sakna 

sakna, which is intransitive, determines the grammar of the sentence; in perfective 

tenses, sakna agrees with the subject and ne is not used even if the verb root 

belongs to a transitive verb. The tense of sakna determines the form of the 

negative (negatives are shown in Table 13 on pages 88-89). 

- 

mera bacca cal sakta hai 
My child can walk. 

_ I CjjS-S J5" ( jlwJ XyJ 

vahld bimar hai, kal Id davat mem nahim a sake ga 
Wahid is sick; he won’t be able to come to tomorrow’s party. 
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- £ 1 ri L^r4 

maim ye dava nahim kha saka, karvi hai 

I couldn’t take this medicine; it’s (too) bitter. 

- <£ yf ‘ d*^ 1jr* 0^—' 

asm an mem badal cha rahe haim, barii ho saktl hai 

Clouds are gathering in the sky; it could rain. 

619 Root + pana (possibility) 

The verb pana, ‘to find’ may be used as a modal, showing the possibility of an 

action dependent on circumstances (most often in negative sentences). The verb 

phrase has the structure: 

verb root + inflected form of pana 

Used as a modal, pana is intransitive, and agrees with the subject. 

crH err* 

vahid masruf hai, kal ki davat mem nahim a pae ga 

Wahid is busy; he can ’t manage to come to tomorrow’s party. 

- x (d* ^ j*ljl jj-i UjI ^ 

baccom ne itna Sor macaya ke ham aram se film na dekh pae 

The children made so much noise that we couldn’t watch the film in peace. 

In negative sentences with pana, the oblique infinitive may be used instead of 

the root, if a second clause follows. The second clause usually contains a verb of 

motion. In this case, the negative immediately precedes pana. 

- tS J—i ^ ^ k x ^ ^' OJ 
vo ek machli bhi pakarne na pay a tha ke us ka paom phisal gay a 

He hadn't managed to catch a single fish, when his foot slipped. 

pana also occurs as a non-modal verb meaning ‘to find’, ‘to get’, whereas sakna 
only occurs as a modal. Although intransitive as a modal, pana is transitive 

when used as a sentence verb. 

- Jik \jr* bl*Xil 

anjum ne imtihan mem acche nambar pae 

Anjum got good marks (good numbers) in the examination. 
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620 Root + cukna (completion) 

The modal verb cukna shows completion of an action or event prior to a second 

action or event, which may be expressed in the sentence, or be the event of 

narration. It usually occurs in perfective tenses. The verb phrase has the structure: 

verb root + inflected form of cukna 

cukna is sometimes translated as ‘already’, but it usually corresponds to an 

English pluperfect, cukna, which is intransitive, determines the grammar of the 

sentence; thus in perfective tenses, cukna agrees with the subject, and ne is not 

used even if the verb root belongs to a transitive verb. 

_ ^ JT 15"''‘--f |»Li bjl (jbd-j* - 15C jj| 

andhera hone laga. ciriyam apna Sam ka git ga kar xamoS ho cuki thm 

It began to get dark. The birds had sung their evening song and become 

silent. (Narang, Readings) 

_ L5"'<xj L>j .a cJCL (jij'S'^ 

ham gari bee cuke the jab malik sahib ne daryaft kiya 

We had already sold the car when Malik Sahib inquired (about it). 

621 Compound verbs 

Compound verbs are nuanced verb sequences with a structure similar to root + 

sakna or root + cukna: 

verb root + inflected vector verb 

Vector verbs lose their lexical meaning, and contribute various nuances to the 

meaning of the main verb, as illustrated below. The commonest vector verbs are 

jana, dena and lena. Compound verbs are described in Chapter 7. 

- 'k*- ra 

ye xat parhie 

Please read this letter, (non-compound verb) 

- J -5 A 

ye xat parh dijie 

Please read this letter (to me), (compound verb, vector dena) 

- ■*-laX ri 

ye xat parh lijie 

Please read this letter (to yourself), (compound verb, vector lena) 
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VERB FORMS BASED ON THE IMPERFECTIVE PARTICIPLE 

With the exception of the irrealis, verb structures based on the imperfective 

participle have habitual aspect: they describe actions or states which occur 

generally or regularly. Imperfective tenses have the following structure: 

IMPERFECTIVE PARTICIPLE + inflected AUXILIARY VERB 

For an overview of habitual tenses, see Table 13 on pages 88-89. For the auxiliary 

verb bona, see §605-§606. 

622 Imperfective participles alone 

Irrealis 

Imperfective participles without auxiliaries are used in both clauses of conditional 

sentences to describe a failed condition, or a condition which is impossible to 

meet (§609, ‘Unfulfilled/unfulfillable conditions’). The imperfective participle 

may also be used in place of the subjunctive to show impossible conditions 

(§609, ‘Unfulfilled wishes, conjecture and regret’). 

Narrative imperfective 

The imperfective participle is used without an auxiliary in narration. Passages 

with verbs in the narrative imperfective typically start with a verb in the habitual 

past (§624), describing events occurring regularly in the past. As the narrative 

continues, the auxiliary is dropped, and only the imperfective participle remains. 

1 2-22° <2jjl <2^ 

~ ^22 ekj ^ ‘ 2^2 J** 22W 
vo aksar sabaq ratne se bhagte the. khetdm aur jangalom Id sair karte, cura 
kar ganne ya phal khate, ya phir rel gaji ka tamaSa dekhtc 

He often used to play hooky from memorizing (his) lessons. He would walk 

in the fields or forests, steal sugar cane or fruit and eat it, or (again) watch 

the splendid sight of a train. (Narang, Reader) 

623 Habitual present 

The habitual present tense (Table 21, on p. 119) describes actions or states 

which occur generally or regularly in the present. It may also be used to describe 

a close future event. 

The present tense of the auxiliary is used, and the verb agrees with the 

subject. See §1009 for agreement with mixed subjects. The form of the negative 
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is nahlm (§417). In negative sentences, the auxiliary may be dropped. The 

feminine plural suffix -tun occurs in the habitual present when the auxiliary is 

dropped in negative sentences: sunfim, JT karfim. 

Table 21: Habitual present tense of kama 

Singular 

1st person Cyf maim karta hum I do. (m.) 

22'^ maim karti hum I do. (f.) 

2nd person & ^22 tu karta hai You do. (m.) 

^ 22y tu karti hai You do. (f.) 

3rd person vo karta hai He, it does, (m.) 

Plural 

^22 v vo karti hai She, it does, (f.) 

1st person 
L& 2/2 ham karte haim We do. (m.) 

utf 22 p? ham karti haim We do. (f.) 

2nd person y 22 2 turn karte ho You do. (m.) 

y 22 2 turn karti ho You do. (f.) 

ur* 22 ap karte haim You do. (m.) 

o*22 v~ ap karti haim You do. (f.) 

3rd person 
LFi 2^e>3 vo karte haim They do. (m.) 

vo karti haim They do. (f.) 

Examples 

- utf ^ jS'f Li f U p* 

ham am taur par Sam ko bay mem baithte haim 

We generally sit in the garden in the evening. 

- £ J*5i jin 

yah am sardiyom mem barafparti hai 

It snows (snow falls) here in the winter. 

Compare - M '-*ji ‘ 22 

gai( a)m kapre pehno, baraf par rahi hai 

Wear warm clothes; it is snowing. 
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- (j^ J (j-J ri 

ye bas sadar nahimjatf 
This bus doesn’t go to the town centre. 

- Lrt oV 

ham far£ par sote haim 

We sleep on the floor. 

- Lpi 2^ 0:3 Ub^Is J&y* 

macchar nuqsandeh hote haim 

Mosquitoes are harmful. 

Immediate future 

bl 

mada ne nar se kaha: xabardar, duiman ata hai 

The female said to the male: watch out, the enemy approaches. (Mazbab-e-Kq) 

624 Habitual past 

The habitual past tense (Table 22, on p. 121) describes actions or states which 

occurred generally or regularly in the past. The past tense of the auxiliary is 

used, and the verb agrees with the subject. See §1009 for agreement with mixed 

subjects. The form of the negative is nahlm (§417). The habitual past is often 

translated as ‘used to (verb)’, but is also translated ‘vERB-ed’, ‘was/were (verb)- 

ing’, depending on the context. 

With stative verbs (verbs describing a state), such as baithna, ‘to sit’, letna, 
‘to lie’, sona, ‘to sleep’, rahna ‘to remain’, and cahna, ‘to want’ the distinction 

between past habitual and past continuous states is not very strong. 

Examples 

- 2 2 ^ v' * ^ tiTjtS^ ^b £ 
bhai Sam ke pamc baje ghar ata tha, ab che baje ata hai 
Brother used to come home at 5 in the evening, now he comes at 6. 

- 2 £^7! or* £b j!Tj*U pf 

garmiyom mem ham Sam ko bay mem baithte the 

In the summer we sat/used to sit in the garden in the evening. 
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Table 22: Habitual past tense of kama 

Singular 

1st person maim karta tha I used to do. (m.) 

2 2^ or* maim kartl thi I used to do. (f.) 

2nd person i&j tijS'y tu karta tha You used to do. (m.) 

2 22~y tu kart! thi You used to do. (f.) 

3rd person 42 bjr oj vo karta tha He, it used to do. (m.) 

Plural 

2 2^ vo kartl thi She, it used to do. (f.) 

1st person 2? 2/'<« ham karte the We used to do. (m.) 

2 2^ r 
ham kartl thlm We used to do. (f.) 

2nd person 
<22/2 

turn karte the You used to do. (m.) 

2 ^ turn kartl thlm You used to do. (f.) 

ap karte the You used to do. (m.) 

2 2^ 2 ap kartl thlm You used to do. (f.) 

3rd person vo karte the They used to do. (m.) 

2 2-f vo karti thlm They used to do. (f.) 

(Examples) 

- 2 2* 
vo kisi zamane mem vazlr hote the 
At some previous time he used to be a minister. 

7 <2 or* '-2 2* or* 2^^ or* 
jab maim dehli mem thi tab qarol bay mem rahti thi 
When I was in Delhi, I lived in Karol Bagh. 

- 2 2^ 2^ 
ham farS par sote the 

We used to sleep/were sleeping on the floor. 

The habitual past may be used in narration to describe events occurring regularly 

in the past. As the narrative continues, the auxiliary is often dropped, and only 

the imperfective participle remains (narrative imperfective, §622). 
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625 Other habitual tenses 

The habitual conditional tense is used to describe actions or states which may 

occur generally or regularly in the present (present possibility). The subjunctive 

of the auxiliary is used. The clause is introduced by words like Sayad, agar, 
mumkin hai, etc. The form of the negative used is na (§417), as is always the 

case with subjunctive verbs. The verb agrees with the subject. 

— Ij I 0^ ** q J jj ,Aj Lw ( li I jjj Jj Li 

Sayad mun^i roz ata ho, Say ad har dusre din ata ho 

Maybe the clerk comes daily; maybe he comes every second day. 

- Ojf J*, ^2^ 
mumkin hai ke vo log kisi aur sarak par rahte hom 

It’s possible that those people five on some other street. 

The habitual presumptive tense is used to describe actions or states which one 

presumes to occur generally or regularly in the present. The future tense of the 

auxiliary is used. The verb agrees with the subject. 

- ^ y? 

mun£i roz ata ho ga 

The clerk must come daily. 

- £ ji jji oj 

vo log kisi aur sarak par rahte hom ge 

Those people must live on some other street. 

The habitual irrealis is used to describe unrealized or impossible habitual 

actions or states. The imperfective participle of hona is the auxiliary. The verb 

agrees with the subject. 

_ Li\S IT" Ij L*v Lj-u L’ I j jj £I 

agar munSI roz ata hota, to sara kam ho gaya hota 

If the clerk came daily, all the work would have been done. 

626 Imperfective participle + rahna (iterative) 

The imperfective participle occurs in a phrase with an inflected form of rahna, 
‘to remain’, ‘to stay’, showing continuation or repetition of an action or state, 

rahna, which is intransitive, determines the grammar of the sentence; thus in 

perfective tenses, ne is not used even if the participle belongs to a transitive 

verb. Both the participle and rahna agree with the subject. This construction 

does not occur (a) in the negative, (b) in continuous tenses. With stative verbs, 

the perfective participle is used instead (§637). 

- 2* J>k us* 

jhil mem pan! ki satah kam hodrabd hai 

The water level in the lake keeps on going down. 

- jl - Lj L5o^j olj liT 

kutta rat bhar bhaumkta raha. nlmd ur gal 
The dog went on barking the whole night. It was impossible to sleep. 

The imperfective participle ofjana with rahna has the idiomatic meaning ‘to be 

lost’ (to remain gone). It usually occurs in a past tense. 

... l$j Lj li'Lfc * I Ala,. I I ^^jri I 

ek martaba jab men ungli ka ek challa canda dheri mem jata raha tha... 

Once when a ring on my finger was lost in (playing) blind man’s buff ... 

(Rusva, t/mrao Jan Ada) 

627 Imperfective participle + jana (progression) 

The imperfective participle occurs in a phrase with an inflected form of jana, ‘to 

go’, showing the (a) deliberate continuation of an action, and (b) the progression 

of a condition leading to a change, jana, which is intransitive, determines the 

grammar of the sentence; in perfective tenses, ne is not used even if the verb 

root belongs to a transitive verb. Both the participle and jana agree with the 

subject. 

^jU- ! olj elj 

vah vah! gate jaiy& 

Bravo, bravo! Please go on singing'. 

- ^ 4 rS' * 1 2f 

itna bhl gate na jaiye, dekh lijie ke koi pasand kar raha hai 
Don’t go on singing so long; check whether anyone is enjoying it. 

- 2^ ^y^ y 2*^ <2^ 2^ 
agar jhil mem pan! ki satah kam hod jae, to jhil sukh jae gi 

If the water level in the lake continues to go down, the lake will dry up. 
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628 Imperfective participle used as an adjective 

Imperfective participles may be used as adjectives. See §901. 

VERB FORMS BASED ON THE PERFECTIVE PARTICIPLE 

Verb structures based on the perfective participle have punctual aspect: they 

describe actions or states which occur once in the past. Perfective tenses have 

the following structure: 

PERFECTIVE PARTICIPLE + inflected AUXILIARY VERB 

For an overview of punctual tenses, see Table 13 on pages 88-89. For the 

auxiliary verb hona, see §605-§606. 

629 Agreement in perfective tenses 

Verbs in non-perfective tenses agree with the subject noun or pronoun. (See 

§1007-§1010 for a detailed discussion of subject-verb agreement.) 

- J> jU^*l J-T”^1 - J5”xlj 
anjum imtihan de gi zahid imtihan de ga 

Anjum will take the examination. Zahid will take the examination. 

In perfective tenses, the agreement pattern depends on whether the verb is 

intransitive or transitive. (See §801 for a definition of transitivity.) Intransitive 

verbs agree with the subject. The subject is in the nominative case. 

- y? y? i_yr* 
anjum imtihan mem kamyab bo gal zahid imtihan mem kamyab ho gaya 

Anjum passed the the examination. Zahid passed the the examination. 

Transitive verbs agree with nominative direct objects. The subject takes the 

postposition ne (§510). 

_ to (jUtuI - lo •klj 

anjum ne imtihan diya zahid ne imtihan diya 

Anjum took the examination. Zahid took the examination. 

The noun preceding ne is in the oblique case. 

— to 

talib ilmom ne imtihan diya 

The students took the examination. 

If the object as well is followed by a postposition, most commonly ko (§505), 

the verb is masculine singular. (A postposition always prevents agreement between 

a noun or pronoun and a verb.) 

maim ne kahani parhi maim ne us kahani ko nahim paiba 

I read the/a story. I ha vc not read that story. 

First and second person pronouns take the nominative case when followed by 

ne. Third person pronouns take the oblique case, and third person plural pronouns 

(ye, vo, jo) have variant forms (inhom Oy^\. unhom j^-il , jinhom ) 

which occur only before ne. See Table 6 in §211. 

630 Simple past 

The perfective participle is used alone, without an auxiliary, in the simple past 

tense. (See §604 for the forms of the perfective participle.) The simple past 

shows the completion of a single action or state at a point in the past, without 

reference to prior or subsequent events. An adverb of time may focus on the 

time the event happened; an adverb of place may focus on where it happened, or 

an adverb of manner, how it happened. When the context of the event or action 

is not the focus, the simple past is typically used in narration. 

The simple past is a perfective tense. If the verb is transitive, it agrees with a 

nominative direct object (§629). If it is intransitive, it agrees with the subject. 

Examples 

_Lj oLj & oj 

vo der tak vaham raha 

They stayed there until (it was) very late. 

Oy± < - (_*!■> jy=? 0^1. ^ jjl ... 

jl _ Ujj jU ^ - (S-* jLj 

«_ ^ /O 4?6o,.,,.b s' \ |» ; LI \Sy I 

...aur us ne phurtl se haddiyam jot dim. dusre ne goSt, xun aur khal tayyar 

kar df. tisra $er mem jan dalne ke lie age barba. an-parh ne use toka aur 
kaha: ‘are nasamajh, ye £er hai.’ 
...And he connected the bones with dexterity. The second prepared the 

flesh, blood and hide. The third stepped forward in order to put life in the 

tiger. The illiterate one stopped him and said, ‘O fool, this is a tiger.’ 

(Narang, Readings) 
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The form of the negative (§417) is na. nahim is also used when the focus of the 

sentence is on the verb, i.e., the verb contains the most important information in 

the sentence. In the examples below, the focus is marked with italics. 

" ^ ol^ U' 2. 

unhorh ne an path In bat na man? 

They did not accept what the uneducated person said. 

o*** cl* 
aj subah (~ subh) bas nahim a! 
This morning the bus did not come. 

The verb hona has two past forms: the past tense tha (~ the ~ thl ~ thlm) and the 

perfective participle hua (~ hue - hui ~ hulm). tha shows a state, but hfia shows 

a transition. 

- f 

j an van mem mausam kafi thanda tha 

The weather was pretty cold in January. 

jab mausam thanda hua tab log gar(a)m kapre pehnne lage 
When the weather became cold, people began to wear warm clothes. 

631 Immediate past 

The immediate past tense, also called the present perfect (Table 23, p. 127) 
describes an action or state which is completed, but which still affects the 

present situation. Very often it refers to events which have recently been completed. 

The present tense of the auxiliary is used and the form of the negative is nahim. 
The immediate past is a perfective tense; if the verb is transitive, it agrees with 

the direct object unless the object is marked by ko (§629). If it is intransitive, it 

agrees with the subject. 

Examples 

- £ ij-rf 1 

bariti hui hai, sarak gill hai 
It has rained; the street is wet. 

- y LaU. ( 

kafi arse se bari$ nahim hui, xasa nuqsan ho gay a hai 
It has not rained for some time (and) considerable loss has occurred 
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Table 23: Immediate past of jana 

Singular 

1st person mairh gay a hum I have gone, (m.) 

maim gal hum I have gone, (f.) 

2nd person ^ lS jp tu gaya hai You have gone, (m.) 

tugaihai You have gone, (f.) 

3rd person vo gaya hai He, it has gone, (m.) 

Plural 

vo gal hai She, it has gone, (f.) 

1st person ln ham gae haim We have gone, (m.) 

ox ham gal haim We have gone, (f.) 

2nd person 
y Ar3 

turn gae ho You have gone, (m.) 

y ^V* turn gal ho You have gone, (f.) 

ap gae haim You have gone, (m.) 

ap gai haim You have gone, (f.) 

3rd person vo gae haim They have gone, (m.) 

vo gai haim They have gone, (f.) 

If one is not concerned with a connection between the past event and some other 

event, but only with the fact that something happened (or when, how or where it 

happened), the simple past is used: 

- J>y cTJ ^ 

paharom mem bahut baritf hui 

In the hills it rained a lot. 

If the past event or action no longer affects the present, but the time it happened 

(its temporal context) is relevant; or it is connected to a prior event, the remote 

past is used (§632). 

- ^Jy cr; ^ 
kal bang hui thl 

It rained yesterday. 

Statjve verbs are used in the immediate past to express states which commenced 

with an action or event in the past, and which continue into the present. (These 

may also be considered as adjectival perfective participles with deleted hua ~ 

hue ~ hui, compare §907.) 
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najma bay mem baithi bai 

Najma is sitting in the garden (she has sat down and is still sitting). 

hamid farS par leta bai 

Hamid is lying on the floor (he has lain down and is still lying). 

632 Remote past 

The remote past (also called the past perfect; see Table 24, below) shows that an 

action was completed in the past and no longer affects the current situation. The 

action may have been completed within a specified period, in the remote past, or 

prior to a second event. The past tense of the auxiliary is used and the form of 

the negative is nahlm. If the verb is intransitive, it agrees with the subject. If it is 

transitive, it agrees with a nominative direct object (§629). 

Table 24: Remote past of jana 

Singular 

1st person ^ ^ LXT* 
maim gaya tha I went, had gone, (m.) 

maim gal thl I went, had gone, (f.) 

2nd person y tu gaya tha You went, had gone, (m.) 

tu gal thl You went, had gone, (f.) 

3rd person IgJ \S 0J vo gaya tha He, it has gone, (m.) 

Plural 

vo gal thl She, it has gone, (f.) 

1st person ham gae the We went, had gone, (m.) 

ham gal thlm We went, had gone, (f.) 

2nd person 
^ r3 

turn gae the You went, had gone, (m.) 

turn gal thlm You went, had gone, (f.) 

^ ap gae the You went, had gone, (m.) 

ap gal thlm You went, had gone, (f.) 

3rd person vo gae the They went, had gone.(m.) 

J? vo gal thlm They went, had gone, (f.) 

Examples 

- [S'l^ tyrr* 5 ^ 1 ^ 

unnis sau banave mem maim ne lahaur ka safarkiya tba 

In 1992,1 travelled to Lahore. 

JJ' f ^ A ■As* 

bhal id par ghar ay a tba, aur ab vapas gaya hai 
Brother came home at Eid, and has now gone back. 

However, if one wants to say explicitly that something was completed before a 

second thing happened, it is preferable to use verb root + cukna in the remote 

past (§620). 

- yr 1 ^ yS 

jab bhai ghar a cuka tha, §adi Id tayyariyam guru ho galm 
When brother bad come home, preparations for the wedding began. 

633 Other punctual tenses 

The conditional past tense is used to describe actions or states which may have 

occurred in the past. The subjunctive of the auxiliary is used. The clause will be 

introduced by words like gayad, agar, mumkin hai, etc. (§608). The form of the 

negative used is na (§417). If the verb is intransitive, it agrees with the subject. 

If it is transitive, it agrees with a nominative direct object (§629). 

- yt Ojfy> j! ^ 

mumkin hai ke un logorii ne ghar badla bo 

It’s possible that those people have moved. 

- y* \Jb /O Aj Li 

gayad mungl na gaya ho 

Maybe the clerk has not left. 

The presumptive past tense is used to describe actions or states which one 

presumes to have occurred in the past. The future tense of the auxiliary is used. 

If the verb is intransitive, it agrees with the subject. If it is transitive, it agrees 

with a nominative direct object (§629). 

‘ ^Ar 

mungl ghar gaya ho ga, daftar xall hai 
The clerk must have left; the office is empty. 
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- jf y J*' oL 2. a-1 

us ne zarur ap Id bat mahsus Mho gi 

He certainly must have been hurt by what you said. 

The past irrealis is used to describe unrealized or impossible past actions or 

states. The imperfective participle of hona is the auxiliary. If the verb is intransitive, 

it agrees with the subject. If it is transitive, it agrees with a nominative direct 

object (§629). 

- y ‘ J*' °4 <Sjs* ^ 

agar us ne men bat mahsus M bod, to zarur kuch kahta 
If he had been hurt by what I said, he would certainly have said something. 

634 Derived passive 

Transitive verbs can be passivized by changing them to the construction: 

perfective participle + inflected form of jana, ‘to go’ 

jana, which is intransitive, determines the grammar of the sentence; ne is not 

used, and both the participle and jana agree with the subject. Note that the direct 

object of the original transitive sentence becomes the subject of the passive one. 

Active . £ ^ Ij^ ^ r LTlT 

vo tamir ka kam vaqt par pura karem ge 

They will complete the construction work on time. 

—> Passive - if l~f Ijy y c-jj j»lf 

tamir ka kam vaqt par pura kiya jae ga 

The construction work will be completed on time. 

Active _ yy o4-V ^fy*U 

jadugar ne haddiyam jdf dim 

The sorcerer connected the bones. 

—> Passive - ^jy? 

haddiyam jor di gaim 
The bones were connected. 

If the action has an instrument, it is marked by ke zarie or ke hath (preferred if 

the instrument is human), or se. 

- J Jh yJ' 
tamir mazdurom ke zarie puri if jae gi 

The construction will be completed by the labourers. 

-1jy? j-^) 

haddiyam jadu ke zarie (jadu se) jor di gaim 

The bones were connected by means of magic. 

635 incapacity 

Both transitive and intransitive verbs may be passivized to show incapacity, 

usually in negative sentences. The person (or animate creature) who is incapable 

of the action is expressed as an instrument marked by se. Note that if an intransitive 

is passivized, there is no subject. The verb is masculine singular by default. 

_ LiU». LS' \_jiry a If I ■Qfy 

mujh se ek hi din merh itna kam nahim kiya jata 

I can’t possibly do so much work in just one day. 

? if ^ u <^>i Jy Jy? 
kya turn se aise jute pahne hue itnl dur calajae gal 

Will you be able to walk so far wearing such shoes? 

When jana is passivized to show incapacity, its regular perfective participle 

(jaya) is used. 

- rj 4 4- <_4r» ^ 

us se adha mil bhi jaya na gay a 

He couldn’t go even half a mile. 

636 Perfective participle + kama (habit or practice) 

The uninflected (masculine singular) perfective participle occurs in a phrase 

with an inflected form of kama, ‘to do’, showing an action that is done as a 

practice or habitually. It is not used in punctual (perfective) tenses. 

! y-jf 4~ |vf( 

barae karam aya kareml 

Please keep coming! 
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- ^ j/' ^ j bT 

yum to aksar ap Id avaz suna karti thi 

Well, I often used to listen to your voice. (Rusva, UmraoJaa Ada) 

- ^ JdJ*' tfr1 I <j5"* 

lakhnau mem aise muamle din rat hua karte haiih 

These things go on night and day in Lucknow. (Rusva, Umiao Jan Ada) 

The regular perfective participle of jana is used in this construction. 

- ^ or* 

maim rik£e se jaya kartl thi 

I always used to go by rickshaw. 

637 Perfective participle + rahna (continuation) 

The perfective participle of stative verbs occurs in a phrase with an inflected 
form of rahna, ‘to remain’, ‘to stay’, showing the continuation of a state. This is 
similar to the construction imperfective participle + rahna (§626), which is used 
with non-stative verbs, rahna, which is intransitive, determines the grammar of 
the sentence; thus in perfective tenses, ne is not used even if the verb root 
belongs to a transitive verb. Both the participle and rahna agree with the subject. 

- £ * U** t ^4* bj 4^ 4£^ « *^>4^ 

bhola sab kuch dekh raha tha, par cup hi sadhe baitha raha 

Bhola was watching everything, but he went on keeping mum and doing 

nothing. (Prem Chand. Godan) 

638 Perfective participle used as an adjective 

Perfective participles may be used as adjectives. See §901. 

INFINITIVES 

The infinitive may be used as a verbal noun (§639) and as a request form (§610). 
A variety of infinitival constructions is made with verbs, postpositions or the 
agent suffix vala (§311). These constructions may be divided into two groups; 
(a) impersonal constructions with nominative case infinitives, and (b) personal 
constructions with oblique case infinitives plus a postposition or sentence verb. 
The first group includes three common impersonal constructions showing 
advisability, necessity and obligation. The second includes six personal 
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constructions showing the agent, impending action, beginning, permission, 
purpose, and negative assertion. 

639 Infinitives as verbal nouns 

The infinitive is basically a verbal noun. It may occur in the nominative case as 
the subject of the sentence or, in the oblique case, be followed by postpositions. 

_ ob UU 1^ 

us ke sath mera jana bhi ek zaruri bat thi 
My going with him was also necessary. (Rusva, Umrad Jan Ada) 

pine ka pan! 
drinking water (water for drinking) 

The infinitive + mem means ‘at (vERB)-ing’, ‘to (verb)’. See also §520. 

- ^ *“0(jrr* ^4^S> * 0"^ ^ I 

aisa libas dekhne mem xubsurat hai 

Such clothes are beautiful to look at. 

The infinitive + se means ‘from (vERB)-ing’, ‘to (verb)’. 

- cTfO lt’J* <J,9* * Ji ‘-Q* <£? J} 
gariyom ke ane jane se sarak par dhul urfi rahfi hai 

There are always clouds of dust in the street from the traffic (coming and 
going of cars). 

Compound postpositions (§527-532) are also used with infinitives. 

rr* 

ghar chorne se pable darvaze mem tala laga dem 
Before leaving the house, (you) should lock the door. 

- ^-1 
accha mua£ara banane ke lie acchl taltm zaruri hai 

In order to build a good society, good education is necessary. 

The infinitive is also used in the nominative case with cahna, ‘to want’, slkhna, 
‘to learn’, janna, ‘to know (how)’, and ana, ‘to come’, ‘to know’. The infinitive 
optionally agrees with the noun it refers to (sair, sitar and gari in the examples 
below) like an adjective. 
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- Ojf b-»U ^j^jrr* \js* 

maim sair kama (~ kami) cahta hum 

I want to go for a walk. 

- Ujf bj 

maim sitar bajana (~ bajaiu) slkh raha hum 

I am learning how to play the sitar. 

, ^ biU. (Sj^°J 

vo gan calana (~ calanl) janta hai 

He knows how fo drive a car. 

ana occurs in impersonal constructions (§641), meaning ‘to know’. 

- ^ (J\) uT (^>U) u>u 
us ko gan calana (~ calanl) ata (ad) hai 

He knows how to drive a car. 

640 Infinitives as request forms 

The infinitive may be used as a neutral request form. See §610. 

CONSTRUCTIONS WITH NOMINATIVE CASE INFINITIVES 

641 Impersonal constructions 

Impersonal constructions are sentence types in which the verb agrees with the 

logical direct object of the sentence, while the ‘real’ or logical subject of the 

sentence (if expressed) is marked by the postposition ko (§505) or its alternate 

forms (§210). Impersonal constructions occur very frequently in Urdu. (See 

§506 for a treatment of ‘experiencer’ impersonal constructions.) 

Personal 

- Ojf b^U. jjA.jrr* Lrr* 

maim sair karna (~ kami) cahta hum 

I want to go for a walk. 

- ^ b^ l JJj ^ 

faruq pyaz ke pakore pas and karta hai 

Faruq likes onion fritters. 

Impersonal 

mujhcsair kama (~ kami) cahie 

I should go for a walk (to me the going for a walk is wanted). 
I®: 

faruq ko pyaz ke pakore pasand haim 

Faruq likes onion fritters (fritters are pleasing to Faruq). 

H 
In the previous example, the agreement between the verb and the direct object 

(pakore) can be seen. 

Deletion of the subject is common. 

ye pakore pasand haim 

(I) like these fritters. 

642 Infinitive + hai (necessity) 

The impersonal construction infinitive + hai shows the necessity of an action. 

The subject, if expressed, is followed by ko (§506) (or its alternate forms [§210]). 

Transitive infinitives may take objects of their own, in which case they usually 

agree with those objects in gender and number, like an adjective. (However the 

force of the agreement weakens in longer sentences, and there are dialects of 

Urdu in which the infinitives remain masculine singular.) The agreement of hai 

with the object of the infinitive is obligatory. 

mu/he darxast deni (~ dena) hai 

I have to submit the application. 

ji"1 J\ jT 
ap kokal darxast deni (~ dena) thl 

You were supposed to submit the application yesterday. 

—Here agreement of the verb is visible because thl is marked for gender. 

- by ^ 

use fauran darxast deni (~ dena) ho gi 

He will have to submit the application right away. 
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mujhe donom imtihanom ke lie parhna hai 

I have to study for both examinations. 

—Here there is no agreement, because imtihan is followed by a postposition. 

In the everyday Urdu of Pakistan, the logical subject of the sentence may be 

followed either by ko or by ne: maim ne dinar pe jana tha, ‘I was supposed to go 

(out) to dinner.’ In dialects which have this option, the use of ko tends to be 

restricted to external circumstances which are not under the speaker’s control, 

whereas ne refers to circumstances permitting internal choice, or neutral 

circumstances. This usage is not correct in the standard Urdu of Delhi. 

In some dialects of Urdu, inanimate subjects do not require ko: 

muslbat an! hai 

Misfortune is bound to strike. 

The future or past forms of hai may be used to show future or past necessity. 

While agreement of the infinitive is optional, agreement of the verb is obligatory. 

mujhe bartan mamjhne haim 

I have to wash the dishes. 

—mamjhne and haim both agree with bartan, which is masculine plural. 

- 

tumhem subah (~ subh) bartan mamjhne (~ mamjhna) the 

You were supposed to wash the dishes (this) morning. 

The reproach may be softened by omitting the subject, bartan will stand first in 

the sentence. 

- ^ (l^*dU) ^4**^ &J* 

bartan subah (~ subh) mamjhne (~ mamjhna) the 

(You) were supposed to wash the dishes (this) morning. 

The form of the negative is nahim. If the sentence is in the present, hai may be 

dropped. 

- (^) urr5 by V1 

ap ko fauran paisa vapas nahim kama (hai) 

You don’t need to return the money right away. 

- ^ ^cH'-S by 

mujhe fauran paisa vapas nahim kama tha 

I didn 't need to return the money right away. 

Compare - ^ ^ij by 

mujhe fauran paise vapas nahim kame (~ kama) the 

I didn’t need to return the money right away. 

643 Infinitive + cahie (advisability) 

The impersonal construction infinitive + cahie shows the advisability of an 

action. The subject, if expressed, is followed by ko (§506) (or its alternate forms 

(§210)). Transitive infinitives may take objects of their own, in which case they 

usually agree with those objects in gender and number, like an adjective. (However 

the force of the agreement weakens in longer sentences, and there are dialects of 

Urdu in which the infinitives remain masculine singular.) The (number) agreement 

of cahie with the object of the infinitive is however obligatory. 

cahie is historically an old passive form meaning ‘is wished’, ‘is necessary’. 

(mujhe) cm! xaridn! (~ xaridna) cahie 

(I) should buy sugar. 

—xaridna optionally agrees with rim, which is feminine. 

use ande xaridne (~ xaridna) cahiem 

He shouldbuy eggs. 

The past forms of hai may be used to show advisability or necessity in the past. 

While agreement of the infinitive is optional, agreement of the verb is obligatory. 

-2^-A 
(mujhe) kal ande xaridne (-xaridna) cahie the 

I should have bought eggs yesterday. 

—Note that because the is marked to show the plural, the plural marker for 

cahie becomes unnecessary. 

tumhem kal ctn! xaridn! (~ xaridna) cahie thi 

You should have bought sugar yesterday. 
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The preceding reproach can be softened by omitting the subject, dm will stand 

first in the sentence. 

<^4 

dm kal xaridni (~ xaridna) cahie tin 

(You) should have bought sugar yesterday. 

- ^4 I ^ yT JaBI 
ap ko imtihan ke lie parhna cahie 

You ought to study for the examination. 

—Here there is no agreement, because imtihan is followed by a postposition. 

The form of the negative is nahim. 

• 0^4 lp4 (44) J'/'lp^ 
ap ko aise bate in kaml (kama) nahlrii cahiem! 

You shouldn’t say such things! 

- 4s' ^4 cpH 44"^3 

mujhe vaqt zae kama nahim cahie tha 

I shouldn’t have wasted the time. 

644 Infinitive + pama (obligation, lack of choice) 

The impersonal construction infinitive + an inflected form of pama shows lack 

of choice concerning an action. The subject, if expressed, is followed by ko (or 

its alternate forms). Transitive infinitives may take objects of their own, in 

which case they usually agree with those objects in gender and number, like an 

adjective. (However the force of the agreement weakens in longer sentences, 

and there are dialects of Urdu in which the infinitives remain masculine singular.) 

The agreement of pama with the object of the infinitive is obligatory. 

- £ (UU-f) ^4*^4 

(mujhe) ye karvi dava khan! (~ khana) pan hai 

(I) must take this bitter medicine. 

-(^4) ,>4 c4j4 
(hamem) car mil calne (~ calna) parem ge 

(We) must walk four miles. 

- J4 jf jj i 4 ^ 

(tumhem) imtihan ke lie parhna pare ga, nahlrii to nakam ho jao ge 
(You) must study for the examination, otherwise you will fail. 

—Here there is no agreement, because imtihan is followed by a postposition. 

In more complex sentences, the agreement of the infinitive is optional, however 

agreement of the verb is obligatory (see example below). 

The form of the negative depends on the tense of pama (see Table 13 on 

pages 88-89). 

- ^ 44^ 44 

mujhe paise fauran vapas kama na pare 

I wasn’t obliged to return the money right away. 

CONSTRUCTIONS WITH OBLIQUE CASE INFINITIVES 

645 Oblique infinitive + vala 

The construction: oblique infinitive + vala shows (a) the agent of an action, 

(b) an imminent action or event. The construction also occurs adjectivally, 

modifying a noun. 

? ^ ^Jlj (*4^0 
(xat ke) bhejne vale ka pata kya hai? 
What is the address of the sender(of the letter)? 

cp"J>^ 

ki$ti bhamvar mem dubne vail hai 

The boat is about to sink in a whirlpool. (Narang, Readings) 

~ Lrt ^3 
karikat khelne vale khilari xu5! mana rahe haim 

The cricket players are celebrating. 

The last example is equivalent to a relative construction with jo: 

- u=? & ^ y? 

jokarikat khel rahe the vo xuSi mana rahe haim 
Those who were playing cricket are celebrating. 
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646 Oblique infinitive + ko 

The construction: oblique infinitive + ko shows (a) an impending action or event 

(similar to meaning (b) of the oblique infinitive + vala (§645)), and (b) purpose 

(similar to oblique infinitive + ke lie). 

-zy*'^u*1' 

is lark! Id $adl hone ko hai 
This girl’s wedding is taking place soon. 

Compare - ^ Jtj Jjf ^ 

is lark! ki Sadi hone vali hai 

This girl’s wedding is taking place soon. 

^^ 

mujhe kuch kame ko do 

Give me something to do. 

Compare -j-> ^ Z^ 

mujhe kuch kame ke lie do 

Give me something to do. (purpose) 

- z ^z ^ Zor4 
maim ne suna hai ke hartal hone ko hai 

I’ve heard that a strike is about to begin. 

647 Oblique infinitive + lagna (commenced event) 

The construction: oblique infinitive + lagna shows the beginning of an action or 

event, lagna, which is intransitive, determines the grammar of the sentence, and 

ne is not used even if the infinitive belongs to a transitive verb. 

- z-3* 

kiSG bhamvar mem dubne lag! 

The boat began to sink in the whirlpool. 

- ^ Ztf <_A) ^ As ^ (2 2 <Sjr4rt 
chain le 15, Sayad bariS hone lage 

Take an umbrella; it might begin to rain. 

Oblique infinitive + lagna describes only the commencement of an action or 

event, and is neutral with regard to whether an action is intentional. 

As a stative verb, lagna occurs in the immediate past to express states which 
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began in the past and continue in the present. For both reasons, this construction 

often occurs in perfective tenses. 

- z ^ z^ iA ^1 ^ A 
chatri le 15, barif hone lagi hai 

Take an umbrella; it has begun to rain. 

When expressing an intention to begin something in the future, the denoimnative 

verb Sura kama, ‘to begin’ (with the nominative infinitive) is preferable. 

- if OjU y*" I ^4 ZrC* ^ 

agle mahine se maim apni tanxah se kuch bacana §uru karihh ga 

As of next month I shall begin to save something from my salary. 

648 Oblique infinitive + dena (‘let’) 

The construction: oblique infinitive + dena shows (a) permission to do an action, 

or the (b) anticipation of an event, dena, which is transitive, determines the 

grammar of the sentence, and ne is used in perfective tenses even if the infinitive 

belongs to an intransitive verb. 

- <s* ^ zzi~y~ vi-f 
abba ne mujhe kitab xaridne na di 

Daddy didn’t let me buy the book. 

- ^ aZ^ Z 
maccharom ne mujhe sone nahlm diya 

The mosquitoes didn’t let me sleep. 

• J-> ZjJ ~ ? 03* ^ ^ ^^ 
maim qarz ka paisa abhi cuka dum?—rahne do, bhal! 

Shall I repay the loan now?—Never mind (let it remain), brother! 

_ if oju 2 °3^ ^ or*13* J) 

chuttiyam one do, maim ap ko apne gaom le jaum ga 

Let the holidays come; I’ll take you to my village. 

649 Oblique infinitive + verb of motion (purpose) 

Oblique infinitives may be used with verbs of motion to express purpose. They 

may be understood as instances of deletion of ko, or the compound postposition 

ke lie. 
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- I S'* I 4—-*J*L*> 0_^ul 

a&af sahib ap se milne ae haim 

Mr. Ashraf has come to meet you. 

^ tyf A Oy£~ 
kyom na aj ham sinema dekhnejaerift 

Why don’t we go to see a film today? 

Compare *? (j5~) £ ^Oy^ 

kyom na aj ham sinema dekhne ke lie (ko) jaem? 

Why don’t we go to see a film today? 

650 Oblique infinitive + ka (negative assertion) 

The oblique infinitive is used with nahim and ka (~ ke - Id) to make a strong 

negative assertion, ka replaces the sentence verb, and agrees with the subject. 

! Li ^ 

maim jhut nahim bolne ka\ 

I am not going to tell a lie! 

- k/'iJ&r* 
mahemgai xatam nahim hone Id 

The rise in prices is never going to stop. 

7 COMPOUND VERBS 

Verb sequences consisting of verb root + inflected verb have been given 

various designations, including ‘compound verbs’, ‘intensive verbs’, ‘compound 

verbal formations’ and ‘verb sequences’. In this work they are called ‘compound 

verbs’.1 Non-compound verbs are referred to as ‘simple verbs’. 

COMPOUND VERBS AND SIMPLE VERBS 

701 The structure of compound verb phrases 

The form of the first verb in a compound verb sequence is in most cases the 

verb root (§601). It is called the main verb. The main verb shows the lexical 

(original or ‘dictionary’) meaning of the sequence. 

The second verb has been given various names, including ‘vector verb’, 

‘intensifying verb’, ‘compound auxiliary’, and ‘explicator verb’. In this work it 

is called the ‘vector verb’. The vector verb loses its lexical meaning to a greater 

or lesser extent, but adds a nuance to the meaning of the sequence. It functions 

as the sentence verb, that is, it is inflected to show tense and agreement. 

Simple verb Ljy+M sona, to sleep 

Compound verb U L*. Jy-u so jana, to fall asleep 

Simple verb parhna, to read 

Compound verb parh dena, to read to someone 

While one may generalize about the type of nuance contributed by individual 

vector verbs, the contribution of a vector verb is also affected by the meaning of 

the main verb. Sometimes the meaning of the compound verb sequence cannot 

be deduced from the meaning of the main verb and the force of the vector verb, 

but must be looked up in a dictionary or discovered from usage. 

In some cases a compound has become more or less relexicalized, that is, 

the compound has a new unitary definition which is distinct from the meaning 

of the simple verb, and cannot be predicted from its components. 

1 Verb sequences consisting of a noun or adjective plus an inflected verb are referred to as 

‘denominative verbs’ (§607). 
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Relexicalized compounds 

Simple verb LSjU mama, to beat 

Compound verb UlSjL mar dalna, to kill 

Simple verb U lena, to take 

Compound verb UU ^ le jana, to take away 

The class of Urdu vector verbs is small. The nine vector verbs discussed in this 

chapter cover most compound sequences occurring in texts. For further 

information, the student may consult the references given in the bibliography. 

702 The difference between compound and simple verbs 

A simple verb shows only that an action or event takes place. Compound verbs 

are nuanced. They show the unfolding of an action, or provide contextual 

information. The difference is comparable to the difference between an outline 

drawing, and a drawing in which the figures are shaded. 

Simple verb (hdna) 

- ^j' '~rs: 

jab mausam than da hua, to parinde ur gae 
When the weather became cold, the birds flew away. 

Compound verb (ho jana) 

- ^ y 

janvari mem mausam thanda ho gay a 

In January the weather became cold. 

In the above set, the simple verb hua shows only that the weather changed. The 

compound verb ho gaya allows visualization of the the cooling process. 

Simple verb (parhna) 

- LaJj. ^ err* Ob ^ yT LS' 

kya ap ne xat partial—ji ham, maim ne parha 

Did you read the letter?—Yes, I read it. 
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Compound verbs (parh lena, parh dena) 

_ LJ 

maim ne xat parh liya 

I finished reading the letter (to myself)- 

L)3 ^<jL! ili. 0J ^ 

maim ne vo xat ammam ko parh diya 

I read that letter (completely) to mother. 

In the first example in the above set, parha shows only that the letter has been 

read. The compound examples show that the process of reading the letter has 

been completed; in addition, parh liya shows that the speaker read it for himself, 

whereas parh diya shows that he has communicated it to another person (by 

reading it aloud). 

The following quotations from Prem Chand’s Godan illustrates how compound 

verbs add nuances to events, whereas simple verbs merely show the occurrence 

of the event. 

-iS> 

gobar ne nab duba di 

Gobar sank the boat. 

gobar ne nahlm dubai. dubai usl ne 
Gobar didn’t sink it; she is the one who sank it. 

-J?V1 2 
kisl ne dubai ho, ab to dub hi gal 

Whoever sank it, now it has really gone down. 

The simple verb dubai, ‘sank’ is used when the question concerns only who has 

caused the sinking (a metaphor for a misfortune). But when the context of the 

sinking comes into focus, compound verbs are used, duba di (compound with 

the vector dena) implies a completed action which begins with Gobar and affects 

the external environment, dub ... gal (compound with the vector jana) unfolds 

the event of sinking, from the initial stage where it could possibly have been 

prevented, to the final stage where it sank beneath the water. 
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INTRANSITIVE VECTOR VERBS 

Intransitive main verbs usually occur with vector verbs which are also intransitive. 

The most frequent intransitive vector verb is jana. pama, nikalna, baithna and 

uthna are also common. When both verbs are intransitive, the compound sequence 

is intransitive, and the vector verb agrees with the subject in gender and number. 

703 The vector verb jana 

UU. jana (which as a sentence verb means ‘to go’) shows the unfolding of a 

transitition from one state to a second state. It occurs with verbs of motion and 

stative verbs; verbs which cannot show completable actions do not occur with 

jana. 

jana cannot be used as a vector verb with the main verb jana: 

wrong UU Ujajana 

l J±4r4 

baithjaiye! 
Please take your seat! (Why are you still standing?) 

Compare 

baithie 

Please sit (down), (a routine request) 

L^yf ^ ou 
bat ek din khulni thi, axir khul hi gal 
The matter had to come out (be opened) some day; finally it did come out. 

_ Lf UJ jjl j 

maim ne bistar bicha dtya aur let gay a 
I spread out the bedding and lay down, (transition) 

- y OUU 

saman havai adde par rah gay a 
The luggage was left behind in the airport. 

704 The vector verb pama 

Ujj pama (which as a sentence verb means ‘to fall’, ‘to befall’) shows something 

which happens involuntarily, suddenly, unexpectedly, or something one is unable 

to prevent, pama occurs only with main verbs which can show sudden actions or 
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events, and does not occur with stative verbs. 

- (Sji jj ^ ^ jy 

kutte ke bhaumkte hi baccl ro pari 

As soon as the dog barked the little girl burst into tears. 

- L*) y 'Sj ^ Jj J 

larka calti rel gari se gir para 

The boy fell off the moving train. 

- (£& Lrf r* ^1 Jjf bl 
jab abba j an faut hue, ghar kl zimme dan mere sir par a pari 

When Daddy died, responsibility for the household fell (inevitably) on me. 

705 The vector verb nikalna 

IdC nikalna (which as a sentence verb means ‘to come out’, ‘to emerge’), 

shows suddenness or unexpectedness, but also motion out or away. 

- US"^ 

khule hue phatak mem se kutta bhag nikla 

The dog scooted away through the open gate. 

- ^ W-^ 

cuhiya palang ke nice se a nikli 

The mouse suddenly popped out from under the bed. 

Note: Some have analysed a in the preceding verb sequence as a short absolutive 

(conjunctive participle with deleted kar); however if kar is added to the sequence, 

the meaning changes: the element of suddenness is lost. 

cuhiya palang ke nice se a kar nikli 

Coming out from under the bed, the mouse emerged. 

706 The vector verb uthna 

U^jI uthna (which as a sentence verb means ‘to rise’, ‘to get up’) connotes an 

action which happens suddenly, and it intensifies the main verb. It often occurs 

with verbs like ‘speak’, ‘cry’, ‘scream’, etc. It occurs only with main verbs 

which can be intensified, and does not occur with stative verbs. If it is used with 

a transitive main verb, the main verb cannot take an object, and the sequence is 

treated as intransitive. 
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^ - __ 
- ^' Jj ^ ^>'i ->j •> 

dard itna tha Ice baccl to uthl 

The pain was so severe that the little girl burst into a wail 

...15"^I u5"U. oj^" IjL*. jj - L5»/O 

dekho, Sor na macana. nahim to sara gadm jag uthe ga ... (Prem Chand, Godan) 

Look, don’t make noises, otherwise the whole village will wake up... 

- X* ^ 

qazl ye sun kar cix utha 

When the judge heard it, he let out a yell. (Narang, Readings) 

707 The vector verb baithna 

baithna (which as a sentence verb means ‘to sit’) shows an impulsive or 

involuntary action, and may imply that the speaker disapproves of the action. It 

may describe an irremediable mistake. The vector baithna is an exception to the 

rule that intransitive main verbs usually occur with intransitive vector verbs, 

baithna occurs most frequently with transitive main verbs. 

iSjSy jj' < JJ ^ 

mulazim malik se lar baitha, aur naukari gal 
The employee quarrelled with the boss, and lost his job (lit. The job went). 

TRANSITIVE VECTOR VERBS 

Normally, transitive verb roots are used with vector verbs which are also transitive. 

The most common transitive vector verbs are: dena, and lena. dalna and rakhna 
also occur. When both verbs are transitive, the compound sequence is transitive; 

in perfective tenses, the subject takes ne (§510), and the vector verb agrees with 

a nominative direct object in gender and number. 

708 The vector verb dena 

Lu ^ dena (which as a sentence verb means ‘to give’) shows the completion of 

an action, an action which is done for someone else, directed away from the self, 

or which affects the external environment. In request forms, use of the compound 

with dena makes a request slightly more polite. 
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? £ JX* 3 lw grjpy* ^ \X^* ‘-^>1 

ek £i£ mahal barn do ge... mujhe bahut sa sona camdl de do gel 

Will you build a crystal palace ... will you give me a lot of gold and silver? 

(Narang, Readings) 

- J-> 2}A ri. 

ye purane kayaz phemk do 

Throw these old papers away, (direction away from the self) 

maim ne lifafa tumhare batve mem rakh diya hai 

I have put the envelope in your bag. (I have done it for you) 

dena is used idiomatically with causatives: 

- & ^ ^ gy* 

mauqa pa kar us ne bhl suna di 

He also took the opportunity to give (him) a piece of his mind. 

- OL-.I L3l Lo ^43 yTOjj’b (jl 

un Id batom ko bhula dena itna asan nahim 

It is not so easy to put out of mind what he said. 

709 The vector verb lena 

LJ lena (which as a sentence verb means ‘to take’) shows the completion of an 

action, an action done for the self, on the self, directed towards the self, or 

coming from the external environment and affecting the self. 

- y riLi) ^ (jjr* 

maim ne lifafa apne batve mem rakh liya 

I put the envelope in my bag. (I did it for myself.) 

4Sj iwjl 

ap kitab rakh lijie 

You please keep the book. 

Compare ,^-^J 

kitab rakhie 

Please put the book down. 
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-£^2. ^^crt'-J »J 
vo vapas a kar apnl kitab le lem ge 

After he returns he will take back his book. 

710 The vector verb dalna 

UJHalna (which as a sentence verb means ‘to put’, ‘to pour’) shows intensity, 

urgency, completeness, or even violence. 

. Lj l2. 

baccom ne baraf ka admi bam dala 

The children made a snowman (when they got the chance). 

is Tnany.il par maim ne sari kitabem parb dali baim 

On this subject, I have read all the books I could find 

- y 2} ^ A)3 c^- 

paiis vale na ate to daku use mar dalte 

(If) the police had not come, the bandits would have killed him. 

711 The vector verb rakhna 

rakhna (which as a sentence verb means ‘to put’, ‘to place’) occurs with 

the main verbs dena and lena, meaning ‘to give/take (as a loan)*, and with other 

semantically appropriate main verbs showing an action performed beforehand. 

- ^ ^ A ^ 
us ne apna makan hamcrii de rakha bai 

He has given us his house (allowed us to use it). 

_ if tfy jU 6} < ^ y ^ 2 ijs* 

maim ne naslin ko jo raqm de rakhi bai, vo jald lauta de ga 
Nasim will soon return the amount which I have loaned (him). 

- A 2-J) <£? *** A 
nasim ne mujh se do bazar rupae le rakhe baim 

Nasim has borrowed two thousand rupees from me. 

-uh ^A 
fatima ne kya acchi sari pahn rakhi tbi 

What a fine sari Fatima was wearing. 
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- U$f At A y^y 2} £ Af3> df 
muzahirin ko rokne ke lie polls ne imarat ke gird ghera dal rakha tha 

In order to stop the demonstrators, the police set up a barricade around the 

building. 

MIXED TRANSITIVITY IN COMPOUND VERBS 

Although intransitive main verbs usually occur with intransitive vectors, and 

transitive main verbs usually occur with transitive vectors, there are exceptions 

to this rule. The resulting sequences are always treated as intransitive (the vector 

verb agrees with the subject even if it is transitive as a sentence verb). 

712 Transitive main verbs with intransitive vectors 

The combination of transitive main verbs with intransitive vectors occurs most 

often with the vectors jana and baithna, but there are other combinations, which 

can be found in a comprehensive dictionary. 

le jana, to take away 

le calna, to take someone somewhere 

kha jana, to eat up 

kar jana, to accomplish 

kar baithna, to do as a blunder 

kar guzama, to do (in spite of obstacles) 

sikh jana, to learn (quickly) 

-y y 2*? 2 4-*Tv« j-f”U 

yasmin ko bhi sath le cald to accha ho 
It would be better if you also take Yasmin along. 

- if ^U " h y if A)^ UU y y\ 
is mem tu jan dale ga to ye sab ko kha jaega 

If you put life into it, it will eat up everyone. (Narang, Readings) 

? IfrU jU ^ S'(oj) Lf 

kya (vo) kisi se mar pit kar baithal 

Did he go and get into a fight with someone? (Prem Chand, Gddan) 

1 
I 

fellt. I 

uu a 

\±*A 

uu i*r 
uu JT 

U U u 
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vo na£a kame ke lie kuch bhl kar guzarta hai 
In order to get high, he (an addict) will do anything at all. 

_ 45C-^ ^ Jb- ^ c5ol pit c-JUs 

talib ilm urdu ekhl sal mem sikh gae 
The students learned Urdu in only a year. 

713 Intransitive main verbs with transitive vectors 

The combination of intransitive main verbs with transitive vectors occurs mainly 

with the vector dena. The three intransitive main verbs which compound with 

dena are calna, hamsna and rona: 

bj :> cal dena, to set off, depart, leave 

bj s hams dena, to burst into laughter 

Ll> ^ jj ro dena, to burst into tears 

Note: even though dena, the vector verb, is transitive, the subject does not take 

ne in past tenses. 

Jo 
rcl gap cal di 

The train departed. 

- or4 J*' Cr" 

latifa sun kar maim hams diya 
On hearing the joke, I laughed. 

RESTRICTIONS ON OCCURRENCE OF COMPOUND VERBS 

714 Constructions based on the verb root or infinitive 

Compound verbs are not used with the following: 

Continuous tenses (verb root + raha hai, raha tha, etc., §614) 

verb root + sakna(§618) 

verb root + cukna (§620) 
oblique infinitive + lagna (§647) 

Exception: compounds which have been relexicalized sometimes occur with 

saktia, if the simple form does not express the equivalent meaning. But the 

usage is uncommon. 
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- bCv U. OUlLo l ijljyJX-i jS'y, 

naukar masruf tha, saman nahirh 15ja saka 

The servant was busy (and) couldn’t take away the things. 

715 Participial constructions 

Compounds rarely occur in participial constructions, including the conjunctive 

participle (§612). 

Exception: compounds which have been relexicalized sometimes occur in 

participial constructions, as the simple form would mean something else. But 

the usage is not common. 

... jLL* ^ 

naukar ne saman 15 jate hue kaha... 

Taking away the things, the servant said ... 

naukar ne kapre 15 ja kardho diye 

The servant took a way the clothes and washed them. 

716 Passive constructions 

Compounds of transitive main verbs and the vector verb dena are occasionally 

passivized (§634), but it is uncommon for compounds to occur in the passive. 

- ^ ^ £ yT 

lifafa ap ke batve mem rakh diya gay a hai 
The envelope has been put in your bag. 

717 Negative sentences 

Compound verbs are rarely used in negative sentences. 

yrrir,o^vTur 

kya ap ne ye kam kar liya hail 

Have you done this work? 

- ^ y z 
jl ham, maim ne kar liya hai 

Yes, I have done (it). 
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jl Tiahirh, maim ne Datum kiya 

No, I haven’t done (it). 

Exceptions 

(a) Compounds which have been relexicalized occasionally occur with negatives, 

as the simple form would mean something else. However it is not common. 

. l$j oj<1f ^312. £ y 

kya naukar saman le gay at—nahim le gay a, masruf tha 

Did the servant take away the things?—He didn't take them away; he was 

busy. 

(b) When VahTm is used with the negative to express apprehension (§425), 

compounds do occur. The compound is usually split apart, with the negative 

coming between the main verb and the vector verb. 

! ‘ y^j ^ 

itna bhari sanduq upar na rakho, kahim gir najacl 

Don’t put such a heavy box up (on a rack) lest it fall'. 

kahim daku haznem mar na dalem 

I only hope the bandits don *t kill us. 

Compounds also occur in clauses beginning with jab tak + negative (§1114). 

However, such sentences are not really negative; in the following sentence, the 

entire phrase jab tak + negative means ‘until’, ‘unless’. The negative comes 

between the main verb and the vector verb. 

- if UyO aafO OJ yTcii 

jab tak ap qarz cuka na dem, vo yahlm dhama de ga 

Until you return the loan, he will sit right here in protest. 

Use of a compound in a negative sentence may show contradiction. Again, the 

compound is split apart, and the negative particle (sometimes accompanied by 

to) comes between the main verb and the vector verb. 

- if up y jy J*' v1 
mairii ap kl ainak tor to nahim dum ga 

I’m not going to break your glasses (you seem to think I will). 
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PERFECTIVE PARTICIPLES AS MAIN VERBS 

Occasionally the perfective participle (§604) occurs as the main verb in a 

compound verb sequence instead of the root. 

718 Nominative perfective participles as main verbs 

Two very common examples of compounds with perfective participles as main 

verbs are calajana, ‘to leave’ and cala ana, ‘to come’, which have been 

relexicalized. Both the participle and the vector verb agree with the subject. 

_ if%* jririjU r/r 
akram sara kam kar ke cala gay a 

Akram left after doing all the work. 

ye ap ka ghar hai, jab j! cahe yaham calc aiyc 

This is your house; come here whenever you like. 

The nominative perfect participle occurs with other verbs of motion: 

-bT^ jUUjjl 
qull bhaga gay a aur saman le aya 

The porter ran and brought the luggage. 

719 Oblique perfective participles as main verbs 

When the perfective participle occurs in the masculine oblique singular case, the 

participle shows (a) continuation or progression, often with the vector verb jana; 

(b) intensification of the verb, and/or (c) imminence. 

Continua tion/progression 

- y^ pi £ 4^1 

ahmad ne hi ham ko roke rakha 

It is Ahmad who delayed us. 

—roke rakha shows continuation of the action, rok rakha does not occur. 

_ L4: Lj U ^ ^ 6y 

vo be basi se sadiq ki taraf dekhe jaraha tha 

He went on looking helplessly at Sadiq. 
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_ 15' ^ y y 
nambar ghumaejaiyc, kabh! to mile ga 

Do go on dialling the number; you will get it sometime. 

Intensification 

... ojf Up y ur* 

maim turn se kahe deta bum ... 

I warn you... 
—kahe dena means ‘to warn’, whereas kah dena would mean ‘to tell’. 

Imminence 

- oy? w? or* (Sj ui yi jTyt lr* 

maim ap ko is almari mem chupae deti hum 

I will hide you in this wardrobe right away. (Narang, Readings) 

DENOMINATIVE VERBS IN COMPOUND VERB 
SEQUENCES (720) 

Denominative verbs (verb sequences consisting of a noun or adjective plus an 

inflected verb, §607), may occur in compound verb sequences, especially with 

the most common vectors dena, lena and jana. It is impossible to formulate rules 

to predict the occurrence of individual denominative verbs with individual vectors, 

as the semantics of each individual denominative verb must be considered. 

Actual usage should be learned as it is encountered. 

- f+rr***^ Oy-s* £ 

xurSId ne tinorh admiyorh mem paise taqsim kar diye 

Khurshid divided the money among all three men. 

- Ld Jf15"y 

xurSld ne paisom ka hisab kar liya 

Khurshid made an account of the money (and kept it). 

- ^ yt t‘-0* ^ 

log cauk mem jama bo gae 

People gathered in the square. 

8 INTRANSITIVE, TRANSITIVE 
AND CAUSATIVE VERBS 

INTRANSITIVE AND TRANSITIVE VERBS 

801 The difference between transitive and intransitive verbs 

Transitive verbs are verbs which may take objects. The object may be deleted, 

but can still be inferred, or ‘understood’. Intransitive verbs do not take objects. 

The focus in the sentence also differs. In transitive sentences, the focus is on 

what the doer does. In intransitive sentences, the focus is on the result of what is 
done. 

English translations of Urdu sentences are not reliable as a guide to whether 

an Urdu verb is transitive or not, because English verbs may often be used both 

transitively and intransitively, depending on the context (This shop sells apples 

versus Apples are selling well now). Compare the following Urdu sentences: 

(usy >) -i/ayjjbiTpj.. 

salim ka bazu tut gay a (< tutna, to be broken) 

Salim broke his arm (lit. Salim’s arm broke). 

(Ujjj >) - b^ jjb IT^J jji ljL» jS'xlj 

zahid ne salim ko mara aur us ka bazu tor diya (< torna, to break (something)) 

Zahid hit Salim and broke his arm. 

English passives are sometimes needed to translate Urdu intransitives: 

(ij^r >), \sy 

camca girgaya (< gima, to fall) 

The spoon fell; the spoon was dropped. 

( luj >) _ Lj iS 

taj mahal ban mehnat se bana (< banna, to be built) 

The Taj Mahal was built with great effort. 

Unintentional actions are expressed in Urdu with intransitives. The instrument 

of the action occurs in a postpositional phrase with se (§512): 
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{\ijf > ) - ^ 
baccese camca gtgaya (< gima, to fall) 

The baby dropped the spoon (accidentally). 

A transitive verb (with a subject taking ne) would express intentional action: 

(lil/ >) - r>~>- £ ^ 
bacce DC camca gira diya (< girana, to drop, let fall) 

The baby dropped the spoon (deliberately). 

802 Agreement of verbs 

Intransitive verbs agree with the subject of the sentence, whatever the tense of 

the verb. Transitive verbs agree with the subject only in non-perfective tenses. 

In perfective tenses, the subject of transitive verbs is followed by the postposition 

ne (§510). The verb agrees with a nominative direct object (see §629 for a 

detailed discussion). All causative verbs are considered transitive with respect to 

subject-verb agreement, and take the subject withne in perfective tenses. 

803 The increment -a 

Transitive and intransitive verbs often occur in pairs which are closely related in 

both meaning and form. Many transitives are formed from intransitives by adding 

the increment-a I to the intransitive root (§601) to make a transitive stem. Roots 

ending in long vowels take the alternate form of the increment, -la ^ . Derivation 

with the increment -a can be summarized as follows: 
(a) The increment may be added to an intransitive root to derive a transitive 

stem (§804). 
(b) The increment may be added to a transitive root to derive a double 

transitive stem (§805). 
(c) The increment may be added to an intransitive or a transitive root to 

derive a direct causative stem (§810). 
Transitive and causative stems take infinitival, participial and verbal suffixes 

just like simple verb roots. They are also found under their own spellings in 

dictionaries, and not under the intransitive form. (Some dictionaries, however, 

show indirect causative verbs (§811) under the forms from which they are 

derived.) For most practical purposes, the transitive or causative stem of a 

derived verb may be treated and referred to as a verb root. 

1 An alternate form of the increment, j -6- occurs in one case: bhigna , ‘to get wet’ -> 

bhigona li, ‘to soak’. 
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There are also basic transitive verbs, which are not derived from intransitives. 

Some transitive verbs have no related intransitive form, for example, karal UjS', 

‘to do’, sunna Ll*. , ‘to hear’, parhna , ‘to read’. In certain other cases, the 

intransitive form is obviously derived from the transitive, and not vice versa, for 

example, sil J— , ‘to be stitched’ < slna lu— , ‘to stitch’; dhul Jjto < dhona 

liya ‘to wash’. 

Illustrative sets of transitive and intransitive verbs are shown below. Please 

note that there are numerous irregularities in the derivation process, and it is not 

possible to formulate rules which predict every case. Each pair must be learned 

individually. 

804 Transitives derived with the increment -a 

The increment -a may be added to an intransitive root to derive a transitive 

stem. 

Case I 

The vowel in the intransitive root is short, and the root ends in a consonant. The 

increment -a is simply suffixed to the root of the intransitive verb to form the 

transitive stem. 

Ulu <— Lja 

banna, to form, be made —> banana, to make 

lagna, to stick, be applied -» lagana, to apply 

U’lA*. 4— Ll^. 

calna, to walk, go —» cal ana to run (something), drive 

libtj <— 

bacna, to escape —> bacana, to save 

Ul^l <- 

uthna, to rise, get up -» uthana to lift, wake someone 

LL 

milna, to meet, be available —> mil ana, to connect, mix2 

2 milana could also be construed as a double transitive verb in the sentence, us ne mujh se hath 

milaya, ‘He shook hands with me.’ 
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- ^ ^J?** Lri 

is mahalle mem ek masjid ban rabi bai 
A mosque is being built in this ward. 

- °b <!)■* 

mazdurom ne din rat kam kar ke masjid banal 
The labourers worked day and night to build (and built) the mosque. 

- UjI £_J 

aj maim bahut savere utba 
I got up very early this morning. 

- tO l$j| y~u\ bj—I 

caukidar soya tha, maim ne use utba diya 
The watchman was asleep; I got him up. 

- cJjU (jlbl 

ittifaq se arif sahib mil gae 
By chance Mr. Arif met us (was available). 

_ ^ *-ij U 

arif sahib se mils dijie 
Please connect(me) with Mr. Arif (on the telephone). 

- J-?1 £ a"' 

us ne dudh aur dm milai 
He mixed milk and sugar. 

Case II 

The intransitive root vowel is long, and the root ends in a consonant. The root 

vowel is shortened, and the increment -a is suffixed to form the transitive stem. 

sukhna, to dry, dry up —> sukhana, to dry (something) 

_ e£-»J 

bariS ke bad zamin sukh gai 
After the rain, the soil dried out 

- ^ l&Swi j5~SJyA 1j;r* 

garmiyom mem dhup zamin ko sukh a deti bai 

In the hot season, the sunlight dries out the soil. 

The verb bolna, ‘to speak’, which may take an object, is treated as an intransitive 

and forms a transitive by shortening the root vowel and adding -a. 

bJ 

bolna, to speak —> bulana, to call 

Najma farsi bol sakti hai Najma ap ko bula rabi bai 

Najma can speak Farsi. Najma is calling you. 

Case III 

The vowel (or final vowel) in the intransitive root is short, and the root ends in a 

consonant. The increment -a is infixed or inserted into the verb root of the 

intransitive verb to form the transitive stem. This lengthens the root vowel and 

may also change the vowel quality. The final consonant of the root may be 

softened. 

(a) When long -a is added to short -a-, long -a- results. 

bbT <- bits'" 

katna, to be cut —> katna, to cut, disconnect 

bjb. <- b 
mama, to die —» mama, to beat, hit 

bJl5o i— biSo 

nikalna, to come out, emerge —» nikalna, to take out 

bj b I <— by I 
utaraa, to descend, get out —> utama, to bring down, take out 

- ^ 
bijll kat gai mistri tar kat raba bai 

The electricity was disconnected. The electrician is cutting the wire. 
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_ \jy\ J f UjUl ^^ ^ 

pahle bas se baccom ko utamaphir xud utama 

First get the children our of the bus, then get our yourself. 

(b) When long -a is added to short -u-, a long -6- results. This rule also affects a 

few verbs with long-u-. 

i— 

murna, to turn —> morna, to turn (something) 

khulna, to open -4 kholna, to open (something) 

U5^j <- IS] 

mkna, to stop —> rokna, to stop (something) 

tutoa, to be broken -4 torna, to break (something) 

chutna, to be released, depart -4 chdrna, to leave, abandon 

- £ yjf) J* ^^ 
gari rtnir rahi hai gall baerii ko to dr dijie 

The car is turning. Please turn the car left. 

.^^45 ^ ^ ^ if* jlojlTS 

dukan das baje khultlhai dukandar das bajc dukan kholta hai 

The shop opens at 10. The shopkeeper opens the shop at 10. 

(c) When long -a is added to short -i-, long -©- results. 

Lscjsj i— L5o 
bikna, to be sold —> becna, to sell 

Uj~4^. i— li-Lgj* 

chidna, to be pierced —» chedna, to pierce 

3 Bolh ihe initial t- of tiitna and the initial t- of torna come from an ancient tr-, which has 

developed in different ways. 
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- Vj ^ or* e£^r* 

mele mem gharbuna kapra bikraba hai 

At the fair, handloom cloth is being sold. 

-ox ^ L^j£or* 
mele mem jaulahe gharbuna kapra bee rabc baim 

At the fair, the weavers are selling handloom cloth. 

805 Double transitives derived with the increment -a 

The increment -a (—la) may be added to some transitive roots to derive a 

double transitive stem. Double transitive verbs take two objects, a direct object 

and an indirect object. The transitive roots which make double transitives are 

semantically reflexive, and occur with the vector verb lena (§709) when compound. 

Case I 

The last vowel in the transitive root is short, and the root ends in a consonant. 

The increment -a is simply suffixed to the root of the transitive verb to form the 

double transitive stem. If the transitive root has two short syllables, the vowel in 

the second syllable is elided. 

liUjj UaJj 
parhna, to read, study -4 parhana, to teach, educate 

lib— <— Luo* 

sunna, to hear, listen to -4 sunana, to tell 

lilj5o <- 

pakama, to catch pakrana, to give to hold 

samajhna, to understand -4 samjhana, to explain 

- J-U* o^*"f y 3lx«.»I 

us tad sahib ne hamem urdu parbai 

The teacher taught us Urdu (double transitive). 

Compare ^ or* 

maim ne urdu pafhi hai 

I have studied Urdu (transitive). 
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nahld ne mujhe xabar suim 

Nahid told me the news (double transitive). 

Compare - 

maim ne xabarem sunlm 

I listened to the news (transitive). 

Case II 

The transitive root vowel is long, and the root ends in a consonant. The root 

vowel is shortened, and the increment -a is suffixed to form the double transitive 

stem. 

^ 

dekhna, to see, look at —> dikhana, to show 

Ul&5w 4— 

sikhna, to learn —> sikhana, to teach 

naslm ne mujhe tasvir dikhal 

Nasim showed me the picture (double transitive). 

Compare - ^ ^ 

maim ne tasvir dekhi 

I looked at the picture (transitive). 

- i^J UL. ob*' 

ammaifi bacce ko calna sikharahlhai 

The mother is teaching the baby to walk. 

f- i^r 

kahna, to say —> kahlana, to be called 

- ^ 

ye pahar himalaya kahlate bairn 

These mountains are called the Himalayas. 

806 Transitivity with compound verbs 

When compound verbs are used, transitive verbs usually take transitive vector 

verbs, and intransitive verbs usually take intransitive vector verbs (Chapter 7). 

807 Transitivity with denominative verbs 

Denominative verb phrases, consisting of a noun or adjective plus a verb (§607) 

often have parallel transitive and intransitive forms made with kama and hona, 

respectively. 

u* Jib - u^rJib 
daxil kama, to enrol - daxil hona, to enter, be enrolled 

maim ne apne bete ko is skul mem daxil kiya hai 

I have entered my son in this school. 

— yf l_^J» ^ tJj 

mera beta is sal skul mem daxil hua hai 

My son has entered school this year. 

jama hona, to gather, accumulate 

Compare _ ^ tj 45C~* UU. Uu 

bacca calna sikb raba hai 

The baby is learning to walk. 

Case III 

This group is the remnant of a formerly larger group of verb roots ending in 

aspirated voiceless consonants, which took the increment in -la. kahna, ‘to say’ 

is now virtually the only member of the group. It forms a double transitive with 

-la, and is translated by an English passive. 

- ^ ^£■?* err* d cr' 

us nejalse mem bahut log jama kar liye 

He collected many people in the public meeting. 

- dfj? 'Jtr* 
log cauk mem jama ho gae 

People gathered in the square. 
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808 Verbs which function both intransitively and transitively 

Some verbs function both transitively and intransitively. 

LJju badalna 

bj bhama 

badalna, ‘to change’ and bhama, ‘to fill’ are intransitive when there is no object, 

and transitive when there is. When they function as transitives, they take subjects 

with the postposition ne in perfective tenses. The addition of an intransitive or 

transitive vector verb often makes their status explicit. 

- AS eL.jSA? vifO A jC-* 

munlr ne bahut dinorh se kapre nahim badle 
Munir hasn’t changed his clothes for days (transitive). 

- Jaj p 

mansam badal gay a hat 
The weather has changed (intransitive, intransitive vector verb). 

- d-Aj ^A cr4 

maim ne bistar Id cadar badal di 
I changed the cover on the bed (transitive, transitive vector verb), 

maim ne baltl mem pani bhar liya 
I filled the bucket with water (transitive, transitive vector verb). 

bait! pani se bhar gai 
The bucket filled up with water (intransitive, intransitive vector verb). 

809 Exceptions: transitives without ne, intransitives with ne 

Transitives which do not take ne 

There are a few verbs which may take objects, but which do not take subjects 

with ne in perfective tenses. 

^ A 
le ana, to bring bhulna, to forget 

uv lana, to bring LU milna, to meet 

uu ^ le jana, to take away bJ^. bolna, to speak, say 
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The compound verbs le ana and le jana have the intransitive verb ana, ‘to come’ 

as their vector verb, therefore they do not take ne. 

A A^A^AA 
naukar caedani le gay a 
The servant took away the teapot. 

- S oi? Sdj 

vo mulaqat ka vaqt bhulgaya 

He forgot the time of the appointment. 

- X# g- u*4 
maim sac bola 
I spoke the truth. 

samajhna 

samajhna, ‘to understand’ is transitive, but may occur either with or without ne 

in perfective tenses: 

iSjtr* A cr"^ — (Sjtr* °3 

vo men bat nahim samjha ~ us ne men bat nahim samjhl 

He didn’t understand what I mean. 

The addition of a transitive or intransitive vector verb to samajhna forces the 

choice, and contributes different nuances of meaning: 

-OjflX **=— ob ^y7 ^ 

maim ap ki bat samajh gay a hum 
I follow your point. 

- A 4*^ ol^ A o** 
maim ne bat samajh li 

I have understood the matter (and will probably deal with it). 

The idioms dikhai dena, ‘to be seen’, ‘to be visible’ and sunai dena, ‘to be 

heard’, ‘to be audible’ do not take ne even though dena is a transitive verb, 

(dikhai and sunai are nominal forms meaning ‘coming into view’ and ‘hearing’, 

respectively. They are translated with English passives.) 
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_ b:> jj-* ^Oy~~* 

mailn ka Sor dur tak sunm diya 

The noise of the machine could be heard a long way. 

Intransitives which take ne 

A few intransitive verbs may take ne:4 

LSj^j thukna, to spit 

USZ jhamkna, to peep 

mutna, to urinate 

khatkhatana, to knock 

In some cases the presence of a direct object or quasi-direct object in the deep j 

structure may explain the phenomenon. 

bflj Ijj 3) (darvaza) khatkhatana, to knock (on) a door 

L5Cl^ (jjJI) (andar) jhamkna, to peep inside 

CAUSATIVE VERBS 

Causatives describe the causation of a state or action, sometimes by means of an 

instrument or intermediary agent (a noun or pronoun followed by s6 , ke 

zarie i £ , or ke hath £). The instrument is however not always 

mentioned. C^sative verbs may be divided into direct causatives and indirect 
. :::v"S*g|§ 

causatives. - . / m w ill 
Direct causatives are derived by adding the increment -a (-ay) o an 

INTRANSITIVE Or a TRANSITIVE TOOt. 

Indirect causatives are formed by prefixing -v- to the increment to make -va 

lj (-lva IjJ) (§811). When the instrument is mentioned, the indirect causative is _Jj 
the preferred form. , Jig 

If a transitive verb already contains the increment -a (because it is itse 

derived), then the increment cannot be added again. Such verbs have only the 

indirect causative in -va. 

4 Some scholars include additional items in this list, such as chimkna . ‘to sneeze*, or 

cillana lilL. . ‘to shouf. This reflects differing usages in various dialects of Urdu. 
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810 Direct causatives derived with the increment -a 

Case I 

The vowel in the intransitive root is short, and the root ends in a consonant. The 

increment -a is simply suffixed to the intransitive root to form the direct causative 

stem. If no intransitive exists, the suffix is added to the transitive root. Occasionally 

a shortened form of the transitive stem (rather than the intransitive root) is the 

basic form. 

Sometimes there is not much difference in meaning between direct causatives 

and derived transitives. For example, the verb girana bl_f (from girna b^T, ‘to 

fall’) can be construed as ‘to let fall’ (direct causative) and ‘to drop’ (transitive). 

UU5" LiT 

katna, to be cut —» katana, to have cut 

bljjT" <— b 
kama, to do —> karana, to have done 

bl^j i— 

toma, to break (tr.) —> turana, to get broken, break loose 

zamlndar ne fasal kata li gae ne rassl tura li 
The landlord got the harvest cut. The cow broke the rope. 

Case II 

The intransitive root vowel is long, and the root ends in a consonant. The root 

vowel is shortened, and the increment -a is suffixed to form the direct causative 
stem. 

bbi i— UjjJ 

dubna, to sink —> dubana, to sink something, drown someone 

bl5I^j i— UST^j 

bhagna, to run away -» bhagana, to chase away, disperse 

bl^i> <r~ 

baithna, to sit —> bithana, to seat, cause to sit 
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vjS s-*1 < yt 

kisl ne dubm ho, ab to dub hi gal 

Whoever sank it, now it has really gone down. (PremChand, Gddan) 

- ^ Jb4* ^ OjJlj 

polls valom ne bhlr ko bhaga diya. kuch bhage, magar kuch lame lage 

The police dispersed the crowd. Some ran away, but some started to fight. 

Case III 

The intransitive or transitive root ends in a long vowel. The root vowel is 

shortened, and the variant form of the increment, -la V , is suffixed to form the 

causative stem.5 

pina, to drink -» pilana, to give to drink 

uVj tijj 

rona, to cry (int.) —> nil ana, to make cry 

<— lj 

sona, to sleep (int.) —> sulana, to put to sleep 

«- Up 

dena, to give (tr.) -> dilana, to have given 

This rule also predicts direct causatives from the following transitives: 

sina, to stitch, sew —> silana, to get (something) stitched 

L'CKa j <— lijA s 

dhona, to wash —» dhulana, to have (something) washed 

- to ^Li y (jL* 

mam ne bacce ko sula diya 

The mother put the baby to sleep. 

5 Two irregular verbs are: chuna li,‘to touch’ (tr.) which forms the causative chuvana 

, ‘to cause to be touched’; and khana , ‘to eat' which forms the causative khilana 

, ‘to feed’, ‘give to eat’ (perhaps on the analogy of plna - pilana). 

munnl rd rahi hai, kis ne rulaya hail 

Munni is crying; who has made her cry? 

- or* 

maim ne qamls silal hai 

I have got the shirt stitched. 

-J-> 

mangne vale ko ek rupaya dila do 

Have someone give the beggar a rupee. 

811 Indirect causatives formed with the increment -va 

If the increment \ j -va( I^J -lva) is substituted for the increment I -a( V -la), 

a indirect causative stem is derived. In other respects, the rules for deriving the 

indirect causative are the same as those for deriving the direct causative (§810). 

Indirect causatives express the causation of a transitive action through an 

instrument or intermediary agent (a noun or pronoun followed by by se ^ , ke 

zan® * £» or hath The subject makes the instrument do 

something to, on or for the object. The instrument may be omitted, but is still 

implied. English translations must take context into account, and will vary. 

Indirect causatives can be made for most Urdu verbs, and some dictionaries 

do not show them separately, but under the basic form from which they are 

derived. Indirect causatives cannot be made for intransitives which do not have 

derived transitives, such as ana, ‘to come, jana, ‘to go’ and rahna, ‘to remain’. 

Sometimes there is not much difference in meaning between indirect causatives 

and direct causatives. For example, the causatives silana and silvana 

both mean ‘to get (something) stitched’. In other cases, there is a clear 

difference; for example, dubana UbS means ‘to sink something’, ‘to let or make 

sink’; dubvana means ‘to have (someone) sink something’. 



Case I, intransitive root 

tUJ 

blyj 

L5o 

Utj5o 

banna, to be made 

banvana, to cause to make, get made 

bikna, to be sold 

bikvana, to cause to sell, get sold 

Case I, transitive root 

Ujjj 

UljJs 

kama, to do 

karvana, to cause to do, get done 

toma, to break 

turvana, to cause to break 

Case If, intransitive root 

tuji 

bl_*$ 

dubna, to sink 

dubvana, to cause to sink 

baithna, to sit 

bithvana, to cause to seat 

Case III, intransitive root 

U)jL- 

sona, to sleep 

sulvana, to cause to put to sleep 

Case III, transitive root 

Llj :> dena, to give 

dilvana, to cause to give 

Case IV, causatives of double transitives 

dekhna, to see, look at 

dikhvana, to cause to show 

parhna, to read, study 

parhvana, to cause to read 
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_ ^ abiob 

badiah ne mazdurom se qila banvaya 

The emperor had the fort built by the labourers. 

- tjc.i ^}3j^^JL r^L.sib 

ham bayica mail se safkarvate bairn 

We have the garden cleaned by the gardener. 

mehmanom ko bithva dljie 

Please have the guests seated. 

- ^ ^ 

ye xat akram ke hath bhijva dum gi 

I will send this letter with Akram. 

-J* '-^>1 4j'b jS"^Jlj U 

mangne vale ko caukidar ke hath ek rupiya dilva do 

Have the watchman give the beggar a rupee. 

Causatives of double transitives can take an instrument and up to two objects. 

- jS'.^ ^ jb-ul 

us tad ne bacce sejamaat ko kahanl sunval 

The teacher made the child tell the story to the class. 

Compare - 3^^ ^ 

bacce ne jamaat ko puri kahanl sunH 

The child told the whole story to the class. 

- b b I u ^ ‘-r*A b» b 

arif sahib ne siraj se hamerh purana qila dikhvaya 

Mr. Arif had Siraj show us the old fort. 

Compare _ bl^Jfb ^*±3 bl^ ^ 

siraj ne hamem purana qila dikhaya 

Siraj showed us the old fort. 
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When causatives are taken into account, most verbs make sets of three: 

- LL 

milna-milana-milvana 

to meet, be available-to join, connect, mix-to have (someone) join, connect 

ittifaq se arif sahib mil gae 

By chance Mr. Arif met us (was available). 

_ l—Sj U- 

arif sahib se mila dijie 

Please connect me with Mr. Arif. 

- ^ ^ OjU yTyl £jri^ or* 

maim apretar ke zarie ap ko arif sahib se milvaum gj 

I will have the switchboard connect you with Mr. Arif. 

Some verbs make sets of four: 

UIjiT- UltT- L?lT~ UtT 

katna-katna-katana—katvana 

to be cut-to cut-to get cut-to have (someone) cut 

fasal kat gal 

The harvest was cut. 

-o* cblT jUT 

kisan fasal katrahe haim 

The farmers are cutting the harvest. 

zamindar ne fasal kata U 

The landlord got the harvest cut. 

- J ^ Ojjjiy J-ai 2. 

zamindar ne mazdurom se fasal katva li 

The landlord got the harvest cut by the labourers. 
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812 Causative denominative verbs 

Denominative verb phrases consisting of a noun or adjective plus the verbkama, 

‘to do’ (§607) change transitives to causatives by substituting the causative, 

‘to cause to be done’ or the indirect causative, karvana, ‘to cause to do’. 

siyasatdan ne log jama karae 

The politician gof (a lot of) people collected. 

siyasatdan ne karkunom se log jama karvae 

The politician got the workers to collect the people. 

" ^ or* Jliuj L)I ljy* I 

axir maim ne apna beta is skul mem daxil karaya 

At last I got my son entered in this school. 

- ^r* Jo* 1 2 or* ^ 

axir maim ne sifariS ke zarie apna beta is skul mem daxil karvaya 

At last I got my son entered in this school by means of intercession. 

813 Causative verbs in requests 

Causative verbs are sometimes used in requests to soften them, by implying a 
higher status to the addressee. 

- * Iji— ^ J U. 

ye carjore silva dijie 

Please get these four suits stitched. 

The speaker hopes to influence a busy tailor to do a big job quickly, so flatters 

the tailor by implying that he has assistants to do the stitching. 

-2*1* hjf cS-du. Iji 

zara ye kam jaldi karva dijie 

Please get this work done quickly. 

The addressee will do the work himself; the speaker is simply softening the 
request. 



9 PARTICIPLES AS QUALIFIERS 

Impcrfectivc and perfective participles may be used adjectivally and adverbially. 

Matching forms of the perfective participle ofhona (hua - hue - hui) are often 

added to make participial phrases. For the forms ot the imperfective participle, 

see §603; for the perfective participle, see §604. When participles are used as 

qualifiers, they are inflected like adjectives, and the feminine plural forms arc 

not used. 

karta hua - karti hui ~ karte hue, doing 

kiya hua ~ ki hui ~ kiye hue, done 

Conjunctive participles (§612) may be used adverbially (§913). 

IMPERFECTIVE PARTICIPLES 

The imperfective participle describes actions or states which are incomplete 

(and often continuing) at the time shown by the main verb. 

901 Adjectival use of imperfective participles 

An imperfective participle may modify a noun like an adjective. Adjectival 

participles agree with the noun in number and gender, and usually occur in 

phrases with hua (~ hue ~ hoi). Preceding a noun, adjectival participles are used 

attributively (§306). 

kampti hui aurat rone lagi 

The shivering woman began to cry. 

- ^ 
burhi aurat rone lagi 

The old woman began to cry. 

Compare 
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_ j j j j! lx* j cXj I jX Jjj Ijj * ^£ 

girti hui divarom ko ek dhakka aur do 

Give another push to the falling walls. 

Compare -j^jjl iXto «XL>I 

purani divarom ko ek dhakka aur d5 

Give another push to the old walls. 

- U3 A ^V* 

ap ko cal6 bas par carhna nahlm cahie tha 

You should not have tried to get on the moving bus. 

Following a noun, adjectival participles are used predicatively (§306). 

_ I4J Lj U LTL^j jSli _ L4J Lj lyv lilf j5li 

zakir bhagta hua ja raha tha zakir git gata hua naha raha tha 

Zakir was going along at a run. Singing a song, Zakir was bathing. 

902 Adverbial use of imperfective participles 

An imperfective participle (usually in phrases with inflected hua) may add a 

context to the main verb, or show the simultaneity of the two actions, like an 

adverb. Adverbial participles are masculine oblique singular. 

- I4J Lj Jjr 2^ /Ti 

zakir git gate hue naha raha tha 

Zakir was singing a song as he bathed. 

- Lj ^ 

zakir git gate hue cal raha tha 

Zakir was singing a song as he walked. 

An adverbial participle may precede the subject, if it is given more prominence 
than the main verb. 

- f Ja-» ^ 

bhagte hue cor slrhiyom se gir para 

While fleeing, the thief fell down the stairs, (adverbial participle) 

Compare: _ I^j J: ^jj*. \^, Vfs i q j 

bhagta hua cor slrhiyom se gir para 

The fleeing thief fell down the stairs, (adjectival participle) 
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If the main verb is transitive and the tense is perfective, the subject takes ne and 

the participle is always masculine oblique singular. 

- Sr* A*? A-A^* 
zakir ne hamste hue ham ko xabar sunal 

Smiling, Zakir told us the news. 

- £ Af 
kutte ne bhaumkte hue hamla kiya 

Barking, the dog attacked. 

903 Imperfective participle + vaqt, ‘while (vERB)-ing’ 

The construction: imperfective participle + vaqt (-te vaqt) shows an action or 

event which occurs simultaneously with the action or event ot the main verb. 

The participle is oblique, and hua (~ hue ~ hul) is not used. 

_ /j cij 

imtihan dete vaqt na balm taraf dekhna na daim taraf 

While writing the examination, do not look left nor right. 

\X>- C^3 AA? AA 
munir ke jate vaqt akram xuda hafiz kahne nahim aya 
When Munir was leaving, Akram didn’t come to say goodbye. 

904 Imperfective participle + hi, ‘as soon as (verb)’ 

The construction: imperfective participle + hi (-te hi) shows an action or event 

which occurs immediately prior to the action or event of the main verb. The 

participle is oblique, and hua (~ hue ~ hul) is not used. 

- € oy °y 
vo landan pahumcte hi ap ko ton kare ga 

He will call you as soon as he reaches London. 

If the (human) subject of the participle is not the subject of the main verb, it will 

be possessive, and will be followed by ke. 

- 4^' °y 
haznid ke darvaza kholte hi vo uth baithi 

As soon as Hamid opened the door, she jumped up. 
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905 Repeated imperfective participles 

Repeated imperfective participles show continuing or repeated action which 

culminates in the action or event of the main verb, hua (~ hue ~ hul) is not used. 

The participles are usually masculine oblique singular, especially in the Urdu of 

Delhi, however (a) if both participle and main verb have the same subject and 

(b) the subject is in the nominative case, the participle may agree with the 

subject. If the verb is a verb of motion, the participles may also agree with the 

subject when preceding it (see the last example in this section). 

- Ojf jA jjr* 

maim samjhati samjhati thak gal hum 

I have got tired of explaining (it) again and again. 

> 
_ LJ I i {jy* 

maim ne samjhate samjhate use mana liya 

I persuaded him by explaining (it) again and again. 

- ‘-Uf ^ ^ ^jl4 

samjhate samjhate maim thak gai hum 

I have got tired of explaining (it) again and again. 

- iy. ^ I °y 

likhte likhte vo adib ban gaya 

By writing regularly, he became a writer. 

_ 15" -j ^ I 

vo likhte likhte adib ban gaya 

He became a writer by writing regularly. 

Repeated oblique imperfective participles may show an action that is not fully 

accomplished. 

- °y 
vo girte girte baci 

She nearly fell (but someone caught her). 

_ \S \j£i ^ 

daku bhagte bbagte pakra gaya 

The robber was caught while attempting to flee. 
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Two different, but semantically related words may occur as repeated imperfective 

participles. 

baccl clxd cillati andar a gai 

The little girl came inside screaming and yelling. 

cixti cillati baccl andar a gai 

Screaming and yelling, the little girl came inside. 

906 Imperfective participles used as nouns 

Adjectives may be used as nouns (§319), and the same is true of participles, 

although it is not common. Imperfective participles as nouns show an 

(uncompleted) condition of an omitted noun. 

- A*? 22m^ 
Sor macate hue ko cup karana para 

The noisemaking (person) had to be told to be quiet. 

The more usual way of expressing the above would be: 

- ij* ^ 2]j 22* 
6or macane vale ko cup karana para 

The noisemakerhad to be told to be quiet. 

PERFECTIVE PARTICIPLES 

The perfective participle is a verbal adjective. It describes (a) completed actions 

or processes which result in the condition of the subject or object at the time 

shown by the main verb, (b) actions completed prior to the action shown by die 

main verb. Compare the imperfective and perfective participles in the following 

sets. 

Imperfective participle 

girti hul divarem 

falling walls 

, 

I 

Perfective participle 

ijiJ 2 3 ^2 - L L Ij-/ Oy—b 
gin hul divarem polls valom ne ghar jala hOa paya 

toppled walls The police found the house burned down. 

907 Adjectival use of perfective participles 

A perfective participle may modify a noun like an adjective. Adjectival participles 

agree with the noun in number and gender, and usually occur in phrases with 

hua - hue - hiS. Preceding a noun, adjectival participles are used attributively 

(§306). 

ijdj-r' 2-*? 2*? 
phati hui rnirzai mahabbat se bhare hue lafe 

a tom quilted coat words filled with love 

- £&.* rlc' 2s? 4—2 a oyj 
zamln par gire hue tamam kay az hata dijte 

Please remove all the papers (that have) fallen on the floor. 

Following a noun, adjectival participles are used predicatively (§306). If two 

participles occur in the phrase, hua is dropped. 

(a) Qualifying the subject, the participle agrees with it in gender and number. 

- UT&-1 2-X1 
mirzai phati hui thi 

The quilted coat was torn. 

Compare - ^ U 

mirzai purani thi 

The quilted coat was old. 

- ux 2* <22 ^2^ V1 

ap kuch thake hue nazar a rahe haim 

You look rather tired. 

(b) Qualifying the object, the participle agrees with objects which are in the 

nominative case (§109). If the object is marked by ko, the participle is masculine 
singular by default. 
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q- Oj^2c£jLil 2 v' 

ap ne almari khuli (hiil) kyom chon thl? 

Why did you leave the cupboard open? 

- 2^ 2^22^22^ ^^ (W 
darvaza khula (hua) pa kar caukidar ne ghanti bajai 

Finding the door open, the watchman rang the bell. 

or* k 2 W ojijj* o\ 

in curiyom ko chupa hua pa kar maim bhaumcakld rah gal 

Finding these bangles hidden, I was astonished. 

Stative verbs 

Perfective participles of stative verbs show a continuing state (in the same way 

that stative verbs are used in the immediate past to show states which commenced 

with an event in the past, and continue into the present (§631)). 

vo leta hua parti raha tha 

He was reading (while) lying down (in a lying position). 

rJ jf 22 2^ 

soe hue kutte ko na jagao 

Don’t wake a sleeping dog. 

908 Adverbial use of perfective participles 

The perfective participle may be used conjunctively (§612), to describe an action 

which precedes the action or state of the main verb. They may qualify the 

subject or the object; the participle often has an object of its own; in every case, 

they are masculine oblique singular, hue is usually dropped. 

Qualifying the subject 

? u* 2r~ ^ p** 

turn ye thaila liye kaham ja rahe ho? 

Where are you going with (lit. taken) this bag? 
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Compare ? M U olf-TjT^ ^ ^ 

turn ye thaila le kar kaham ja rahe ho? 

Where are you going with (lit. having taken) this bag? 

Qualifying the object 

- u Jaj ^Xwij jf^5o j 2*f 22 2r^ -222 2 
faqir ne kutte ko raste mem lets hue dekh kar rasta badal liya 

The faqir, seeing the dog lying on the path, changed the path. 

In the previous example, the use of the oblique participial phrase lete hue 

implies that the dog lay down on the path before the faqir arrived. 

Contrast the following sentence in which a perfective participle is used 
predicatively, not conjunctively: 

- ^ ^ Ijf <-5o I 2 orr* 

maim ne ek kutta raste mem soya hua paya 

I found a dog sleeping on the path. 

—which merely describes the condition of the dog. 

In the following sentence, the conjunctive perfective participle is used adverbially. 

? ^ 2 y? r^>y* 2^ UIf-q yf~ol 

ap ko yaham ae kitna arsa ho gaya hai? 

How long has it been since you came here? 

The core sentence, to which the phrase yaham ae is added, is an impersonal 

construction with a subject marked by ko (§506): 

? ^ if y* r*u3j£- yf' Sr* I 

ap ko kitna arsa ho gaya hai? 

How much time have you passed? 

909 Adverbial perfective participles in expressions of time 

The perfective participles of hona, ‘to be’, jana, ‘to go’, rahna, ‘to remain’, 

carhna, ‘to rise’ and bitna, ‘to pass’ are used adverbially in expressions of time 
(see also §1311). 

“ ^jf u*1' 

panic sal hue us k! talim pun hui thi 

Five years ago (five years having become) his education was completed. 
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- A °l> A 
itnt rat gae £ahr mem ghumna thik nahim 

So late at night (so much night having gone), it isn’t safe to roam about the 

city. 

- £ 4*^' 

machera kuch rat rahe uthta hai 

The fisherman gets up very early (some night having remained). 

^ y? ^j0-> Lul ^ 

turn itna din carhe kyom soe hue ho? 

Why are you asleep so late (so much day having risen)? 

910 Repeated perfective participles 

Perfective participles may be repeated to show continuing action; however, 

since perfective participles have the aspect of completeness, the semantics of 

these sequences are less straightforward than with repeated imperfective 

participles. If the main verb is in a perfective tense and the subject is in the 

nominative case (i.e., the verb is intransitive), the participles usually agree with 

the subject in gender and number. In all other cases the participles are masculine 

oblique singular, hua (~ hue - huS) is not used. 

Repeated perfective participles of stative verbs show a continuing state 

which began with an event in the past. 

- (jtfJ A SjA rJ 
ye khan khari use pukarti rah! 

She kept standing and calling (him). (PremChand, Godan) 

The main verb may show culmination: 

- OX yt ^ 

ye seb pare pare xarab ho gae haim 

These apples have been lying around so long they have gone rotten. 

Repeated perfective participles of verbs of motion occur, but are semantically 

somewhat anomalous, as they show the continuation of a completed action. 

They suggest motion which is haphazard or frantic. 

- IjT A iTl^j ,» 

akram bhaga bhaga ham are ghar aya 

Akram rushed frantically to our house. 

Compare - 2 A o^ A^ A^ 2 A 
akram ne bhagte bhagte bas pakar li 

Akram ran after the bus and caught it (purposefully, to get away). 

? ox 2^ 2}-A 2^-AJ-?' OyS'w-w 

sab daktar kyom pare&in aur ghabrae ghabrae phirte haim? 

Why are all the doctors running about worried and panic-stricken? 

Two semantically related perfective participles may be used in the same way as 

repeated participles, functioning both as adjectives and predicate complements. 

4*0 UJj 

parha likha adml 

an educated person (read written person) 

- £ Jy&> <J2 y>2 A 

us Id urdu turi phuti hai 

His Urdu is broken. 

The perfective participles of related intransitives and causatives (or transitives 

and causatives) may be used idiomatically as adjectives. 

Jr- 

sile silae kapre 

ready-made clothes (< silna, to be stitched + silana, to get stitched) 

oL ^ 

sum sunai bat 

hearsay (< sunna, to hear + sunana, to tell) 

911 Perfective participles used as nouns 

Adjectives may be used as nouns (§319), and the same is true of participles, 

although it is not common. 

- 2A? 1*^ B«jI yS' 

parhe likhom ko aisa kam nahlrh karna cahie 

Educated (people) shouldn’t do such a thing. 

- A^y? s-^LT"^ 

parhe bayair turn kamyab nahim ho sakte 

Without studying you cannot succeed (in the examination). 
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912 Perfective participles in compound verbs 

Perfective participles may occur as main verbs in compound verb sequences 

(§718-§719). 

CONJUNCTIVE PARTICIPLES 

913 Conjunctive participles used adverbially 

Conjunctive participles describe two actions or events which take place in a 

sequence (§612). Conjunctive participles may be used adverbially. 

vo gbabra kar bola... 

He said anxiously (having become anxious) ... 

They may also function instrumentally: 

^ LL5 iSjJj 03 

vo pan bee kar rozi kamata hai 

He earns a living by selling (having sold) betel leaf preparation. 

914 Repeated roots in conjunctive participles 

The root in a conjunctive participle may be repeated (see also §613). 

- f y ^ 
batem to hams bams ke kar rahe the 

He was talking cheerfully (having smiled-smiled). (PremChand, Godin) 

-** Ay 
calte hue mur mur kar vo hamari taraf dekhti rah! 

While walking, she kept turning around and looking at us time and again. 

The conjunctive participles of two different but semantically related words may 

be used adverbially. 

soc samajh kar bat karem 

You should choose your words carefully (having thought-understood). 

10 WORD ORDER AND 
AGREEMENT IN SENTENCES 

The following remarks are intended as an overview of Urdu word order and 

agreement for the student, and not as a comprehensive treatment of Urdu syntax. 

The subject is also treated in other other sections of this work, to which the 

reader is referred for information and more examples. 

WORD ORDER 

1001 Word order in sentences 

The basic word order in Urdu sentences is subject - predicate 

- </£ + \jj4f . ^ IJj + 1x5^ 

ghora + daurta hai kutta + bara hai 

The horse runs. The dog is big. 

If there is an object, it comes in between the subject and predicate. 

- £ Li^y'ijU ij_^f 

ghora carakhata hai. 

A horse eats fodder. 

The unemphatic word order for simple declarative sentences is: 

SUBJECT - OBJECT + ko - TIME ADVERB - PLACE ADVERB - SIMPLE OBJECT - VERB 

- tjzi Otf-J jjj 

malik sahib mujhe har roz yah am cae pilate haim 

Mr. Malik gives me tea to drink here every day. 

- ^«-£> I <jr* j lj b j*j I Ji’”*^y I ^ 
maim ap ko kal urdu bazar mem ek acchi dukan dikhaum ga 

I will show you a good shop in the Urdu Bazaar tomorrow. 

An adverb of time is often given prominence by placing it right after the subject, 

or even first in the sentence. An adverb of place may also be given prominence 

by moving it forward in the sentence. The order of the subject, object and verb 
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is rarely changed. If the verb provides the necessary information about the 

person, number and gender of the speaker, the subject may be omitted. 

- ^ I jIjIj j^jI yTyl <yf \j~* 

maim kal ap ko urdii bazar mem ek acchl dukan dikhaum ga 

Tomorrowl will show you a good shop in the Urdu Bazaar. 

- ITujl&TS ^ jljU J^jl ^yT 
kal (maim) ap ko urdu bazar mem ek acchl dukan dikhaum ga 

Tomorrowl will show you a good shop in the Urdu Bazaar. 

1002 Objects 

Indirect objects marked by ko or its alternate forms (§210) precede unmarked 

direct objects. (See §505 for k5 with objects.) 

“ ^era* ^A 
baccl ne mehman ko phul pe£ kiye 

The little girl offered flowers to the guest. 

- jy^xLi 

Sahid ne apni valida ko tar bheja 

Shahid sent a telegram to his mother. 

1003 Noun phrases 

Adjectives precede nouns which they qualify. 

dilcasp kam 

interesting work 

Adjectives may be preceded by a modifier, such as bahut, sirf or zyada. 

bahut dilcasp kam sirf garm cae pio 

very interesting work Drink only hot tea. 

In a sequence of adjectives, possessive adjectives precede other adjectives. 

j»lS' lT~ yl IJj Ijl*-- 

ap ka dilcasp kam hamara bara ghar 

your interesting work our large house 
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Numerals, demonstratives and interrogatives follow possessives, but precede 
other adjectives. 

? (Sjj oj JTy I 
ap ki vo ban luyat kaham rakhi hai? 

Where is that big dictionary of yours kept? 

mere do bare bhiu karacl mem parhte haim 

My two elder brothers study in Karachi. 

<? U jTjli L*. 15"~ i^sa.Lo lXL» 

malik sahib ka kaun sa riStedar kal aya tha? 

Which of Mr. Malik’s relatives came yesterday? 

Postpositions (Chapter 5) follow nouns or pronouns, and mark (a) grammatical 

functions, (b) location, movement or extent in space and time. Whenever a noun 

is followed by a postposition it occurs in the oblique case (§110). Pronouns also 

occur in the oblique case before postpositions (§208), except for the first and 

second person pronouns when preceding the postposition ne (§209). 

-3%y^ -j^J yS'\j»\ 

baireko bulao us ko bulao 

Call the waiter. Call him. 

The adverb bhi, ‘also’ or the emphatic particle hi normally follow the postposition 

(§1106). Adverbs are treated under §1004, below. 

xansamam ko bhi bulao xansamam ko hi bulao, baire ko nah«th 

Call the cook too. Call the cook (emph.), not the waiter. 

1004 Adverbs 

In simple declarative sentences, adverbs of time, place and manner come between 

the subject and the predicate. Adverbs of time precede adverbs of place, and 

adverbs of manner come last before the verb, as do modal adverbs. 

_ Oyf jsfJ OlfJ jjj jf ^ 

maim harroz yaham nahim khata hum 

I don’t eat here every day. 
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Simple objects follow adverbs. 

- Ojf 22$ Ji or* 

maim har roz yah am cae pita hum 

I drink tea here every day. 

In unemphatic sentences, objects followed by k5 or its alternate forms (§210) 

precede adverbs of time and place. However the order of adverbs is quite flexible. 

- O* 2&H 22$ Ji '■&* 

malilc sahib mujhe har roz yah am cae pilate haim 

Mr. Malik gives me tea to drink here every day. 

- Ojt l=ai 22$ err* jij ji 

har roz maim yaham cae pita hum 

Every day I drink tea here. 

- fca* ^2 22 

yaham maim cae nahlm pita 

Here I don’t drink tea. 

phir (§420) receives prominence in a sentence. It usually precedes an object and 

may precede the subject. The same is true of adverbs of manner which signal a 

departure from the usual, such as pahle, ‘first’, axir kar, ‘at last’, or jaldl, 

‘quickly’. 

-yS'2~j£ jQ 1 ^ <_>l*UbU err* 

maim pahle xansamam ko bulaum ga, phir baire ko 

I’ll call the cook first, then the waiter. 

axir kar zakir ka xat mil hi gay a 

At last, Zakir’s letter was received. 

The adverb bhl, ‘also’ (§418) or the emphatic particle hi (§1105) immediately 

follow the word they refer to. 

^U:>b ^ 

vo WubadSahl masjid dekhem ge 

They too will see the royal mosque. 
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- £ 
vo badiahl masjid bhi dekhem ge 

They will see the royal mosque too. 

When a sentence contains two or more adverbs, the adverb of time comes first, 

followed by the adverb of place, and the adverb of manner or modification. If 

there is more than one adverb of time, the order is year - month - day - hour. 

See §427 for examples. 

1005 Negative sentences 

Negatives (§417) usually come right before the verb phrase. If the phrase contains 

the present tense auxiliary hai (haim, hum, etc.), the auxiliary is often dropped. 

- 22^2 <SjrM 

sabzl xor go£t nahlm khate 

Vegetarians don’teat meat. 

- £\ /b J5""ljI 

ap kal yaham na aiye 

Please don’t come here tomorrow. 

- ^ JJ* iSjr" £r>.. °J 

vo pahle sabzl xor nahlm tha 

He was not a vegetarian before. 

1006 Interrogative sentences 

Interrogative words usually come right before the verb. 

ye kya hai? darvaze par kaun hai? 

What is this? Who is at the door? 

^ trt 2$ 2^£2 V* ^ £ 
ap cae kab plte haim? ap cae kaham plte haim? 

When do you drink tea? Where do you drink tea? 

Interrogative adverbs may precede direct objects (although not objects marked 
by k5, or subjects). 

? ljst 22$ 

ap kab cae plte haim? 

When do you drink tea? 
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The interrogative kya, used to introduce a yes-or-no question (and not in the 

sense of ‘what?’), usually comes at the beginning of the sentence. 

kya ap sabzl xor haim? 

Are you a vegetarian? 

kya may also come at the end of short questions, like a tag: 

^ v' 

ap sabzl xor haim kya? 

Aren’t you a vegetarian? 

See also: conditional sentences (§609) and order of clauses in relative-correlative 

sentences (§1103). 
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Verb phrases with participles and auxiliaries 

Ojf k'jj-5 LrrJ maim daurta hum I (m.) run. 

maim daurti hum I (f.) run. 

jf r* turn daurte ho You (m.) run. 

jf iJjj* r3 turn daurti ho You (f.) run. 

ham daurte haim We (m.) run. 

Utf (+f ham daurti haim We (f.) run. 

vo daurta hai He runs. 

<4 jh* vo daurti hai She runs. 

AGREEMENT 

1007 Subject-verb agreement 

Intransitive verbs agree with subject nouns or pronouns in gender and number 

(for agreement with transitive verbs, see §1011). 

A W 

1*3 IT3J 

4$ 3j:> 33 

larka daurta hai The boy runs, 

lark! daurti hai The girl runs, 

larka daurta tha The boy used to run. 

larke daurte the The boys used to run. 

1008 Verb phrases 

Feminine plural participles 

u*-3 pf ham nahuii daurfim We (f.) don’t run. 

p* hamdaurim We (f.) ran. 

1009 Agreement with mixed subjects 

If the subject of the sentence is a phrase containing two or more inanimate 
nouns, the verb agrees with the noun nearest to it. 

_ ^ 15^ rTjj! t ^ 

bay mem phul, paude aur am ka per laga hua hai 

Flowers, vegetables and a mango tree are planted in the garden. 

If the phrase contains two or more animate nouns, the verb is plural. 

Most verb constructions are phrases consisting of a participle and an auxiliary 

verb. Participles show gender and number (but not person); masculine participles 

show number, however feminine participles show plural number only when 

there is no auxiliary verb (either because it is dropped following a negative 

(§1005), or because no auxiliary occurs in the construction, as in the irrealis 

(§622) or simple past (§630)). The present tense auxiliary verb shows number 

and person, but not gender; the past tense auxiliary verb shows number and 

gender, but not person (§605-§606). So it would be more accurate to say that 

verb phrases as a whole (not simply verbs) agree with subjects in gender and 

number. 

- dP ^ ^ - u* UH jjl 3^ 1 
kutta aur bill! lar rahe the mera bhal aur bahen khel rahe haim 

The dog and cat were fighting. My brother and sister are playing. 

mito. 
mm 

1010 Agreement with transitive verbs 

Transitive verbs agree with the subject only in imperfective tenses. In perfective 

tenses, transitive verbs agree with nominative direct objects, and subjects take 

the postposition ne. (See §510, §629 for details and examples.) 
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Perfective intransitive 

- <s)y£ 
ghori dauri 

The mare ran. 

Perfective transitive 

- y UXhh gd 
ghori ne cara kha liya hai 

The mare has eaten fodder. 

1011 Agreement with impersonal verbs 

Impersonal verbs of various types, such as cahie , pasand hona Uj-j 

or some uses of milna UL or pama UJj , also agree with the direct object of 

the sentence. The subject is followed by the postposition ko yf or its alternate 

forms (§210). (See §641 for a discussion of impersonal constructions and §506 

for the postposition ko marking subjects.) 

- - LrrfWr- £3) J 

mujhe paisa cahie mujhe do hazar rupae cahiem 

I need money. I need two thousand rupees. 

1012 Mixed transitivity 

Mixed transitivity with conjunctive participles 

When two separate statements are transformed into a single sentence by means 

of an conjunctive participle (§612), it may happen that one of the verbs is 

transitive and the other intransitive. In such a case, the verb in the main clause 

(usually the second verb) determines the transitivity of the sentence. If the main 

verb is transitive, the subject of both clauses is followed by ne (§510, §629) 

when the verb is in perfective tenses. If the main verb is intransitive, the entire 

sentence is treated as intransitive, and ne is not used. 

- [f jg jS'&Si ^ 
maim parh kar ghar gaya maim ne ghar ja kar parha 

Having studied, I went home. Having gone home, I studied. 
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Mixed transitivity in compound verbs 

In compound verb constructions (Chapter 7) intransitive main verbs usually 

occur with intransitive vectors, and transitive main verbs with transitive vectors. 

However, there are exceptions to this rule. The resulting sequences are always 

treated as intransitive. In other words, both the main verb and the vector verb 

must be transitive in order for the entire sequence to be treated as transitive. See 

§712 and §713. 

1013 Adjective-noun agreement 

Adjectives agree with nouns in gender, number and case (however adjectives 

have no feminine plural form). See §303-§305. 

Nominative 

IJj bara ghora, (a) big horse 

sjy^ (Sji ban ghoii, (a) big mare 

aL-jy^ bare ghore, big horses 

Oblique 

^aL-jy^f bare ghore ka, of a big horse 

U" Ojjy& aL-j) bare ghorom ka, of big horses 

However, only adjectives which have suffixes that inflect to show gender and 

number (marked adjectives) change to show agreement. Unmarked adjectives 

do not change. This is discussed in detail in §301-§302. 

If two or more nouns are qualified by one adjective, the adjective agrees 

with the noun nearest to it. See §305. 

jjl *a)Ij ^yT 

ip ki valda aur bhauf 

your mother and brother 



11 RELATIVE-CORRELATIVE 
SENTENCES 

THE STRUCTURE OF RELATIVE SENTENCES 

1101 Relative words and their counterparts 

Urdu distinguishes systematically between the categories ‘near’, ‘far’, 

‘interrogative’ and ‘relative’. An overview of symmetrical sets of words beginning 

with y-i-a, ‘near’, v~u, ‘far’, k (interrogative), and j (relative) is given in Table 

11, §309. Table 25, §1102 lists the relative words in the set along with their 

corresponding ‘far’ counterparts. The relative words are used in relative clauses, 

while the ‘far’ words are used in correlative clauses. 

1102 Structure of relative-correlative sentences 

Relative-correlative sentences can be considered as transformed from two simpler 

sentences. 

- ^ ^ 
vo nek kam kare ga. vophalpaega 

He does good deeds. He will reap rewards. 

_ IT JXi' aj |“LTy*. 

jo nek kam kare ga vo phal pae ga 

The one who does good deeds will reap rewards. 

_ ^ L^Jf"oL5" aj _ aj 

vo Saxs riSvat khata hai. vo Saxs gunah karta hai 

That person takes bribes. That person commits a sin. 

—> _ ljjS"eL5^ yOPtui aj ^ CjySij y>. 

jo iaxsriSvat khata hai, vo gunah karta hai 

The person who takes bribes commits a sin. 

In the examples above, the relative word jo, ‘who’ introduces the relative clause. 

The correlative clause is introduced by vo, ‘he’, ‘that’ (§201, §202). Formerly 

there was a group of correlative words beginning with t-, of which the adverb 

tab is one surviving member. (Other surviving members are tyum, which occurs 
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mainly in compounds with jum, and not as a correlative word (§1120); and taisa, 

which occurs only in a compound with jaisa(§ 1108).) The ‘far’ words now 

function as correlative words (and will be referred to as such in this chapter). 

Table 25: Relative (j) words and their ‘far’ (v ~ u) counterparts 

j r v~u IJ 
J £ 

RELATIVE 

Pronoun 

Adjective 

S§®f; 

jo, who, which 

jo, who, which 

jaisa, such as 

jitna, as much 

vo, he/she/it 

vo, he/she/it 

vaisa, like that 

utna, that much 

1 
Adverb 

l®&' 
jahaift, where oLj vaharh, there 

iii:- .La. jidhar, whither yol udhar, thither 

'IlSSi IS 
jab, when tab, then) 

jum, as, like Ojj vum, so (obsolete) 

jisjagah usjagah 

SjSfSV in the place that in that place, there 

■■Rl 
SpfS-V 

spir: 
gg 

‘-•A cr^ jistaraf us taraf 

(in) the direction that in that direction 

■ 
jis vaqt 

> 
us vaqt 

jjl 
at the time that at that time 

jjlf jistarah ustarah 

in the way that that way 

The typical relative sentence is characterized by symmetry of both clauses. The 

clauses may make two statements about a single subject (relative pronoun), 

locate two subjects in one place or time (relative adverb) or express a similiarity 

or comparison (relative adjective). 

A relative clause with jo can often be replaced by a construction of oblique 
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infinitive + vala (§645): 

- ^ Jk 
nek kam kame vala pbal pae ga 

The doer of good deeds will reap rewards. 

- UXobS sjoy^u Vlj 

riSvat khane vala Saxs gun ah karta hai 

The person taking bribes commits a sin. 

1103 Order of clauses in relative-correlative sentences 

The relative clause normally precedes the correlative clause in unemphatic speech. 

However the order of the clauses can be reversed, with a corresponding shift in 

focus to the first clause. 

- S' f <Sy y*. S' oj 

vo phal pae ga Jo nek kam kare ga 

The one who will reap rewards is he who does good deeds. 

If jo is used adjectivally, qualifying a noun (jo Saxs) in the unemphatic sentence, 

the noun remains in the first clause when the order is reversed. 

- Oytij y*- bjS",fibs' »_? 

vo Saxs gunah karta hai jo riSvat khata hai 

That person commits a sin, who takes bribes. 

The relative clause may also be put inside the correlative clause. English speakers 

may be tempted to do this because it most nearly corresponds to English usage, 

but it is the least frequent order in Urdu. 

- y Ij jSobS Li \-qS~CJyZij y* oj 

vo §axs jo ri£vat khata hai, gunah karta hai 

The person who takes bribes commits a sin. 

1104 Stipulative relative clauses 

In the following example, the relative clause stipulates the thing which fulfils 

the condition in the correlative clause. The verb is in the subjunctive. 

_ y, j IjjLcl y*- S' Oytd J L~jI ijrr1 

maim aisa admi rakhum ga jo imandar ho 

I will hire a man who is honest. 

1105 Correlatives specified by hi 

Correlative words are very often made more specific by the addition of the 

emphatic particle hi (§1205). 

- S'J*j ^>3 S'XSy*. 

jo nek kam kare ga vahi phal pae ga 

It is the one who does good deeds who will reap rewards. 

THE RELATIVE PRONOUN jo 

A relative-correlative sentence with jo is one in which each clause makes a 

statement about a single subject (identity of subject). The nominative form jo is 

both singular and plural, but there are distinct singular and plural oblique forms. 

1106 Nominative form of jo 

jo may function as a pronoun or adjectivally, qualifiying a noun. When j5 comes 

first in the sentence, it usually qualifies a noun. When the relative clause comes 

in second place, or is embedded in the correlative clause, jo is more often used 

pronominally. Examples of sentences with the relative pronoun jo are given 

below and in §1102. 

- 0J yj Xyl y*. 

jo bat ap kah rahe haim, vo bahut ah am hai 

The thing (which) you are saying is very important. 

- yi ^ Xv1 y^ X *—’4 

vo bat bahut aham hai jo ap kah rahe haim 

The thing that is very important is what you are saying. 

jo sometimes links juxtaposed contrasting clauses (see also §1230). 

vo jo daulatmand hai, yarib admi ka dukh kya jane? 

How would he, who is rich, understand the suffering of a poor person? 

1107 Oblique and plural forms of jo 

The oblique and plural forms of jo are shown in Table 26, on p. 200. jo has a 

variant oblique plural form which occurs only before ne. 
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Table 26: Oblique and plural forms of jo 

Nominative Oblique + ne 

Singular J? A ^ 
jo, who, which? jis jisne 

Plural A 
jo, who, which? jin jinhom ne 

Examples 

- ox jf'v' j^ 
jis bat ka zikr ap kar rahe haim, vo bahut aham hai 

The thing (which) you are mentioning is very important. 

- £ fA** c^bS'ri 
jis ne ye id tab likhi hai, vo mahir-e-talim hai 

The one who has written this book is an expert on education. 

_ yMj oj b IjS) O 

jinhom ne hifazafi tika lagvaya, vo thik rahe 

Those who got a preventive vaccination remained healthy. 

The oblique forms of jo may take the alternate forms of ko (§210). 

? i~*l (jSy? fb [S'[S'^ol ^1 

us admi ka kya nam hai, jise (Jis ko) ap ne bulaya tha? 

What was the name of the person (whom) you invited? 

- S ^ A vT (j*'&■) £ of oj 
vo log kitne baje aem g ejinhem (jin ko) ap ne bulaya hai? 

When are the people (whoni) you invited coming? 

jis is the form of jo used in relative adverbial phrases, which are always oblique 

(see Table 25, §1102): 

(j 

(A9 

jis vaqt, at the time that (§1116) 

jis jagah, in the place that (§1110) 

jis taraf, (in) the direction that (§1111) 

jis tarah, in the way that (§1119) 
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RELATIVE ADJECTIVES 

Relative adjectives express a similarity or comparison between nouns in the 

relative and correlative clauses. In English they are often translated by words or 

phrases that describe similarity/comparison: ‘such’, ‘like’, ‘just like’, ‘as’. They 

agree with the noun they qualify. 

1108 jaisa 

In the nominative case jaisa may be used adjectivally, qualifying a noun (‘like’, 

‘similar to’) or adverbially, qualifying a verb (‘as’). The oblique case, jaise, is 

also used adverbially and is described in §1117. 

us? (j-L £yl Lw*. 

jaisa qalln ap ke pas hai, vaisa hi mujhe cahie 

I want a carpet just like the one you have. 

jaisa karo ge, vaisa bharo ge 

As you sow, so shall you reap (as you do, so will you fill). 

When jaisa expresses the equivalency of two things (‘two of the same’) the 

correlative word (vaisa) may be omitted. 

- urt b-U oOb ^ 

maim ap ke jaisa qalln cahta hum1 

I want a carpet like yours. 

- S A* 
vo billi £er jaisi hai 

That cat is like a tiger. 

jaisa-taisa means ‘ordinary’ and is a euphemism for ‘disgraceful’. Some 

compounds formed with taisa are used in idioms. 

[S'^2*** 

jaise ka taisa 

verbatim, unaltered 

jaise k5 taisa 

tit for tat 

i 
The oblique ke is hard to explain here, but keeps the sentence apart from ap ka jaisa qalln, 

which would mean ‘a carpet like you’. 
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jaise-taise 

by hook or by crook 

. \Sjfb jj\ U l_yjj 

kambaxt ne jaise taise viza 15 liya aur bahar cala gaya 

The wretch got a visa by fair means or foul, and went abroad. 

1109 jitna 

jitna refers to amount or quantity, and is often used in comparisons. 

- er5’ ^ 

jitnS dhup pakistan mem hoti hai, yah am utni nahim hoti 

There is not as much sunlight here as there is in Pakistan. 

In sentences with jitna, the correlative clause more often comes in first place. 

* ( 'jTijr* jir*" 

feihar mem berozgarom Id tadad utni nahim, jitni dehat mem hai 

In the city the number of unemployed is not as much as in the countryside. 

When the amount or quantity is identical in both clauses, the correlative (utna) 

may be omitted. 

- jl ^ ( 

jitne milem, 16 ao 

Bring as many as may be available. 

RELATIVE ADVERBS OF PLACE 

1110 jaham, jis jagah 

jaham and jis jagah locate the subjects of the relative and correlative clauses in 

the same place (symmetry of place). In English this is rendered by words or 

phrases like: ‘where... there’, ‘the same place as’. 

- Jyr rf ^ Jy? Jy 
jaham sanatl taraqqi hoti hai, vaham berozgari kam hod hai 

Where industrial development exists, there is less unemployment. 
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The preceding sentence is based on two simple sentences: 

~ uLj - ijy? J>y oLj 

vaham sanafi taraqqi hot! hai. vaham berozgari kam hot! hai 

There is industrial development there. There is less unemployment there. 

? fJ yf L yf Lj 1ST 

jis jagah ap ka naya makan hai, us jagah bay hai na? 

There is a park at the same place your new house is, isn’t there? 

1111 jidhar, jis taraf 

jidhar and jis taraf orient the subjects of the relative and correlative clauses in 

the same direction (symmetry of direction). This can be translated by words or 

phrases like ‘where’, ‘the same way (as)’. 

UjT^ ^ 

jidhar ap jaem ge (udhar) maim bhl aum gj 

I shall go (come) where you may go. 

- 1 crt 

jis taraf se ae haim, us taraf vapas calem 

You should go back the same way you came. 

The preceding sentence is based on two simple sentences: 

- u<h- j-i*J cr1 (v0 -un' J) (vO 
(ap) us taraf se ae haim. (ap) us taraf vapas calem 

You came from that way. You should go back that way. 

RELATIVE ADVERBS OF TIME 

1112 jab 

Clauses introduced by jab... tab locate the subjects of the relative and correlative 

clauses at the same or a close time (symmetry of time). 

‘“r° ijy? ifi) ^ 

jab bariS xatm hul tab sab log cale gae 

When the rain finished, (only then) everybody left. 
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Clauses introduced by jab ... to often express a relation of temporal sequentiality. 

jab bari£ xatm hul to sab log cale gae 

When (after) the rain finished, everybody left. 

y 15C*. y Xj y £ i (V 

jab ham pahuxhcem ge, to phatak band ho cuka ho ga 

When we arrive, the gate will already be locked. 

If the second clause begins with to, jab is sometimes deleted in the first clause. 

- ltjS'°j 'jj■> j£ oj_^ 

aurat ne bahar a kar darvaza khola tdbarhal ne jhuk kar sal am kiya 

(When) the woman came out and opened the door, the carpenter bowed and 

greeted (her). (Narang. Readings) 

1113 jab se, jab tak 

The postpositions se and tak may be added to jab to express duration. 

jab se expresses the duration or extent of time from a specific point (‘since’). 

_ bj Ajyts ^ {£j^y y~u i_b) bS^ ^ '*■;— 

jab se hamid Sahar gaya, tab se naukari dhumd raha hai 

Since Hamid went to the city, (he) has been looking for employment. 

The correlative phrase tab se may be omitted, but the sentence is less idiomatic. 

In that case a pronoun introduces the correlative clause. 

- bj ^ t£j^y e_j b5^ jy-* »-»•*»■ 

jab se hamid Sahar gaya, vo naukari dhumd raha hai 

Ever since Hamid went to the city, he has been looking for employment. 

- Oj^ ^ ^ \S 

jab se mera beta cala gaya, maim ghar mem akeli hum 

Since my son left, I am alone in the house. 

jab tak expresses the duration or extent of time till a specific point (‘as long as’). 

The correlative phrase is usually omitted. 
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1114 jab tak + negative, ‘until’, ‘unless’ 

jab tak + negative, ‘until’, ‘unless’ introduces a relative subordinate clause. The 

negative is not translated in English. The verb in the relative phrase normally 

matches the tense of the verb in the correlative phrase, but may be subjunctive if 

the correlative verb is in a non-perfective tense. 

- b" llAjyo oj ^ (^i) i$j5y X.L. 

jab tak hamid ko naukari nahim (na) mile gi vo dhumdta rahe ga 

Until Hamid gets employment, he will keep looking. 

(As long as Hamid does not get work, he will keep looking.) 

? Oy b£b* a IT” fj j/ J A y iSLi 

jab tak turn madad na karo, maim ye kam kaise kar sakta hum? 

Unless you help, how can I do this job? 

1115 jab ke,‘while’ 

Followed by the conjunction ke, jab expresses simultaneity (‘while’). Here jab 

has no relative function; jab ke is a coordinating conjunction. 

- ^^ ^bi 

Sadi mem tajd dholak bajati thi jab ke aurtem gati thim 

In the wedding, Tajo played the drum while the women sang. 

1116 jis vaqt 

Clauses introduced by jis vaqt... (us vaqt) locate the subjects of the relative and 

correlative clauses at precisely the same time. 

- bb1 jy? C-ij b C-Jj yy- 

jis vaqt cori ka pata cala, us vaqt cor bhag cuka tha 

At the time the theft was discovered, the thief had (already) fled. 

RELATIVE ADVERBS OF MANNER 

Although one might expect relative adverbs of manner to express symmetry of 

manner, only jis tarah ... us tarah clearly shows this. The other relative adverbs 

of manner, jaise and jum, may show similarity (‘as’, ‘like’), but often they 

function as simple adverbs of manner or even as conjunctions. 
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1117 jaise 

The oblique case of jaisa, jaise, is used alone, without the correlative (vaisa), 

meaning ‘like’, ‘as’. 

- & J^\1 £ V* tCT- 

jaise ap ne kaha, hamem is kam ko pura kama hai 

As you said, we must complete this work. 

Used adverbially, with the meaning ‘as if, ‘as though’, a correlative is possible, 

but here it is not the ‘far’ vaisa, but the ‘near’ aisa. Here, jaise functions as a 

conjunction and not as a relative word. 

- £ A' biL 

vo (aise) cillaya, jaise koi use qatl kar raha hai 

He shouted as though someone were killing him. 

Compare - £ Vj V 

vo aise cillaya, ke koi use qatl kar raha hai 

He shouted as though someone were killing him. 

1118 jaise hi 

jaise hi may be used (a) as a relative adverb, meaning ‘exactly as’, or (b) as a 

conjunction, meaning ‘as soon as’. As a relative adverb, it takes the correlative 

vaise hi As a conjunction, it occurs without the correlative. 

- ^ j O*-* ‘ £ ^rT Jtr-r 

jamil jaise hi kahem ge, tumhem vaise hi karna hai 

You are to do (it) exactly as Jamil tells you. 

- ^ us-* Oyzfys ■M*-' O* ^ 

jaise hi din nikla, ghore safed cuhiyom mem badal gae 

As soon as the sun rose, the horses changed into white mice. 

1119 jistarah 

Clauses introduced by jis tarah ... (us tarah) show actions or states in the relative 

and correlative clauses which happen in the same manner (symmetry of manner). 

The correlative word is often followed by the emphatic particle hi. 

- ts& fd-6, ‘ W-1 ^*3$ jjb'**’ ij 

us tad jis tarah sabaq parhta tha, talib ilm usi tarah dohrate the 

The pupils were repeating the lesson exactly as the teacher recited it. 

1120 jum 

jum occuring by itself is obsolete. It occurs followed by hi, and in compounds 

(jum tyum, jum jum, jum ka tyum). The ‘equivalent’ force of these compounds 

is rather weak. The following examples illustrate the meanings of individual 

compounds. 

_ \S cjji aj J O Lj ^ Oy~>- 

jyum hiraSida vaham pahumci vo faut ho gaya 

As soon as Rashida reached there he passed away. 

- ^ -kUJI £61 £ 
maim ne un ke alfaz jum ke tyum likh liye 

I wrote down his words verbatim (just as they were spoken). 

- y {jf £ ($5^ J-0 Oj*- £ 

maim ne jum tyum rel gan ka dkat 16 hi liya 

Somehow or another l got the train ticket. 

jum jum collocates with the progressive imperfecttve participle + jana construction 

(§627): 

_ \S Ix&Jj I Ij~* ( Cf LI Js Oy^ 

jum jum ghar ke qarib ata gaya, mera andeSa barhta gaya 

The closer (more close) I came to home, the more my anxiety grew. 

INDEFINITE COMPOUNDS AND REPEATED RELATIVES 

1121 Relative words followed by indefinite words, ‘-ever’ 

The relative words jo, jaham and jab may be followed by their indefinite 

counterparts. The indefinite word adds the meaning ‘-ever’. These indefinite 

compounds are similar in meaning to relative words followed by bhi (§1122). 
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jo koi, ‘whoever' ‘anyone who’ 

Jk ^ f ^ 

jo koi nek kam kare ga, phal pae ga 

Whoever does good deeds will reap the reward. 

jo koi jaldl jana cahe, use ijazat leni pare gi 

Anyone who wants to leave early must get permission. 

jis kisi ke pas daftar Id cabi ho, use vapas kar deni cahie 

Whoever may have a key to the office, (he) should return it. 

Modifying a noun, j5k5i means ‘whatever’, ‘whichever’. 

- v ‘ Otf <_r^ or* y 

jo koi taj viz maim pe£ karta hum, vo etiraz kartl hai 

Whatever suggestion I make, she raises an objection. 

jokuch, ‘whatever" 

- ^ ** 1 Oj? o^ 4*^y 

jo kuch maim karta hum, vo etiraz kartl hai 

Whatever I do, she raises an objection. 

jaham kahirh, ‘wherever’, 'everywhere' 

~ <_£•* vJji ^ ^ pr* 

jaham kahim ham ne dekha baraf hi baraf dikhai di 

Everywhere we looked, nothing but snow could be seen. 

jabkabhi, *whenever" 

- £ \~>j 0*^4 °J 1 ^ 

jab kabhivo yaham ata hai, vo hamare pas rahta hai 

Whenever he comes here he stays with us. 

1122 Relative words followed by bhl, ‘-ever* 

When followed by bhl, the relative words jo, jaham, jab and jaisa, acquire 

indefinite meanings: ‘whoever’, ‘wherever’, ‘no matter where’, ‘whenever’, ‘no 
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matter when’, ‘however’. These phrases are similar to compounds of relative 

words followed by indefinite words (§1121), but are slightly more emphatic. 

- ^ Jk <J*j ^ f ^^ y 
jo bhi nek kam kare ga, phal pae ga 

Whoever does good deeds will reap the reward. 

him jaham bhijao ge kamyab ho ge 

Wherever you go you will be successful. 

- < Ojt oLj ^ ^ v*- 

jab bhi maim vaham jata hum, dudh nahim milta 

No matter when I go there, milk is not available. 

- o* ^ f yh ^ 
jaise bM(jaisa bhi) ap cahem, kar sakte haim 

You can do it however you wish. 

1123 Repeated relative words 

Relative pronouns and adverbs may be repeated. The repetition has distributive 

force, and is in some cases similar to the use of indefinite compounds (§1121). 

-<jp fU U}' t ^y y 

jo jo ajaib ghar Id sair kama cahem, apna nam likhva dem 

Those who wish to tour the museum, please sign up (get your name written). 

Compare ...^U. U \jT(J>j^y 

jo koi ajaib ghar ki sair kama cahem... 

Anyone who wishes to tour the museum ... 

_ LJ ^..a. ^«LJ LS <ob_j ( Lwf"15 o^aS>~ y*? 

us ne jis jis mulk ka safar kiya, vaham ka qauml libas jama kar liya 

He collected the national dress from each country to which he travelled. 

- ^ 

jaham jaham dekha gulab hi gulab the 

Wherever (we) looked, there was nothing but roses. 
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PARTICLES 

1201 The contrastive emphatic particle to 

In main clauses, to emphasizes the preceding noun or verb and contrasts it with 

something else. 

- ^ 3*J °3 

vo urdu parhe ga 

He will study Urdu, (simple statement) 

- ^*3 

vo to urdu parhe ga 

He will study Urdu. (Contrast: the other students may not.) 

- ^^ J*y 3*j\ “3 
vo urdu to parhe ga 

He will study Urdu. (Contrast: he may not study other subjects.) 

- ^ osH jCJ jj 15" j^jl oj 

vo urdu parhe ga to lekin imtihan nahim de ga 

He will study Urdu, of course, but he won’t take the examination. 

Sometimes the use of to in main clauses is a prompt for confirmation. 

? Lrt y v' 
ap acche tohaim? 

You are well, /presume? 

1202 to introducing result clauses in conditional sentences 

t5 introduces the result clause of conditional sentences (see §609). agar, ‘if may 

be omitted in the condition clause, but to only rarely, so that many conditional 

sentences are shown not by agar, but by to in the result clause. 

- 15" JTcjI (u^) y 

agar fursat mill to (maim) kal ap ke sath jaum ga 

If I get free time, (I) will go with you tomorrow. 

- 15" uJU- y (J-5" 

kal fursat mill to (maim) ap ke sath jaum ga 

If I get free time tomorrow, (I) will go with you. 

-y 

fursat mild to jata 

If I had free time, (I) would go. 

1203 nahim to 

The phrase nahim td, ‘otherwise’, links a condition clause consisting of an 

injunction, and a result clause describing the consequences of failure to obey it. 

■ ^3^-y 

parho, nahim to nakam ho jao ge! 

Study, otherwise you will fail! 

t5 is sometimes omitted: 

! £3^^ LnHJf) 

cup raho, nahim mar khao ge! 

Keep quiet, or you will get a beating! 

1204 to introducing correlative clauses 

to may introduce the correlative clause in relative sentences beginning with jab. 

See §1112. 

1205 The exclusive emphatic particle hi 

hi emphasizes the preceding word and excludes something else (which may not 

be expressed). 

_ LLuLw ^ /oJl9 JU>.I 

ahmad qila dekhna cahta tha 

Ahmad wanted to see the fort, (simple statement) 
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- ^ Li' Jy |V * 4s n*k ^ 

ahmad hi qila dekhna cahta tha, ham to hotal vapas ana cahte the 

It is Ahmad who wanted to see the fort; we wanted to return to the hotel. 

ahmad qila hi dekhna cahta tha, bad&ahl masjid nahim 

Ahmad wanted to see the fort, not the royal mosque. 

1206 Sequences of nouns or pronouns + postpositions + hi 

If hi is added to a noun or pronoun which is followed by a postposition, hi 

usually follows the postposition, but may separate the noun/pronoun and the 

postposition. This is to some extent a matter of personal style. 

- Jjj & 2 ^ Jjj if <*? 
ahmad ne hi ham k5 roke rakha ahmad hi ne ham k5 roke rakha 

It is Ahmad who delayed us. It is Ahmad who delayed us. 

The pronouns maim and tu (which do not take the oblique case before ne) may 

not be separated from ne by hi. 

- 2. us*4 - J*' 
maim ne hi ye kam kiya tu ne hi men madad ki 

Fm the one who did this work You are the one who helped me. 

The pronouns ap, mm and ham may be separated from ne by hi. When turn and 

ham are oblique, it is preferable however to use the suffixal form of hi (§1207). 

_ U5~ jjj oj Ijj ^ Also: - L5^Ijj ^ ^ 

hamim ne darvaza band kiya ham hi ne darvaza band kiya 

We closed the door (preferred). We closed the door. 

1207 hi occurring as a suffix 

hi, or its variant forms I ~ (h)uh, may occur as a suffix with; 

(a) the oblique forms of all the pronouns except ap, 

(b) the nominative forms of vo and ye; 

(c) the adverbs of time ab, tab, kab and jab; 

(d) the adverbs of place yaham, vaham, kaham and jaham. 

These bound constructions may not be separated by postpositions. Table 27, p. 

213 shows the suffixing of hi (~I~ -(h)uh) to certain personal pronouns. 

Table 28, p. 214 shows the suffixing of hi to certain adverbs. Note that when 

hi is suffixed to the interrogative adverbs kab and kaham, it makes indefinites. 
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Table 27: Personal pronouns + bound forms of hi 

Nominative + hi 08LIQUE+ hi 

Singular 

1st person ( ur* maim hi, I) mujhi 

2nd person ( tu hi, you) tujhl 

3rd person vahl, he, she, it USl 

yahi, he, she, it isl 

Plural 

1st person ( ham hi, we) ijz*? 
hamlm 

2nd person ( ijf turn hi, you) tiimhlm 

(vT ap hi, you) 
(^vi 

aphl) 

3rd person vahl, they 
r J 

unhlrh 

yahi, they inhlrii 

(Items shown in parentheses: hi does not occur as a suffix with this pronoun.) 

Examples 

- ^ J Jfqt* 

maim hifaisala karum ga 

I’m the one who will make the decision. 

- £ jS" 

mujhi ko faisala kama hai 

Fm the one who has to make the decision. 

mujhi par ye zimmedari hai 

This is my responsibility (lit. the responsibility is on me). 

- 15" 

unhim ko manna pare ga 

They must comply. 

- ^ v> 
ap hiidhifazat Id bat hai 

It is a matter of your safety. 
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Also: - ^ ob ^ 

ap Id hi hifazat Id bat hai 

It is a matter of your safety. 

However, if the alternate forms of ko (§210) are used, hi occurs as a separate 

word, not as a suffix. 

_ ^ UjTVLaJ ri ^ ^Kjf 

mujhe hi ye faisala kama hai unhcrii hi manna pare ga 

I have to make this decision. They must comply. 

Table 28: Adverbs + bound forms of M 

cjI v-r 

ab, now tab, then kab, when jab, when 

abhl, right now tabhi, just then kabhl, ever jabhi, as soon as 

obj 

yahaxh, here vaharii, there kaham, where jaham, where 

tjstr 

yahlm, vahlm. kahlm. (jahim, 

right here right there somewhere in the very place 

where (obsolete) 

Examples 

kya ap ne kabhl umt par savari ki? 

Have you ever ridden on a camel? 

- ^ 
kahimek sone ka mahal hai 

Somewhere there is a golden palace. 

- A vT 
ap Id ainak vahitfi mez par rakhi hai 

Your glasses are (placed) right there on the table. 
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1208 kahlm expressing improbability or apprehension 

kahlm may be delexicalized and used with agar, or in place of agar, to express 

improbability, kahlm ... na expresses apprehension. See §425. 

1209 Oblique imperfect participle + M, ‘as soon as’ 

Oblique imperfect participle+ hi means ‘as soon as’. See §904. 

1210 bhi as inclusive emphatic particle, ‘even’ 

The use of bhi as a modal adverb meaning ‘also’, ‘too’ is described in §418. 

Note that whereas to is contrastive and hi is exclusive, bhi is inclusive. 

- ^ OJ f 
maim bhi faisala karilrh ga 

I’ll also make a decision. 

Compare - lT oj^^ <_rr* 

maim hr faisala karum ga 

I’m the one who will make the decision. 

- ^ ^ y utr* 

maim to faisala karum ga (dusre karcm na karcm) 

I’ll make a decision (the others may or may not). 

bhi also occurs as an emphatic particle following a noun. It emphasizes the 

comprehensiveness of the idea expressed in the sentence, and is usually translated 

as ‘even’. 

UiU ^ ^ ^ err* 

bacca bhi ye janta hai aisl yaribl mem bhi vo mayus nahim hua 

Even a child knows this. Even in such poverty, he didn’t despair. 

Following a verb, it emphasizes it and expresses the speaker’s impatience or 

exasperation. 

ab cup karo bhi! 

Now just keep quiet! 
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1211 Emphatic and concessive phrases ending in bhl 

bhlmay follow phir, ‘then’; aur, ‘and’; to (§1201) and par, on . 

phir bhl, ‘even so' 

yanbl saxt thl, phir bhi vo mayus nahim hua 

The poverty was extreme, even so he didn’t despair. 

aur bhl 

Qualifying a noun, aur bhi means ‘even more’. 

jUlAJ ^ jjl 

aur bhi nuqsan 

even more damage 

Qualifying an adjective, aur bhi means ‘even ... -er’, ‘even more’. 

jLali jjl 

aur bhi saxt nuqsan 

even more severe damage 

to bhi shows contrast and means ‘still’, ‘nevertheless’. It is used like a coordinating 

conjunction, similar to phir bhi. 

- v y ^ ^15 
dard bahut tha to bhi vo nahim roya 

The pain was severe, nevertheless he didn’t cry. 

1212 hi nahim... bhi in parallel clauses 

Parallel clauses with hi nahim in the first clause and bhi in the second clause 

express an augmentation of the idea in the first clause: not only ... but. 

- Oy < 

us ne xat hi nahim bheja, fon bhi kiya 

He not only sent a letter, but called as well. 

1213 Oblique infinitive + par bhi, ‘despite’ 

When bhi follows a phrase consisting of oblique infinitive + par it shows strong 

contrast and means ‘even after’, ‘despite’. 

paise dene par bhi yaham bijli nahim mild 

Despite paying money, (we) don’t get electricity here. 

1214 Indefinite pronouns + bhi, ‘at all’ 

bhi is used as an emphatic particle after the indefinite pronouns koi and kuch, 

most commonly in negative sentences. 

j 

koi bhl ‘anyone at all’ 

- Jj5' o Lh 

yaham koi bhi nahim ata 

No one at all comes here. 

kuch bhi, ‘anything at all’ 

Jf ijU 
kuch bhi h5 

Come what may. 

- bt* ^ ^ olfJ 

yaham kuch bhi nahim milta 

Nothing at all is available here. 

1215 Relative words followed by bhi, ‘-ever1 

The relative words jo, jaham, jab and jaisa, followed by bhi, acquire the meanings 

‘whoever’; ‘wherever’, ‘no matter where’; ‘whenever’, ‘no matter when’; 

‘however’. See §1122. 

1216 The adjectival particle sa (~ se ~ si) 

Adjectival phrases are also formed by adding the particle sa to adjectives, nouns 

and pronouns. The particle sa is discussed in detail in §310. 

1217 Vocative interjections 

Vocative interjections include 6, ai, ‘o’; and are (f. ari), ‘oh’, ‘hey!’. 
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? J} yT ( olf-J y^* <d_j' 
are ap yah am, ap kab dehli ae? 

Oh, you (are) here! When did you come to Delhi? 

1218 Free interjections 

Free interjections may stand alone as a sentence, or introduce a sentence. A list 

of the more common includes vah and £aba£ ‘bravo’, which express applause; 6 

ho ‘oh no!’, ffi ‘heaven forbid (only in women’s speech)’ and hae ‘alas’. 

! b :> JTJIS'y v_jI olj alj 

vah vah, ap ne to kamal kar diya! 

Bravo, you have worked a miracle! 

! Jj-frJ <jr* yt $' 

6 ho, maim batva bhul gaya! 

Oh no, (I) forgot (my) wallet! 

! V1 ! 2S 
hac\ ab dadi nahlm rahlrh! 

Alas'. Grandmother is no more! 

Urdu also has many free interjections with religious content, such as inSaallah, 

‘if God wills’ and bismillah, ‘in the name of God’. See Chapter 16. 

LEADERS AND TAGS 

Leaders and tags provide clues about the speaker’s mood or intent. Leaders 

introduce sentences, and are often secondary meanings of common words. They 

include ky5m ‘well’, kyom na ‘how about...’, and accha ‘oh’, ‘well’). Tags 

conclude a sentence and comment on it. Two common tags are sahi and na. 

1219 The leaders ky5m and ky5m na 

The basic meaning of kyom is ‘why?’. As a leader, it asks for the other person s 

reaction to an idea. 

kyom befi! tu hamare sath davat memjana pasand kare gi? 

Well, daughter! Would you like to go to the party with us? 
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The basic meaning of kyom na is ‘why not?’. As a leader, it offers a suggestion. 

j 
kyom na aj ham ciriya ghar jaem? 

How about going to the zoo today? 

1220 accha introducing sentences 

The basic meaning of accha is ‘good’. As a leader, it expresses surprise and 

possibly reproof. 

(- ^ * lw y* ^ 

accha1 ap yaham baithe so rahe haim! (parhna cahie tha) 

Oh\ You’re sitting here asleep! ((You) should have studied.) 

(_ L>. blxj) ! L-. y^ y I l^^-l Lgj..! 

accha acchM to aj ap ki salgirah hai! (batana cahie tha) 

Well welll Today is your birthday! ((You) should have told (me).) 

1221 The concessive tag sahi 

sain, ‘very well’, ‘all right’(to be distinguished from sahlh, ‘right’, ‘true’) is 

used predicatively and concedes the statement preceding it. In translation the 

whole sentence must be taken into account. 

- cr*—" - <jrf—" V y 

aisa hi sahi jaisa turn caho vaisa sahi 

All right, let it be. Very well, as you wish. 

uh° <Sj~> tSjrr1 
i£q mujh ko nahlm vahSat hi sahi 

men vaMat ten Sohrat hi sahi 

All right, I am not merely in love, but in a wild frenzy, 

At least concede that you owe your fame to my frenzy (Ghalib) 

sahi may be added to to. 

-ijr-y* ^ 2} 0J 
vo ae ga to sahi 

He’s coming all right (but I don’t know when). 
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1222 The rhetorical tag na 

The tag na has two functions. 

At the end of a statement, it prompts for a reply: 

! U ^ Oh*-/!-* r-i - ^ ^ 

ye dastan dilcasp hai na! ap a rahe haim na? 

This tale is interesting, isn ’t it! You are coming, aren’t you? 

na makes courteous questions from courteous formal requests ending in ga: 

- if 2^ u ^ Ah 
cae pljie ga cae pijie ga na 

Please take tea. Would you please take tea? 

Used at the end of a request, it makes it more insistent: 

hamare ghar tariff laiye na! baithS na! kyom itn! jaldi ja rahe ho? 

Please do come to our house! Sit down! Why are you leaving so soon? 

In requests, na usually corresponds to the tum-level of request forms. But see 

the first sentence in the preceding set, where the formal-polite ta&if makes the 

request respectful, while retaining some of the informality of na. 

CONJUNCTIONS 

1223 Coordinating conjunctions 

Coordinating conjunctions link two words, two phrases or two clauses of equal 

weight in the sentence. 

aur, ‘and’ 

^jj' J2 if 

maim aur ap ham ne cae pi aur pakore khae 

I and you Wc drank tea and ate fritters. 

aur may also be used like an adjective to qualify a noun, meaning other , 

‘more’. It often occurs in a phrase with kuch, ‘some’. 

- ^ A^ ^ ^ 
aur cae dalie kuch aur kapra dikhaiye 

Please pour more tea. Please show me some more cloth. 
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- L^4*^;j' 

aur kuch kapra dikhaiye 

Please show me some other cloth. 

The noun may be omitted, leaving aur to stand as the direct object. 

aur laum, beg am sahiba? 

Shall I bring more, ma’am? 

aur may be used like an adverb to qualify an adjective. 

aur accha kapra 

even better cloth 

ya, ‘or’ 

Q- 1 v~ 
ap cae piem ge, ya kafi? 

Will you drink tea or coffee? 

magar, lekin, ‘but’ 

- 1 ,^-J yS' <jJ I 
maim kal a urn ga magar (lekin) jume ko nahim a sakta 

I’ll come tomorrow, butl can’t come Friday. 

balke, ‘rather1, ‘on the contrary’ 

balke introduces a clause which contrasts with a preceding negative clause. 

vo sust nahim balke bahut mehnati hai 

He is not lazy, on the contrary he is very hard-working. 

jabke, ‘while’, ‘when’, ‘since’ 

Sadi mem tajo dholak bajatl thi jab ke aurtem gati thim 

In the wedding, Tajo played the drum while the women sang. 
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l-A^. 

jab ke tujh bin nahim koi maujud 

phir ye hangama ai xuda kya hai 

When nobody is present except You 

Then what is this fuss all about, O God (Ghaiib) 

- & y ^1 r> ^ k f ^ 
ye kam ya maim karum ya turn karo, kisi ko to kama hai 

Whether I do this work or you do, someone must do it. 

" Lrr* ^ <£ Lrr» £ aJ 

vo na daftar mem hai, oa jalse mem 

He is neither in the office nor in the meeting. 

jaise hi and jab se 

The relative words jaisa and jab are used in phrases that are translated by 

English conjunctions. See §1118 and §1115. 

M 

1224 Correlative conjunctions 

Correlative conjunctions link two clauses of equal weight. The clauses may be 

inclusive, asserting two things simultaneously (the ‘both ... and’ type); or they 

may be exclusive, presenting two alternatives (the ‘either ... or’ type). 

Inclusive 

bhl... bhl, ‘both ... and’ links two clauses, usually with omission of the verb in 

the second clause. 

- vT J->' ^ 

maim b/ujaum ga aur ap bhl (jaem ge) 

Both I and you will go. 

kya... kya links two contrasting adjectives or nouns, which follow a main clause 

and explicate it. 

— \jsf yjro^ 
maut ke samne sab barabar hairh, kya daulatmand, kya yarib 

In the face of death all are equal, whether rich or poor. 

1225 Causal conjunctions 

kydmke, ‘because’ 

kydmke introduces the answer to a question. 

kyom nahim ae?—kydmke bang ho rahi thl 

Why didn’t (you) come?—Because it was raining. 

cumke, ‘since’, ‘because’ 

- ^ j ^y jji ^ ^ jU 

xam sahib saxi bhl hairh aur mehman navaz bhi 
Mr. Khan is both generous and hospitable. 

Exclusive 

ya ... ya means ‘either ... or’, ‘whether ... or’; na ... na, means ‘neither ... nor’ 

They link two clauses, usually with omission of the verb in the second clause. 

- ^ ^ 

maim ya daftar mem hum ga ya jalse mem 

I will either be in the office or in the meeting. 

When cumke is used in the causal clause, is lie usually introduces the conclusive 

clause. 

- J*) 2} lt! 1 ^ <yj y ltj W &y? 
cumke barte ho rahi thl, is lie vo nahim ae 

Since it’s raining, they haven’t come. 

cunamce, ‘so’, ‘therefore’ 

- ^ ‘ 

pul tut gaya, cunamce bas nahim a sakti 

The bridge broke, so the bus can’t come. 
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1226 Concessive conjunctions 

agarce, ‘although’, ‘even though' 

When agarce introduces concessive clauses, phir bhi, ‘nevertheless’ usually 

introduces the conclusion, but is often not translated. The concessive clause 

stands first in the sentence. 

agarce sardi a gal hai phir bhi pankhe cal rahe haim 

Even though winter has come, the fans are still running. 

halamke, ‘even though’ 

halamke introduces concessive clauses, which may stand first or second in the 

sentence. 

“ LTtf lW- 

halamke sardi a gal hai phir bhi pankhe cal rahe haim 

Even though winter has come, the fans are still running. 

_ I5\j^ LoU. oj/.SC'i/L*. IJj 

mujhe kot xaridna para halamke vo xasa mahamga tha 

I had to buy a coat even though it was quite expensive. 

1227 Subordinating conjunctions 

Subordinating conjunctions introduce a subordinate clause, often with a 

subjunctive verb (§608), or the simple irrealis (§622). 

agar, ‘if’ 

agar introduces the condition clause of conditional sentences (described in detail 

under §609). 

- kJ Ujvj j Ail ^ y ^ 

agar bariS hul, to maim andar rahum gi 

If it rains. I’ll stay inside. 

take, ‘so that’andbaiarteke, ‘provided that’, ‘on the condition that’ 

These subordinating conjunctions take the subjunctive. 
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-y? tjTr) fS~li" Ojbti 

tijarat kijie, ta ke amdani mem izafa ho 

Work in commerce, so that (your) income increases. 

- ° ^aj 1f ^U. y>> 

mariz tandurust ho jae ga baiarteke vo daktar ki sal ah par amal kare 

The patient will recover provided that he acts on the doctor’s advice. 

jabtak+ negative, ‘until’ 

jab tak + negative introduces a relative subordinate clause. See § 1114. 

ke, that’ 

The conjunction ke has a variety of uses, and may introduce both subordinate 

and coordinate clauses. 

1228 ke introducing subordinate clauses 

In the following examples, ke introduces subordinate clauses which describe the 

consequence of circumstances set forth in the main clause. It is usually translated 
as ‘that’. 

~ Jr? (J"^v ^i (jla- <£jir* 

us se men jan pehcan itnl nahim Jfceus ka pata mere pas ho 

I am not so well acquainted with him that I would have his address. 

Subordinating expressions + ke 

A number of phrases expressing possibility, necessity and wish end in ke and 

introduce clauses with subjunctive verbs. See §608 for additional examples. 

-y? efi ^ i ^£ cfc 

mumkin hai ke use xabar lag! ho 

It’s possible that he has got the news. 

- IJS *3 X£ iSjJI 

cable ke vo dava khae zaruri hai ke vo dava khae 

He should (needs to) take medicine. It’s necessary that he take medicine. 
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1229 ke introducing coordinate clauses 

The conjunction ke may (a) replace other conjunctions, (b) introduce both 

coordinate and subordinate clauses. 

ke may replace ya in questions offering an either... or choice. 

»A I** y' 
kya pxem ge, kafi ke cae? 

What will you drink, coffee or tea? 

ke may replace kyomke and ta ke, especially in poetry. 

/*5~~ 

bol ke sac zinda hai ab tak 

Speak, because truth still lives (Faiz) 

1230 ke introducing quotations and reported facts 

ke introduces clauses which function as direct objects of verbs like kahna, ‘to 

say’, dekhna, ‘to see’, sunna, ‘to hear’, parhna, ‘to read’, socna, ‘to think’, 

samajhna, ‘to understand’, etc. 

Following kahna, ke introduces a direct or indirect quotation. It is not translated. 

Direct quotation 

- ^ Ojf or* or* rf A lT* 

us ne kaha ke maim bay mem hum gi 

He said, ‘I will be in the park’. 

Indirect quotation 

- ^ jf or* ^ A 
us ne kaha ke vo bay mem ho ga 

He said he would be in the park. 

Following dekhna, sunna, parhna, socna, samajhna, etc., ke introduces a coordinate 

clause which reports what is seen, heard, read, etc. 

- yt r15^ ^A 
maim ne parha ke bat cit nakam ho gal 

I read that the talks had failed. 
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~ OX ur* ^ ^ I /d I (Jjj ^ 0\ ^ t or* 

maim ne soca ke ap in dinom ilahahaH mem bairfi 

I thought (that) you were in Allahabad these days. 

ke introduces a coordinate clause which explicates and shows the direct result of 

the idea expressed in the main clause. 

! kw ^ ^ ^ ^ 

pata nahirh us ne kya kuch xarida ke ek bhi rupaya na baca! 

I can’t imagine what all she bought, that not even a rupee is left! 

ke introduces a juxtaposed coordinate clause which stands in strong contrast to 

the the main clause. 

J* o* £ ^A * 
ye kaham Id dosti hai ke bane haim dost nasih 

What kind of friendship is this, that friends have become moralizers (Ghalib) 

The juxtaposition of the two clauses may show identity of time. One may say 

that here ke replaces jab, and is preferably translated with some sort of time 
word. 

- £ k'Jj I Ij—j-i o*r■* bji f ^' 

ek kam pura nahirh hotake dusra a parta hai 

Before one job gets finished, a second turns up. 

or* or* 'f-d fS"<J* 

gae din ke tanha tha maim anujman mem 

Gone are the days when I was alone in the assembly (Iqbal) 

ke may replace jo, linking juxtaposed contrasting clauses. (See § 1106-§ 1107 for 
other uses of jo.) 

! 1$j! 15"”<jj-» jl£o fS~\j~* 

maim ke hekar hum, kis tarah Sadi ka xarc utha sakum ga! 

How can I pay the cost of a wedding when I’m unemployed! 

Compare ? 15” I gj*- 15” Li qI? j y*. 

maim jo bekar hum, kis tarah Sadi ka xarc utha sakum ga? 

How can I, who am unemployed, pay the cost of a wedding? 
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NUMBERS 

1301 Cardinal numbers 

Table 29 (p. 230-1) shows the spellings of the cardinal numbers from 1 to 100. 

Table 30 p. 232) shows the numerals in the Urdu orthography. Note that a 

sequence of numerals is written from left to right (just as in European languages), 

even though Urdu text is written from right to left. Urdu numerals are used 

mainly for pagination and for writing numbers in Urdu texts. They are little used 

for calculation at present, and children are generally taught to do arithmetic 

using ‘English’ numbers (the so-called Arabic numbers) even in Urdu-medium 

schools. 

The first syllables of the numbers in the vertical columns, while not identical, 

are often similar. Some students find it easier to learn the numbers by memorizing 

the vertical columns, rather than the horizontal ones. 

The numbers ikavan (51), ikasl (81) and ikanave (91) have the variant forms 

ikyavan jjUTT, ikyasl ^LSl and ikyanave ^ jbLTf. 

Not shown on the chart are: 

hazar, 1,000 one thousand 

lakh, 100,000 one hundred thousand 

US karor, 10,000,000 ten million (a hundred lakh) 

arb, 1,000,000,000 a thousand million (a hundred karor) 

Numbers are grammatically unmarked adjectives (§302), and precede the noun 

they qualify. They are treated as masculine, but do not inflect. Cardinal numbers 

in the ‘teens’ which end in -a ( a ) do not change when qualifying plural or 

oblique nouns. As is the case with other adjectives ending in chofi he ( o ), the h 

is not pronounced. 

vLrr- Jj' JUjj oly*. ( 

barn qamis, cauda rumal, aur pandra jore jurrab 
twelve shirts, fourteen handkerchiefs and fifteen pairs of socks 

makan nambar do sau pacbattar 

house number 275 
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- y 1—» j— J-i j\ji ^ \ jsr* j W 

jahaz mem ek bazar do sau pacpan musafir haim 

There are 1,255passengers on the ship. 

15"45^ ^ib 

pamc lakh rupae ka nuqsan 

a loss of five hundred thousand rupees 

1302 Ordinal numbers 

Ordinals are formed by adding the suffix-vam jlj to the cardinal number, 

which makes it a regularly behaving marked adjective (§301). Ordinals agree 

with the noun they qualify in gender, number and case (see Table 9, §303 and 

Table 10, §304). 

<—>b satvam bab, the seventh chapter (m. sg. nom.) 

<jn-» satvem bab mem, in the seventh chapter (m. sg. obi.) 

aU yy Lw satvim jild, the seventh volume (f.) 

There are six ordinal numbers which are formed irregularly. These are also 

marked adjectives. 

<^4-4 “ ~ PaM* (~ ~ pahll), first 

~ ~ Idusra (~ dusre- dfisri), second 

~ ~ Ihsra (~ tisre ~ fori), third 

~ cautha (~ cauthe ~ cauthi), fourth 

~ ~ chata (~ chate - chafi), sixth 

yy — yy - L)ly navam (~ navem ~ navim), ninth 

The final unpronounced chotihe ( <5 ) in the cardinal numbers 11 through 17 

changes to aspiration in the ordinals. The vowel -a- remains, but is pronounced 

very short, and may be elided in fast speech. 

OILi" gyarhavam, eleventh 

OIj-fcj b barhavam. twelfth 

terhavam, thirteenth 

j \y> caudhavam, fourteenth 

OI-U> pandrahvam, fifteenth 

OI^4!y~ solhavam, si xteenth 

jly,y, satrahvam, seventeenth 
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Table 29: Cardinal numbers from 1 to 100 

1 ciol 

ek 

2 jp 

do 

3 Oy 

tin 

4 A 

car 

5 «Jb 
Ql v 

pamc 

ii «jis 
gyara 

12 ojb 

bara 

13 « 

tera 

14 t>Sy* 

cauda 

15 flj J-L> 

pandra 

21 

ikkis 

22 ^b 

bals 

23 Lr^ 

teis 

24 yyy? 

caubls 

25 
paccls 

31 cr^x5l 

iktis 

32 ^ -A 

battis 

33 

taimtis 

34 

caumtis 

35 

paimtis 

41 ^bTf 

iktalis 

42 

bayalis 

43 ^JbiJ 

taimtalis 

44 AA 

cavalls 

45 ^-Jb^. 

paim tails 

51 OjlTf 

ikavan 

52 jjb 

bavan 

53 

tirepan 

54 

cawan 

55 CMH 
pacpan 

61 4L.S\ 

iksath 

62 ^L«b 

basath 

63 4b—j y 

tiresath 

64 

caumsath 

65 4L~uj 

paimsath 

71 A-5! 

ikhattar 

72 ^ 

bahattar 

73 

tehattar 

74 
r^nhattar 

75 

pach attar 

81 ^151 

ikasl 

82 

bayasl 

83 ^\y 

tirasi 

84 <jyby 

caurasi 

85 

pacasl 

91 ^y\S\ 

ikanave 

92 <c^y 4 

banave 

93 y_y\y 

tiranave 

94 <£_y\jy? 

cauranave 

95 

pacanave 
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6 r&t 

che 

7 oL 

sat 

8 # 

atb 

9 ^ 

nau 

10 ^ 

das 

16 y*j 

sola 

17 

satra 

18 ojl^l 

athara 

19 

unnls 

20 

bis 

26 y ‘-r:~yiT 

chabbls 

27 

sattais 

28 ^V* 

athals 

29 

unfis 

30 

tis 

36 

chattis 

37 

saimtis 

38 

artfs 

39 ^bll 

untalis 

40 

calls 

46 bfla. 

cheyalls 

47 

saint tails 

48 

artalls 

49 

uncas 

50 

pacas 

56 

chappan 

57 jjlA 

sattavan 

58 jjl^l 

athavan 

59 4^J\ 

unsath 

60 4jL« 

sath 

66 ^LvL^a. 

cheyasath 

67 

sarsath 

68 4b,] 1 

arsath 

69 

unhattar 

70 A- 

sattar 

76 jrHrt 

cheh attar 

77 A- 

satattar 

78 y41 

athattar 

79 ^bl 

unasi 

80 J^\ 

ass! 

86 

cheyasl 

87 ^bw 

satasi 

88 

athasi 

89 u\y 

navasi 

90 ^Ly 

nawe 

96 

cheyanave 

97 <*__y\z~u 

satanave 

98 

athanave 

99 <i_jib] 

ninanavc 

100 y*U 

sau 
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Table 30: Numerals from 1 to 100 

Note: In Urdu, composite numbers are written from left to right, as they are in 

English. But a sequence of numerals, as in counting, is written from left to right. 

Therefore the order of the numerals in this chart is the reverse of the proper 

order. This reverse order has been used so that the numerals will correspond to 

the numbers in the chart on the previous page. 

1 r r r 6 n £. A 1 » • 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 1 i r ir )(T 16 »n \r. 1 A 11 r • 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

r i rr rr rr r6 rn Xr. ta ri r* 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

r i rr rr rr r6 rn rr. rA ri r • 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

p-i rr rr rr r6 rn rr. rA ri 6- 

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

61 M 6r Ur- 66 6n br. 6A 61 n • 

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 

n * IT nr nr n6 nn •\r. nA ni r. • 

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 

r.T e-r r.r -fi.6 ^.n r.r. r. A ^1 A* 

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 

A 1 at Ar Ar A6 An Ar. AA A1 1 • 

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 

11 ir 'ir Ir 16 in 1^ 1A 11 »* ♦ 

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 

OIj Lj 

gyarhavam mahma 

the eleventh month 
m 

-U l=»- 6 

caudhavim ka camd! 

the moon of the fourteenth (i.e., full moon) 
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ikkisvimsadi 

the twenty-first century 

1303 Fractions 

The following fractions are used in referring to quantities, time (§1311) and 

money. All fractions lesser than d5, ‘two’ are grammatically singular. 

Singular fraction words (adjectives) 

A6l ( Uil 

aJj a 

paun, pauna, less one quarter 

sava, plus one quarter 

adha, adh, one half 

sarhe, plus one half 

derh, one and a half 

Singular fraction words (nouns) 

cauthai, a quarter 

tihai, a third 

Plural fraction word (adjective) 

3 dhai, two and a half 

paun and adh occur before units of measure (including time words), pauna and 

adha are used with other nouns, pauna and adha are marked adjectives, and 

agree with the noun they qualify. The remaining fractions are invariable. 

Utol r 

adh ghanta, adha ghanta 
half an hour 

1 caudhavim agrees with the deleted word rat, ‘night’, which is feminine. The reference is to the 

fourteenth night of the lunar calendar. 
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sirf paun gaz kapra cahie 

Only three quarters of a yard of cloth is needed. 

- ^ ^ O*J 

paun baja hai 
It’s 12:45 (1:00 less one quarter). 

3* 2& 

paune do kfl5 caval 

1.75 kilos of rice. 

sarhe, ‘plus one half’2 is used only with numbers (including time expressions), 

whereas adha, ‘half’, is used with nouns. 

sarhe che gaz re&imi kapra 
six and a half yards of silk cloth 

adhi piyali cae 

half a (small) cup of tea 

_ ^ bcJ $ 

derh baja hai 
It’s one-thirty. 

dhm baje haim 
It’s two-thirty. 

(Sjfi iy *22 
derh man lakn 
one and a half maunds of wood 

The use of fractions with numbers from 20 to 99 is rare, however they are used 

with larger numbers (sau, ‘100’, bazar, ‘1,000’, etc.), and the combination of 

fractions and the special words for multiples of thousands account for some 

typically South Asian expressions for large numbers. 

Iy* sava sau, 125 

4^ jbJjj derh lakh, 150,000 

J U i dhai lakh, 250,000 

45^/ \y* sava do lakh, 225,000 

Note that in the last example, the entire phrase sava do qualifies lakh (2.25 x 

100,000 = 225,000). 

2 sarhe never occurs with the singular numeral ek (derh is used for 'one and a half). 
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Other expressions for fractions 

cauthai, ‘a quarter’ and tihai, ‘a third’ may be used to express fractions. If used 

alone, they are nouns, but if used before another noun, they function as adjectives. 

- & or* oy^'^14^ Cfd ^b 

pan! ka tin cauthai bissa khetom mem ata hai 
Three quarters (a three fourths part) of the water reaches the fields. 

_ bjl$ ^ILj 2^2 ciol 

sirf ek tihai piyali dudh dalna 
Put in only one third of a cup of milk. 

Ordinal numbers can be used with hissa, ‘part’ to express one part of a whole. 

- ^ oljUtJ (Ji X I) 15" ^b 

panl ka cautha hissa ( ~ ek cauthai) buxarat banta hai 
One fourth part (~ a quarter) of the water evaporates (becomes steam). 

bata (the masculine singular past participle of batna, ‘to be divided’) is used to 

express remaining fractions. 

ciiL* 

do bata sat 
two sevenths 

bata is also used to express the English rendering of the slant (‘over’) in some 

street addresses. 

sjj obi (j b^ l£j ^^(4) I 

athasl bata car, Ser Sah rod 
88/4 (eighty-eight overfour), Sher Shah Road 

1304 ‘Once’, ‘twice’, etc. 

‘Once’, ‘twice’, etc. is expressed by a phrase consisting of the number plus the 

nouns bar (f.), ‘time’, ‘turn’; dafa (f.), ‘time’ or martaba (m.), ‘time’, ‘occasion’. 

If the number is an ordinal, it agrees with the noun. 

-\yt A ^ ‘ OV 2. or* 

maim ne tin bar kd£i£ Id, phir bhl thik na hua 
I tried three times (and) it still isn’t okay. 
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- b I j 4 3 ^ °3 

vo kal subah (~ subh) dusri bar aya 

He came yesterday morning for the second time. 

- t-5' 
un se kaJdafa pucha 

(I) asked them several times. 

cauthi data puchne par javab mil gaya 
On asking the fourth time, (I) got an answer. 

The number do coalesces with a following bar to form a compound, dobara, 
‘again’ (a synonym ofphir). 

ye kam thlk nahirh hua, dobara lrijie 
This work hasn’t been done right, please do it again. 

1305 Multiplicatives ('twofold’, ‘double’, etc.) 

Multiplicatives are formed by adding the suffix guna, which coalesces with the 

numbers do, fin and car to make compounds, guna inflects to agree with the 
noun it qualifies. 

do lT, dug(u)na double, two times, twofold 

C& fin * tig(u)na triple, three times, threefold 

A car cauguna quadruple, four times, fourfold 

£ 
pamc L^^b pamc guna quintuple, five times, fivefold 

che " r*>- che guna sextuple, six times, sixfold 

- £ ^ ££ vT 

ap ke paise dug(u)ne ho jaem ge ap kl daulat dug(u)m ho jae gi 

Your funds will be doubled. Your wealth will be doubled. 

car ka dug(u)na ath hota hai 
Two times four is eight. 

_ b’aj b lS'j l>. 

car ka tig(u)na bara hota hai 
Three times four is twelve. 

1306 Repeated numbers 

Repetition of numbers expresses distributiveness. 
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- U* £ 2^ 3* 3* 

basem do do gbante ke bad jati haim 
The buses go every two hours. 

y<j\ JfTjfT<JGI u5G I 

qatar mem khare ho kar ekekkarke aiye 
Please form (stand in) a line and come one at a time. 

Approximation is expressed with two even numbers in sequence. (There are 

several exceptions to this rule: the sequence che ath does not occur; do car 
occurs, but means ‘a few’; the odd number sequence pamc sat occurs, and is 

often shortened to pan sat.) 

~ «jb ^ 
das bara adml dukan mem the 

There were about a dozen (ten-twelve) people in the shop. 

- £ Ojf (oL- oLv Ub t ^ Lrt 

kitne log yaham rahte haim?—pata nahim, pan sat hom ge 
How many people live here?—I don’t know, maybe half a dozen. 

sirf do car adml hazir the 
Only a few people were present. 

1307 Numbers with the oblique plural 

Numbers may occur in the oblique plural to express totality or an indefinitely 

large amount (§112). 

CALENDAR AND CLOCK TIME 

1308 Months 

In both India and Pakistan, official business runs on Common Era (C.E.) time, 

using English months. However the Islamic Hijri calendar (A.H., ‘Anno Hegirae’), 

which commenced in 622 C.E., is used to determine Muslim religious observances. 

Because the Hijri calendar is lunar, the Hijri year is approximately eleven days 

shorter than the Common Era Year. 
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mahlna > ‘month’ may refer to both Common Era and Hijri months. 

The names of the days of the Hijri months (which are all masculine gender) are: 

muharram 

safar 

J.jVl rabi-ul-awal 

rabi-us-sanl 

JjVl jamadi-ul-awal 

jamadl-us-sani 

rajab 

Saban 

(jb^J ramzan 

Jl £awal 

flJjuJIji ( zlqad 

zil hij (< zil hijja)3 

names of the Common Era months are: 

janvari (f.) January 

farvari (f.) February 

©U 
marc(m.) March 

J-od aprail (m.) April 

mal(f.) May 

Oj** jun (m.) June 

julai(f.) July 

agast (m.) August 

sitambar (m.) September 

aktubar (m.) October 

jr*y navambar (m.) November 

disambar (m.) December 

3 Sometimes colloquially pronounced zil haj. 
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1309 Days 

kal has two meanings: ‘tomorrow’ with non-perfcctive tenses, and ‘yesterday’ 

with perfective tenses. 

- $ UJU Jj' b~ JT 

maim kal aya aur kal phirjailm ga 

I came yesterday and I will go again tomorrow. 

parsom means ‘the day after tomorrow’ with non-pcrfective tenses, and ‘the day 

before yesterday’ with perfective tenses. 

Ojb>- bl Oj—jJ 

maim parsom aya aur parsom phirjaum ga 
I came the day before yesterday and I will go again the day after tomorrow. 

The names of the days of the week (hafta ) are: 

r 

j-i U"" ^ 

itvar (m.) 

plr(m.) 

somvar (m.) 

mangal (m.) 

budh (m.) 

jumerat (f.) 

juma(m.) 

hafta, hafte ka din 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday (less common than plr) 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday (lit. Friday-eve) 

Friday 

Saturday 

jume ka din is also commonly used for ‘Friday’, juma originally meant 

‘congregation (for prayers in the mosque)’. 

The primary meaning of hafta is ‘week’, but has also come to be used for 

‘Saturday’ (particularly in Pakistan). It is a shortened form of hafte ka din, ‘the 

(last) day of the week’. 

When the days of the week are used as adverbs of time in sentences, they 

appear in the oblique case. 

- ^ (0-5 

aj hafia (hafte ka din) hai 

Today is Saturday. 

- o* ^ a fv G* o* ^ ^ 
hafte ko (hafte ke din ko) ham da vat par ja rahe haim 
Saturday we are going to a party. 
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agie pir id-ul-azha hai 

Next Monday is Eid-ul-Azha. 

agle pir ap hamare ghar tairif laiye 

Next Monday please come (honorific) to our house. 

1310 Writing the date 

Dates are written from right to left in the following order: day, month, year. The 

numerals for the date are followed by the sign ✓ , and the year is written over 

the sign (san), which is followed by a small p for Common Era dates4 and 

a small Jb (do ca5ml he) for Hijri dates. The ordinal number (pahli, ‘first’ 

(agreeing with tarix (f.), ‘date’)) is used for mentioning the first day of the 

month. Cardinal numbers are usually used in mentioning the other days, but 

ordinals may also be used. 

pahli janvari unnis sau pacanave 

1st January 1995 (C.E.) 

to15r) ij' 

mai Id iktis tarix 

the 31st of May 

iktis mai unnis sau satanave 

31st May 1997 (C.E.) 

co13 1 • ^^ 
muharram ki dasvirh/muharram ki das tarix 

the tenth of Muharram 

r) /y 

ath rajab cauda sau athara 

8 Rajab 1418 (A.H.)’ 

4 This sign is derived from the initial stroke of (■ (ain), for isavi <_£j-w-t (Christian Era). 
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The first day of a Hijri month is referred to as j3 U camd ki pahli, ‘the 

first of the moon’. The Persian loanword yakmn (f.) also means ‘the first of the 

month’. 

men tarix-e-padaii yakum marc unnis sau sath hai 

My date of birth is first March, 1960. 

1311 Telling the time 

Divisions of the day 

The day (din j:>) is divided roughly into subah (~ subh) , ‘morning’, do 

pahr jf-i , ‘afternoon’ and 5am , ‘evening’. Historically, a 24-hour 

period was divided into three-hour watches, or pahr . According to this 

reckoning, do pahr (watch two) means ‘noon’, and also the period from noon to 

3 p.m. seh pahr ^ (watch three) refers to the period from 3 p.m. to 6. Sam 

‘evening’ begins at about 5 p.m., with fluctuations according to the season, rat 

olj , ‘night’ begins at about 9 p.m. 

5am and rat are used in adverbial expressions of time with the postposition 

kft With subah, k5 is optional, and with din, mem is used. 

- 15" J\ olj) fLi 6j 

vo fam ko (rat ko) ae ga 
He will come in the evening (at night). 

_ 15" (j5~) ej 

vo subah (~ subh) (ko) ae ga 
He will come in the morning. 

- ^ 63 

vo din mem ae ga 
He will come during the day. 

Clock time 

Clock time is expressed with the perfect participle of bajna , ‘to strike’, 

which agrees in number with the hour. Numbers which express time are treated 

as masculine nouns. 
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Stating the time 

When clock time is stated, it is expressed in a subject-predicate sentence, with 

the immediate past tense (§631) of bajna. The perfect participle baja is masculine, 

and agrees with the subject (the hour) in number and case. 

- ^ ‘-'jv OX (S*X ‘—'*-3 0*1 

is vaqt men ghari mem paun baja hai 
Now it’s a quarter to one by my watch. 

_ ^ U«j I 

ek baja hai 
It’s one o’clock (one has struck). 

_ bjeJ i_£L) I I 

sava ek baja hai 

It’s a quarter past one. 

In the first example above, ek is the singular subject of baja hai, which agrees 

with it. In the second example, paun is also singular, sava, in the third, does not 

inflect. (See §1303 for fractions.) 

derhis singular; plural numbers begin with do, ‘two’: 

_ ^ 1>1J CjI 

ab derb baja hai 
Now it’s one-thirty. 

~OX 
do baje haim 
It’s two o’clock (two have struck). 

- <jX £* £ j ^ v' 
ab thlk sarhe che baje haim 

Now it’s exactly six-thirty. 

- £ ^°b ox ^ pi 

ham adhe ghante mem rat ka khana khaem ge 
We will eat dinner in half an hour. 

In the second example above, do is the plural subject of baje haim, which is 

masculine plural. In the third and fourth examples, sarhe is used with the number 

che* ‘six’, to express ‘six and a half. But adha, ‘half is used with the noun 

ghanta, ‘hour’, to express ‘half an hour’. 
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Telling time by minutes 

To express minutes after or before the hour, the phrases baj kar, ‘having struck’ 

andbajne mem, ‘in striking’ are used with the borrowed word minat, ‘minute(s)’. 

pamc baj kar pandra minat panic bajne mem das minat 

5:15; fifteen minutes past five 4:50; ten minutes to five 

Using clock time adverbially 

When time expressions are used as adverbs of time (qualifying an action or 

event), they appear in the oblique case. In the second example, ek baje is an 

adverbial phrase; baje is masculine oblique singular. 

- ox o?* rt 
ham das baje subah (~ subh) cae pite haim 
We drink tea at ten o’clock in the morning. 

- IjI I ^5"(j^ 

dakiya din keek baje ata hai 
The postman comes at one o’clock in the afternoon. 

- J> jfS f ^ crx 
maim sat baje £am ghar pahumcum gl 
I will arrive home at seven o’clock in the evening. 

No postposition is used when baje is used in an adverbial expression of time. 

• ^ V 
vo das baje ae ga 
He will come at ten o’clock. 

Some idioms referring to divisions of the day 

subah savere5 bahut subah 
early in the morning very early in the morning 

(much morning) 

5 subah is an Arabic loanword; savers is an indigenous Urdu word. Both mean ‘morning’, but 

together they mean ‘early morning’. 
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4*5$ Jti 
pahr din carhe 
about 9 a.ra. 

(one pahr of day having risen) 

/0,J^ 

pahr rat gae 
about 9 p.m. 

(one pahr of night having passed) 

°'j jri 
pahr rat rahe 
about 3 a.m. 

(one pahr of night having remained) 

4^5$ b-d 

itna din carhe 
so late 

(so much day having risen) 

°b 
Murat 
midnight 

(half night) 

°b 4^ 
kuch rat rahe 
very early in the morning 

(some night having remained) 

MONEY 

1312 Contemporary currency 

In both India and Pakistan, the rupee (rapiya ) is divided into 100 pice 

(paisa ). The word paisa can mean ‘money’ or a one-pice coin. Pluralized, 

it means ‘funds’, ‘money in a physical sense’. 

? v' 

ap ko kitna paisa cahie? 
How much money do you need? 

- ltt* jf' cf <d ^ 

us ne paise gin kar batve mem dale 
He counted the money and put it in the bag. 

_ l$3 ri jL* ( ^ ^ y ^ ^ 

us se pahle mujhe paise t5 bahut mile the, magar rupaya kabhl na mila tha 
Before that I had got many pice, but I had never got a rupee. (Rusva, Umrad 

Jan Ada) 
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An English decimal point or a diagonal slant may be used to indicate the decimal 

point, although fractions of a rupee are usually rounded off. 

pacanve rupae, pacas paise 

Rs. 95.50 

1313 Old currency 

In older texts, references to the former system may be found, in which, a rupee 

consisted of 16 annas (ana ,ol t Ul sg., ane pi.); an anna consisted of 4 pice 

(paise ), and a pice consisted of 3 pie (pal ^b ). The phrase ath ane 

(half a rupee) may occasionally be heard. 



14 PERSIAN ELEMENTS IN 
URDU 

Urdu developed in close contact with Persian, which was the language of 

administration and education during the period of Muslim rule in India. Even 

after Urdu began to replace Persian as the language of poetry in the eighteenth 

century, Persian retained its official status for another century, and remained a 

rich source of literary vocabulary in Urdu. Elements of Persian grammar have 

been borrowed along with the vocabulary, and a knowledge of them is essential 

for reading literary Urdu, particularly poetry. 

This chapter presents an overview of the more important Persian elements 

from the perspective of the study of Urdu, but does not, of course, attempt to 

describe Persian grammar comprehensively. 

Note: where meanings of the Persian loanwords have changed, the current 

Urdu meaning, rather than the original Persian one, is given. The Urdu 

pronunciation, rather than the Persian one, is also shown. 

THE ENCLITIC izafat (1401) 

izafat ‘increase’, ‘addition’ is an enclitic short vowel, pronounced in Urdu as a 

short e which joins two nouns or a noun and an adjective. It has two grammatical 

functions. 

Noun-izafat-noun (pronoun) 

In the first function, izafat shows a possessive relationship in which the first 

noun (or pronoun) belongs to the second. 

OL-~5Tj hukumat-e-pakistan, The Government of Pakistan 

^ jU. jan-e-man, my darling (soul/life of I) 

This is the reverse of the possessive word-order in Urdu: 

tSjir* 

Pakistan Id hukumat, Pakistan’s government 

merijan, my dear 

Often the possessive construction with izafat and the possessive with ka have 

different connotations. For example, hukumat-e-pakistan is a proper noun: the 

Government of Pakistan in its official capacity; whereas pakistan ki hukumat is 
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a common noun and refers to the sitting government at the time of speaking. 

Similarly, jan-e-man is used to address one’s sweetheart, whereas merijan may 

be used to address any dear friend. 

Noun-izafat-adjective 

In the second function, izafat shows that the noun is modified by the following 

adjective. 

fjic I jijj vazlr-e-azam, prime minister (lit. great minister) 

a U pljj :> divan-e-am, public hall of audience 

^U. :> divan-e-xas, private hall of audience 

Note: izafat is mostly left unwritten in modern texts, especially since modern 

computer fonts often do not provide a systematic means of writing it. When 

written, it is written as follows: 

(a) as subscript zer ( __ ) when it follows (chSfi ye) or any consonant, 

(b) as^ (hamza over ban ye) when it follows a word ending in the long 

vowels I (alif), or j (vao), 

(c) as fr- (hamza over chofi he) when it follows a final a (chofi he), 

(d) as zero (it is neither written nor pronounced) when it follows a word 

ending in (ban ye). 

In the spoken language there is an increasing tendency to omit the izafat in 

pronunciation, especially if a word ends in a single consonant following a short 

vowel: talib ilm, ‘student’, for talib-e-ilm; axir kar, ‘at last’, for axir-e-kar. 

(a) aJj-w 

vadl-e-sindh 
the Indus valley (lit. valley of Sindh) 

bj 3 

darya-e-sindh 

the Indus River (lit. river of Sindh/Indus) 

jazba-e-dil 
emotion of the heart 

rae-ali 

a high opinion 
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WORD-FORMING AFFIXES 

Persian has contributed many word-forming suffixes and prefixes to Urdu. The 

following are some of the most common affixes, including prepositions. 

Note: Words with Persian suffixes will be found in dictionaries under the same 

entry as the word to which the suffix is added. Words and phrases beginning 

with prefixed prepositions must however be looked up under the preposition. 

1402 Nominal suffixes 

Suffixes forming nouns 

The abstract suffix -I (alternating with -gi after words ending in -a o ) derives 

abstract nouns from nouns and adjectives. Compare English ‘-ness’ and ‘-ship’. 

r/ gann, hot (adj.) —> garmi, heat 

c—dost friend (noun) —> dost?, friendship 

ojjj zinda, alive (adj.) —> zindagi, life 

4— « jlj banda, slave (noun) -» bandagj, slavery 

The suffixes -kar, -gar, -gar and -d1 make agent nouns. The new noun shows a 

person who does, or is involved with, the old noun. 

j <— dast, hand —» dastkar, craftsman 

jlSbbT <— aUT gunah, sin —> gunahgar, sinner 

jadu, magic —>jadugar, magician 

«— pJ\ afim, opium afimci, opium addict 

New nouns with the suffix -ban ~ -van shows the ‘keeper’ of the old noun. 

mez, table —> mezban, host 

Ol^-j-5^ koc, coach —> kocvan, coach-driver 

The suffixes -gah, -abadand -stan - -istan form nouns of location. 

alSV Xs- Id, Eid festival —> idgah, place for Eid prayers 

J b IjS\ <— jSl akbar, Akbar —> akbarabad, city of Akbar2 

<— iSLij reg, sand —> registan, sandy desert 

1 -ci has been borrowed into Persian from Turkish. 

2 An old name for Agra. 
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The suffix -zar derives new nouns which show a place characterized by the old 

noun. 

j \'jS *r- Jjf gut rose —> gulzar, rose garden 

The diminutive suffixes -ca, -Tea and -ak form diminutives of the old noun. 

r**-* cammac, large spoon —> camca, teaspoon 

«— c—dast, hand —> dastak, knock on door 

The suffix -dan - -dani shows a container (the suffix should be distinguished 

from dan, present stem of danestan, ‘to know’, as in sainsdan, ‘scientist’). This 

suffix is added riot only to Perso-Arabic words but also to indigenous Urdu 

words. 

<jb^y- Vjj- cuha, mouse —> cuhedan, mouse trap 

JU. cae, tea —> caedani, teapot 

Suffixes forming both nouns and adjectives 

Possession is shown by -dar, -avar - -var, -yar - -yar and -mand. dar is the most 

productive in forming new derivations, and is suffixed not only to Perso-Arabic 

words but also to indigenous Urdu words and even English loanwords. 

zimma, responsibility-> zimmedar, responsible 

<— samajh, understanding —» samajhdar, sensible 

jb <— tikat, stamp —> tikatdar, ready-stamped (envelope) 

<— y- hunar, skill —> hunarvar, skillful 

<— Jiy*. hoi senses —> hoSyar, careful, vigilant 

yy hoi senses—» hoSmand, sensible, intelligent 

daulat, wealth-> daulatmand, wealthy 

Suffixes forming adjectives 

The adjectival suffix -i makes descriptive adjectives from nouns. 

^L^STj <— jU^Tb pakistan, Pakistan —» Pakistani, Pakistani 

mehnat, effort —> mehnati, hard-working 

The suffix -a derives attributive adjectives from predicate adjectives (§306). 

oay>.y* <r- }yy maujud, present —> maujuda, present 
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Predicative adjective 

jaj sahib adalat mem maujud the 
The judge was present in the court. 

Attributive adjective 

maujuda hukumat 
the current (sitting) government 

The suffix -ana derives adverbs and adjectives of quaJity from nouns and adjectives. 

Compare English My’. 

<— dost, friend —> dostana, friendly 

zalim, unjust —>zalimana, unjust, unjustly 

The suffixes -nak and -gjn, ‘full of make new adjectives of quality from nouns. 

Compare English ‘-ous’, *-fuT. 

<S\j<— xatar, danger —> xatarnak, dangerous 

ijflujJl <— Sarm, shame ~> Sarmnak, shameful 

«— Sarm, shame -» Sanngln, bashful 

1403 Prefixes 

The negative particle na- occurs as a prefix to nouns and Persian verb stems. 

I»L5Tj nakam, unsuccessful (< kam, desire) 

ObU nadan, ignorant, foolish (< dan < dimes tan, to know) 

ham- ‘same’ is productive as a prefix in Urdu. 

ob ^ hamzat, of the same caste (< zat, caste) 

x* ^ ham mazhab, co-religionists (< mazhab, religion) 

1404 Prepositions 

Persian prepositions are usually used as prefixes in Urdu (the exceptions are az, 
bar and ta, which are less productive than the others). Most have their own 

entries in Urdu dictionaries. 

az, ‘from’, ‘of’; ‘by (authorship)’ 

JUI j I 

kam az kam, at least (< kam, less, few) 

az xud, voluntarily (< xud, self) 

az allama iqbal, by Allama Iqbal 

ba, ‘with’, ‘by’ 

jj*.j baxair, in safety (< xair, good, goodness) 

jjjfj bazor, by force (< zor, power, force) 

ba, ‘with’, ‘along with' 

Jy*>lb bausul, principled (< usGl, principle) 

baadab, courteous (< adab, courtesy) 

bar, ‘on’, ‘over’ 

LijS'ji to dismiss (< bar taraf, aside < taraf, side, direction) 

be, ‘without’ 

be is usually written as a separate word. 

^ be£ak, doubtless (< £ak, doubt) 

-U ^ be had, extremely (< had, limit) 

^ bebas, helpless (< bas, control, power) 

dar, ‘in’ 

j ^ dar haqlqat, in fact (< haqlqat, fact, reality) 

* darxast, application (dar + xast < xastan, to wish) 

ta, ‘up to’ 

J U U ta hal, hitherto (< hal, state, present state) 
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ba, ba, bar and dar derive compound postpositions (§531). 

J bataur, as, in the capacity (of) 

bayair, without 

j banisbat, in comparison (with) 

bavujud, in spite (of) 

jb_j) $ darmiyan, between 

1405 Plural suffixes 

Persian distinguishes two numbers, singular and plural. 

Nouns representing animate beings take the plural suffix -an (often pronounced 

-am in Urdu). In Persian, inanimate nouns take the plural suffix -ha, but in Urdu 

this suffix occurs only in a few set expressions. 

jlfjyi buzargan, elders (< buzarg, elder) 

jU IL taliban, students (< talib, seeker, student) 

J Lu LfJ L* salha sal, for years on end (< sal, year) 

Animate nouns ending in -a a change -an to -gan. 

<j\fx.jIc numaindagan, representatives (< numainda, representative) 

Animate nouns ending in -a I change -an to -yan. 

jb\jf gadayan, beggars (< gada, beggar) 

Only words of Persian origin (or Arabic loanwords which have been assimilated 

into Persian) may take Persian plural suffixes. Some Persian loanwords in common 

use have both Persian and indigenous Urdu plural forms: numainde ^JcjLc ~ 

numaindagan jlT-uJlc , ‘representatives’; sahib ~ sahiban jLa.1—? , 

‘gentlemen’. In such cases, use of the Persian plural is usually typical of a 

formal or literary style. 

Words ending in Persian plural suffixes do not take the Urdu oblique plural 

suffix in -om. (sahibom ne, but sahiban ne, ‘gentlemen’ (subject of a perfective 

transitive verb)). However Persian plurals occur mostly in the nominative case. 

VERB FORMS 

1406 Present and past verb stems 

The Persian verb forms which occur most commonly in Urdu are the present 

and past stems. Both are formed from the infinitive, which ends in -tan, -dan 
and -idan. The past stem is formed by dropping -an. The present stem of regular 

verbs is formed by dropping the full infinitive suffix. 

Infinitive Meaning Past stem Present stem 

•I kugtan to kill xu£t xug 

Jr xordan to eat xord xor 

fahmldan to understand f ah mid fahm 

Irregularities in the formation of the present stem are common. 

■j Harlan to give dad dah 

xastan to wish, want xast xah 

dag tan to have da£t dar 

jjj. guzaftan to pass (trans.) guzagt guzar 

Jr • gudan to be, become gud gav, gau 

| budan to be bud bag 

raftan to go raft rav, rau 

' amadan to come amad a 

Jm ' 
yaftan to obtain yaft yab 

Past participles are formed by suffixing -a to past stems, and present participles 

by suffixing -inda, -am or -a to present stems, 

Occasionally a past stem occurs as an Urdu noun: 

nigast, seat (past stem of nigastan, to sit) 

-L»l amad, arrival (past stem of amadan, to come) 

Both past and present stems occur in Urdu in borrowed compounds. Compounds 

with past participles are also frequent. In dictionaries, compounds are listed 

under the first element in the compound. 

Compounding is a very productive process in Persian. Compounds can be made 

with two independent words (such as nouns and adjectives), and also with 

independent words and verb stems, and with verb stems themselves. The compound 
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constitutes a single word in Urdu, although the elements are sometimes written 

with intervening spaces. 

Adjective + noun 

The elements are simply juxtaposed. When an adjective is compounded with a 

following noun, the result is an adjective meaning ‘possessing the thing or idea 

expressed by the two words’. 

Clij j ./? .'ji -L 

(J 

kambaxt, unfortunate (kam, less + baxt, fortune) 

xubsurat, beautiful (xiib, good + surat, appearance) 

xulhal, prosperous (xul, happy + hal, state) 

badsurat, ugly (bad, bad + surat, appearance) 

tang dil, mean, miserly (tang, narrow + dll, heart) 

Noun + adjective 

cJLia- haqlqat pasand, realist (haqlqat, truth + pasand, liked) 
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Reduplicative compounds of present stems 

oia!yL xah maxah, unnecessarily (xah, present stem of xastan, to want) 

JiS' kal makal, struggle (kal, present stem of kalidan, to pull) 

Compounds with past stems as the second element 

darxast, application (dar, in + xast < xastan, to wish) 

Compounds with past participles as the second element 

oJJl (£ i Li Sadi luda, married (ladl, marriage + luda, become < lud 

< ludan, to be, become) 

/cib tallm yafta, educated (talim, education + yafta, obtained <yaft 

< yaftan, to obtain) 

oiJiT pel karda, presented (pel, before + karda, did < kard 

< kardan, to do) 

Noun +noun 

The elements may joined witho, ‘and’, or simply juxtaposed. 

c.—i j jjj roz o lab, around the clock (roz, day + lab, night) 

r~* b jjj roznama, daily newspaper (roz, day + nama, letter) 

/bUj 15^ karxana, workshop, factory (kar, work + xana, house) 

Compounds with present stems as the second element 

Here the present stem acquires the sense of a present participle. 

-Ujb 
• V 

kamyab, successful (kam, desire + yab < yaftan, to obtain) 

muff xor, freeloader (muft, free + xor < xordan, to eat) 

lukr guzar, grateful (lukr, thanks + guzar < guzaltan, to pass) 

ghaii saz, watchmaker (ghari, watch + saz < saxtan, to make) 

paband, restrained, bound (pa, foot + band < bastan, to bind) 

Compounds of verb stems joined by o, ‘and’ 

bandobast, arrangement (band, present stem + bast, past stem 

< bastan, to bind) 

oijj-U I amad-o-raft, traffic (amad, past stem < amadan, come + raft, 

past stem craftan, to go) 

Note: Nominal suffixes may be used to form new words from compounds, and 

compounds may be further compounded: 

jb ^UjLT 

kamyabi, success (i + kam, desire + yab < yaftan, to obtain) 

tang dill, meanness (I + tang, narrow + dil, heart) 

karxanadar, mill owner (dar + kar, work + xana, house) 

darxast dehinda, applicant (dar, in + xast < xastan, to wish + 

deh < dadan, to give + -inda, noun of agent suffix) 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

1408 Comparison of adjectives with tar, tarin 

The comparative and superlative of Perso-Arabic adjectives can be formed in 

Urdu with the Persian suffixes tar y (comparative) and tarin yiy (superlative). 

Some of these Perso-Arabic comparatives are used in colloquial spoken Urdu, 

whereas others are used in literary Urdu. In Urdu, Persian comparatives and 

superlatives often lose their comparative or superlative force and merely intensify 

the adjective. 

Examples of the use of Persian comparatives and superlatives in sentences 

may be found in §315. 

Comparative: adjective + tar 

y Jj Ju bad, bad —> badtar, very bad 

y up. 4— xub, well xub tar, better 

yuS' 4— pS' kam, less, few —» kamtar, even less, fewer 

yyy 4- y beh, good —> behtar, better, very good 

y ul^ 4— l_jIyL xarab, bad —> xarab tar, worse 

y ^ 4— ^ dilcasp, interesting —> dilcasp tar, more interesting 

y y? 4— y3 tez, sharp, fast —> tez tar, faster 

y 4— xas, special -> xas tar, more special 

Superlative: adjective + tarin 

yiy^l 4— Ju bad, bad —> badtarin, worst 

yiy 4— <yyL xub, well —» xub tarin, best 

yiyjf 4— kam, less, few-> kamtarin, fewest, least 

,jjyyj 4— y beh, good —> behtarin, best, very very good 

yiy v's*- xarab, bad —> xarab tarin, worst 

<y.y 4— yJ tez, sharp, fast —» tez tarin, fastest 

yiy 4— xas, special —»xas tarin, most special, intimate 
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1409 Persian numbers 

Persian cardinal and ordinal numbers occur in Urdu compounds and idioms. 

yak, one 

du, two 

se, three 

cahar, four 

panj, five 

£a£, six 

haft, seven 

ha£t, eight 

nuh, nine 

02 dah, ten 

Ordinals: yakum, duvum, sivum, caharum, etc. 

yakum jfin 
the first of June 

j-H ' 

sepaher 
the third watch (approximately 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.) 

yakdill 
unanimity 



15 ARABIC ELEMENTS IN URDU 

As Urdu borrows much vocabulary from Arabic, elements of Arabic word 

formation are present in Urdu. This chapter presents an overview of some of the 

more important Arabic elements in modem Urdu. 

Although many Arabic words occur in everyday Urdu, heavily Arabicized 

Urdu is found mostly in literary language, and is particularly typical of 

administrative language or newspaper texts. 

The phonemic transcription used in other parts of this grammar is necessarily 

replaced in this chapter by a transliteration representing the Arabic characters. 

Note: where meanings of the Arabic loanwords have changed, the current 

Urdu meaning, rather than the original Arabic one, is given. The Urdu 

pronunciation, rather than the Arabic one, is also shown. 

TRILITERAL ROOT STRUCTURE OF ARABIC WORDS 

The triliteral root is the basic structure of the Arabic word. Most Arabic 

words consist of three root consonants, or radicals (a few consist of four). The 

vowels do not belong to the root, but to the grammatical structure of the language. 

Various derived verbs, with their associated participles and verbal nouns, are 

formed by adding affixes and vowel patterns to the root (§1501). The derived 

participles and verbal nouns (rarely the finite verbs) have been borrowed into 

Urdu, and the Arabic grammatical patterns are evident mainly in semantic 

relationships between words with the same root: 

mehnat 

effort 

imtihan 

examination 

mehan 

sufferings 

JL5I (_! ljcl.,* i 

qabul qabil maqbul iqbal istiqbal 

acceptance capable popular prosperity reception 

rA" 
llm ealim malum talim muallim 

knowledge scholar known education teacher 
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T V j V ,, fJa-U 

nazm manzum tanzlm munazzam intizam nizam 

poetry metric organization organized arrangement system 

1501 Arabic derived verb forms 

Arabic derives nine verb forms from simple verbs.1 The simple verb is designated 

as ‘Form I’, and the remaining forms are numbered from Form II to Form X. 

Form IX does not occur in Urdu. Each verb form has its own verbal noun2 (VN), 

active participle (AP) and passive participle (PP). Arabic verbal nouns and 

participles are common in Urdu, and the student will find it rewarding to learn 

the formation of verbal nouns and participles. 

The Arabic root jli (fa ala), which means ‘do’, is traditionally used as a 

key to demonstrate the affix and vowel patterns in the derived forms. The 

function, derivation and formation of Forms I-VII and X of are shown in 

Table 31 on p. 260. The verbal nouns and participles belonging to these forms 

are shown in Table 32 on p. 261. Strong verbs (verbs which do not have the 

letters c. j (’ v y ) as one of their radicals) conform to the pattern of jli. 

Platts, Dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindi and English may be consulted for 

information about the derivations of Arabic vocabulary. 

The aspects distinguished in the derived verbs (intensive, causative, reflexive, 

passive, etc.) are the traditional ones in Arabic, not in Urdu, which has its own 

means of forming causatives or passives. The Arabic aspects help to shed light 

on the semantic links between related words, but do not substitute for a dictionary 

in finding the meaning of a borrowed Arabic word. 

1 There are in fact 14 derived forms, but Forms 11 to 15 are too rare to be important for Urdu. 

2 Called the ‘infinitive noun’ in Platts, Dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindi and English 
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1502 Arabic verbal nouns and participles 

Strong verbs 

Form I verbal nouns do not have a predictable pattern. The active and passive 

participles of Form I have the patterns fail and maf ul respectively. The participles 

of the derived Forms II-X all prefix mu-. Active participles contain a short -i- in 

the final syllable, while passive participles contain a short -a-. 

Table 32: Verbal nouns and participles of jSi and its derived forms 

Form Verb Verbal Noun Active Part. Passive 1 

1 lP etc. 

II IP Jp 

III C-Itlili 

Jlli 

IV P* JUii JjlLi 

V JjLAi' 
& ^ 

jliL 
VI jilw jiuL 

VII cPi JUii| 
^ J 

jlL. 
VIII l JbcJI Jp 

X (J btiyol * 

Examples 

Form I (simple verb) 

p-kj nazm, order, poetry, is VNI of , arrange, join. 

nazim, administrator, manager, is API of ■ 

jiiu manzum, metric, in verse, is PP I of ^aj,. 

pic 'ilm, knowledge, science, is VN I of ^ , know. 

pJ U calim, scholar, Muslim theologian, is AP I of . 

ma'ium, known, is PP Iof . 
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Form li (intensive) 

Form II verbal nouns are always feminine in Urdu. 

taclim, education, is VNII of ^1* , know, 

tanzlm, organization, party, is VN II of , arrange, join, 

muallim, teacher, instructor, is APII of . 

munazzam, organized, is PP II of pJaj. 

j}.tasvir, picture, is VN II of , form. 

3 V 

Compare the active and passive participles of Form II of 

musavvir, painter,jya** musa war, illustrated. 

Form III (conative, reciprocal) 

Form m is not so common as the previous two. 

$ jihad, holy war, is VN III of X^., strive. 

axUt* mujahada, endeavour, strife,3 is VN III of . 

JjUh-. mujahid, fighter in holy war, is AP III of x^ . 

Form IV (causative) 

Form IV has many examples in Urdu. The verbal noun and active participle are 

the parts of speech usually found. 

islam, Islam, is VN IV of , be safe. 

{4— muslim, Muslim, is AP IV of ^. 

Jlil iqbal, prosperity; confession, is VN IV of J-J> , receive, accept. 

Forms V to VII 

These are less frequently found. 

JUi’ ta'alluq, connection, relation, is VN V of jU , hang or cling to. 

tasawuf, mysticism, is VN V of » . 

3 The two verbal nouns of Form III will have different but related meanings. In the case of the 

root Xf~*., the verbal noun on the pattern of fical, jihad, has a religious sense, whereas the 

verbal noun on the pattern mufifalat, mujahada, has a secular meaning. Arabic O- has 

been changed to Urdu e (-a). 

jLi mutaalliq, concerning, is AP V of jU. 

jjUJ tacavun, cooperation, is VN VI of (jj-t, help. 

c-Oklul inqilab, revolution, is VN VII of l-Jj , turn, change. 

Form VIII 

This form occurs frequently. 

filial intizam, arrangement, is VN VIII of * connect. 

^ muntazim, manager, master of ceremonies is AP VIII of ■ 

intixab, selection, choice, is VN VIII of , extract, 

muntaxab, chosen, elected, is PP VIII of . 

ixtilaf, disagreement, is VN VIII of uiU. , be left behind. 

ui&M muxtalif, various, is AP VIII of uiU.. 

Assimilation of o t to dental consonants and * j ( ’ v ) takes place in verbal 

nouns of Form VIII. (See also ‘Weak verbs’, on p. 264.) 

^)iLl ittilac, announcement, is VN VIII of ^U» , ascend, appear, 

ibsi'l ittihad, union, is VN VIIIof -Uj, to be one. 

Ujl. mudda'a, wish, claim, is PP VIII of , ask, desire.4 

Form X 

JLjcuJ isteTnal, use, is VN X of do, act. 

mustacinal, current, in use, used, is PP X of . 

Jl.Sv. J is t iqbal, reception, welcome, is VN X of JJi, receive, accept, 

mustaqbil, future, is AP X of JJ ■ 

Doubled radicals 

Roots which have the same consonant in the second and third place may lose 

short vowels, unless one of the radicals is further doubled in the pattern. 

Some very common Urdu words contain doubled radicals, but this is not 

apparent until the roots are inflected, because in Urdu a final doubled consonant 

is not pronounced, and ta&iid is usually not written. 

- ; 

4 The spelling has been assimilated to Urdu. The Arabic spelling is ^X* with the 

pronunciation muddaca. 
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NOUN DUALS AND PLURALS 

Arabic distinguishes three numbers: the singular, dual and plural. 

^U. xas, special, ^U. xass 

xat, letter, <- xatt 

y*- haq, right, <- y* haqq 

Example 
- > 

muhiqq, speaking the truth, is APIV(milfoil) of , be just. 

Compare: muhaqqiq, research scholar (AP II of y».) 

tahqlq, research, inquiry (VNII of jp.) 

Weak verbs 

Roots which contain e. j (’ v y) have irregular inflectional patterns: 

(a) initial j v may be assimilated to a following i, u or t; initial c. hamza 

(represented in Urdu by I alif) is usually retained, but may be assimilated to the 

vowel -a in the prefix o ta- ; 

(b) medial j <S (y y) are assimilated to a following vowel; 

(c) final j (S (vy) is written as g in derived participles; in active participles <5 

is pronounced -i, and in passive participles it is pronounced a and may be 
. 1 

written (j. The passive participles are sometimes spelled with I alif in Urdu. 

Examples 

jJp mu’assir, effective, is AP II (mufaccil) of Jl, make an impression. 
i 

jj’L ta’assur, impression, is VN V (tafa“ul) of j, I. 

jjjIj taslr, effect, efficacy, is VN II (tafil) of y!. 

qa’im, fixed, established, is AP I (fa'll) of ^y , stand. 

I* LCt maqam, place, site, is VN I of |*y. 

muqim, residing, is AP IV (muf il) of ^y . 

,y^lj razl, pleased, consenting, is AP I (fa'll) of , approve. 

murtaza, chosen, is PP VIII (mufta'al) of . 

Uxa mudda'a, wish, claim, is PP VIII of <£$ j , ask, desire5 

* / 

5 The original Arabic spelling is y-L. with the pronunciation mudda*!. 

1503 Dual form of Arabic nouns 

The Arabic dual suffix occurring in Urdu is -ain. 

validain(< valid, father) 

parents 

1504 Plural forms of Arabic nouns 

Strictly speaking, only Arabic loanwords may take Arabic plural suffixes. Many 

Arabic loanwords have both Arabic and Urdu plural forms. In such cases, use of 

Arabic plural forms is usually typical of a formal or literary style. 

Sound (regular) plurals 

The plural suffix -m is used mainly with participles. 

muntazimln, administrators 

jjj band kemuta’assirin, those affected by the dam 

The plural suffix -at is used with nouns, including verbal nouns. Plurals in -at 

are normally the same gender as their singulars. The plural in -at is sometimes 

used with words of Persian or Indie origin. 

<- JU hal -4 halat, circumstances 

oLulT" <— itlTkagaz -> kagzat, papers, documents 

<- J&-. jangal janglat, forests 

The Urdu names of branches of learning are formed with the suffix -iyat (-1 and 

the plural in -at). 

oULJ lisaniyat (f.), linguistics < jUJ , tongue 

ma'asiyat (f.), economics < , means of livelihood 

Broken (irregular) plurals 

Broken plurals are formed by changing the vowel patterns of the singular noun. 

There are numerous broken plural patterns, of which the more common are 
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listed below. Broken plurals in Urdu are normally the same gender as their 
singulars. 

The real structure of words with doubled radicals becomes apparent from 
their broken plurals. 

(a) 1 (a-) is prefixed, and the vowels are changed, to the pattern afal:6 

Lx hukm —» ahkam, orders 

j xabar, news -4 axbar, newspaper 

(b) The vowels are changed, to the pattern fu*Ql: 

{‘jb- cilm —> culum, sciences 

UU** <r~ haqq —> huquq, rights 

(c) The vowels are changed, to the pattern fucul: 

kitab—>kutub, books 

(d) The vowels are changed to the pattern fu'ala (fucala’ in Arabic, but the final 

e. is generally not written in Urdu). This pattern is typical of participles of the 

pattern facH and also in some cases of fall. 

Ul* p] U calim culama, religious scholars 

c-liL < lli, <r- talib ~4 tulaba, tulaba’, seeker 

(e) The vowels are changed to the pattern fa ail (originally fa'a’il in Arabic). 

This pattern may occur with API fall, but typically handles derived four-consonant 
patterns which do not contain long vowels. 

jJlji <r- oJjU fa’ida —> fava’id, benefits (< VNI of jJ , accrue) 

<— masjid -4 masajid, mosques (noun of place of Jc*^) 

(t) The second radical is doubled, and the vowels changed, to the pattern fuccal. 
This is typical of AP I faeil. 

hakim —» hukkam, rulers, officials, commanders 
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(g) \ (-a-) is infixed, and the vowel pattern will be a-a-i. This pattern typically 

handies derived four-consonant patterns which contain a long second vowel. 

Verbal nouns of Form II (tafll) always contain a long las the second vowel. 

e- tasvir -4 tasavir, pictures 

tafsil-4 tafasil, details 

(h) I (a-) is prefixed, and the vowels changed, to the pattern afi'la’. This is 

common when the root is weak, the second radical is doubled and the noun 

refers to a rational being. 

e.UjI vali -4 auliya’, saints 

dlU i- ^ - tablb -4 atibba’, physicians (with assimilation of the 

doubled radical ) 

Urdu nouns with Arabic dual or plural forms do not take the Urdu oblique plural 

suffix in -om. 

ojUl ^ja^Jlj 
validain kl ijazat 
the permission of one’s parents 

tulaba ne carzl pe$ kl 
The students presented a petition. 

Compare: 

talib iimorii ne carzl pes kl 
The students presented a petition. 

ARABIC PREPOSITIONS AND PARTICLES 

1505 Prepositions 

Note: The following are only a few Arabic prepositions. Phrases beginning with 

Arabic prepositions must be looked up under the preposition in dictionaries. 

J A ‘Per1 
g fi sadi per cent 

JL« fisal per year 
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V bi, ‘with’, ‘in’ 

J50b bilkul, completely (bi + al-kull, see §1507) 

b bittafsll detailed (bi + at-tafsil, see § 1507) 

In the above example, the definite article al is assimilated to the o tin tafsil, 

because t is a Sams! (sun) letter. See §1507. 

J ti, ‘for’, ‘to’ 

<oll al hamdu li’llah, Praise be to God! 

1506 Negative particles 

^ la, ‘no’, ‘not’, ‘without’ (absolute negation) 

V la cilaj, incurable (la + cilaj, treatment) 

^ la javab, answerless, matchless (la +javab, answer) 

jJ. yair, ‘im-\ 'un-’f ‘non-’ 

yair is a noun in Arabic (‘stranger’), and the words below would be analysed as 

noun + noun compounds in that language. In Urdu, it occurs as a noun only in 

the compound postposition bay air (§531). 

yairhazir, absent (yair + hazir, present) 

l5£LjJ. yairmulki, foreign(er) (yair + mulk, land + i, adjectival suffix) 

MISCELLANEOUS 

1507 The definite article 

The Arabic definite article, al-, occurs in some borrowed phrases and proper 

names. The vowel a- in the article is assimilated to the final vowel of the 

preceding noun (-u, -i or -a7). 

*yaumu al-hisab) 

yaum ul-hisab 
the Day of Reckoning 

cabd-ul-haqq (< *cabdu al-haqq) 

Servant of the Truth (God) 

bilkul (< * bi al-kull, in the whole; bi is a preposition (§1505)) 

completely 

If the definite article occurs before a word beginning with any of the following 

(dental or alveolar) consonants: ^ O 

(called gams! or ‘sun’ letters8 in Arabic), the -1- is assimilated to the following 

letter in pronunciation. It is written as though it were pronounced 1. 

cabd-ur-rahman (< *cabdu al-rahman) 

m Servant of the Compassionate (God) 

■ ' ' Ss.. 
iH. i 

^50* ,OLjl 

mBRI: as-salamu calaikum (< * al-salamu calaikum) 

sqSwaESSSK''.' ... Peace be on you. 

1508 Nouns of place 

Nouns of place have the patterns maf cal and maf cil: 

maktab, school (< write) 

masjid, mosque (< , prostrate oneself in prayer) 

1509 Nouns of instrument 

Nouns of instrument have the patterns mifSl and mif ala (the second is rare in 

Urdu): 

miftah, key (< , open) 

mizan, scales (< jjj , weigh) 

7 The nominative, genitive and accusative suffixes of nouns. 
8 The remaining letters are called qamri, or ‘moon’ letters. 
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1510 Elative 

The elative (comparative and superlative of adjectives) has the pattern ’afal:9 

^51 akbar, bigger, biggest <r~ j~5T kablr, big 

jS\ aksar, usually, often <— jJS' kasir, abundant 

1511 Suffixes 

tanvw 

Arabic adverbs ending in -an have been borrowed into Urdu. These are written 

with (tanvin), which is usually written over I , but may be written over o. 

The Arabic noun from which the adverb is derived may also found in Urdu, 

although the semantic connection between the two is not always obvious. 

W < jy 
fauran < faur 
immediately < hurry, haste 

loyij < 

taqriban < taqrlb (VNII of ej 
approximately < bringing near; ceremony 

The noun may have lost its original Arabic pronunciation and spelling: 

= «= 
< rJiSl (< ) 

dafatan < dafa 
suddenly < time, moment 

Abstract suffix iyat 

Many abstract nouns in Arabic have the pattern faclat, e.g. ojS' kasrat, 
‘abundance’. Abstract nouns of quality can also be formed by adding -iyat 
(-iyyat in Arabic). They are all feminine in Urdu. 

i— jL-jj 
insaniyat, humanity <— insan, human being 

Adjectival suffix -aw 

The adjectival suffix forms adjectives from nouns. 

jismani, physical <— jism, body 

ruhani, spiritual <— rOh, spirit 

saxsiyat, personality <— saxs, person 

--- 1 
9 The initial 1 (-a) of the elative is actually the consonantal t hamza in Arabic: ^kill 

(hamzat al-qatc). The alif is the seat of the hamza 



16 CEREMONIOUS AND PIOUS 
SPEECH 

GREETINGS AND INTRODUCTIONS 

1601 Greetings 

adab arz is a greeting which may be exchanged by Muslims and non-Muslims. 

The reply is also adab arz. 

adab arz 

hello (may I present my respects) 

as-salamu alaikum is a greeting given by Muslims, generally to other Muslims. 

The reply is va alaikum as-salam. 

_ j — ffrSCLc. 

as-salamu alaikum—va alaikum as-salam 

Peace be on you.—And on you, peace. 

xuda hafiz, ‘goodbye (God keep you)’ is said to members of any religion, allah 
hafiz is a neologism and means the same. The same phrase is repeated in reply. 

idal*. l-k*. JaaL*. jjjl 

xuda hafiz allah hafiz 
God keep you. God keep you. 

When someone is travelling away from home, the following phrases may be 

added to xuda hafiz or allah hafiz: 

ijjl jUI ^ 
fi aman illah allah ke havale 
in the protection of God (in) God’s care 

When a child greets an elder, the elder responds with short phrases that are in 

effect short prayers (dua) for the child’s welfare, and usually places his hand on 

the child’s head in blessing: 
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jlte raho jifi raho 
May you remain alive! (to a boy) May you remain alive! (to a girl) 

11: JfJ Jl'J CTJ*- 

salamat raho xui raho 
May you remain safe! May you remain happy! 

? cjI I 

! ^yy*" • yj j* I — 

as-salamu alaikum, dadi jan! kaisi haim ap? 
—va alaikum as-salam beta! jiteraho! xufraho! 
Hello, grandmother! How are you? 

Hello, son! May you remain alive! May you be happy! 

1602 Introductions and polite exchanges 

Traditional polite phrases of introduction are socially asymmetrical. Courtesy 

demands that the person who asks about someone’s name, health, etc. use 

respectful, even ceremonial language, while the other person should respond 

with modest simplicity, or even ceremonious self-deprecation. This formal 

etiquette is called takalluf uiLCi in Urdu. 

ism-e-£arif? 
What is your name (lit. noble name)? 

? j*.j \ ? L-ijju c_j| 

ap ki tariff Fj anab ki tarifl 
What is your name/your honour’s name (lit. praise)? 

Examples 

- ^ ^ '—*£\j~> p** I 

ism-e-farif?— mujhe naslm kahte hairh 

(Your) noble name?—They call me Nasim. 

janab Id tariff — naciz (bande) ko abid kahte haim 
Your honour’s praise?—They call the worthless thing/slave Abid. 
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One may reply respectfully to inquiries about one’s health by alluding to the 

efficacy of the other person’s prayers, or by thanking God (§1604). 

mizaj £arif? mizaj kaisa hai? 

How are you?1 How is (your) disposition? 

jthi u-> 

mizaj baxair? ap ki dim hai — ap ki dim cahie 

How are you?2 It is your prayer.— your prayer is needed. 

Examples 

_ ^ Lc3 £rjjr* 

mizaj Sarif?—ap ki dua hai 

How are you?—I am fine (due to your prayer). 

? ^2* ^ 3 j I 

- ^ k uk- 1 y' ok k^- ^ — 

aur sunao nasim beta, kar-o-bar kaisa hai? 

—has caca jan, ap ki dua cahie, bilkul thik cal raha hai 

What else (tell more), Nasim son, how is business? 

—It’s going just fine, uncle dear, with your prayer. 

With similar asymmetry, one refers to another’s house as a mansion (daulat 

xana ,oU. *dJjJ>) or at least a ‘residence’ (rihai£ ), and to one’s own in 

modest terms or even self-deprecating terms. 

- Ojf kj ji k)!j (je — ? ^ Ok^cr^Vj V~ 

ap Id rihaif kaham hai?—maim vans rod par rahta hum 

Where do you live (lit. Where is your residence:?)?—I live on Waris Road. 

- ^1 -J _k kr* — ^ st OkX' /ola. 15~~ *1 

ap ka daulat xana kaham hai?—mera yarlb xana gulbarg mem hai 

Where is your mansion1?—My humble dwelling is in Gulberg. 

1 Originally mizaj-e-$arif, with izafat. It means ‘your noble disposition’. 

2 An abbreviation of kya ap ka mizaj baxair hai, ‘Is your disposition well?’ 
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One may ask about a person’s nationality with the term ‘connection’ (taalluq 

ijLj ). In asking about the duration of a person’s stay, the term ‘stay’, 

‘establishment’ (qeyam ^ U> ) is appropriate in the question, whereas the response 

should be plain and straightforward. 

ap ka taalluq kaham se hai?—janab, maim inglaimd ka hum 
Where are you from (your connection)?—Sir, I’m from (lit. of) England.3 

- Oy? ^ uk^ ^ <yt ^V* o^“ 
lahaur mem ap ka qeyam kab se hai?—maim yaham do mahlne se hum 
How long have you been in Lahore?—I have been here for two months. 

When asking someone how his family is, one should rather ask about his home, 

particularly when a man asks another man if his family is well. This is because 

women may observe parda oor seclusion, and it is inappropriate for a man to 

inquire about the welfare of the women in another man’s household. 

t^uU 
ahl-e-xana to xainyat se harm? 
Is your family well (lit. Are the people of the house well?)? 

? v— usr- 

ghar mem sab xairiat hai? — 
Is everything okay in (your) house? 

When leaving a social gathering, it is polite to ask permission (ijazat oj U ) to 

leave, or ask for leave (ruxsat ). 

- ^£>cj OjU-l ul 

ab mujhe ijazat dijie 
May I leave now (lit. Please give permission now.)? 

~ 15" c- 

ab maim janab se ruxsat cahum ga 
I have to leave now (lit. Now I will wish leave from your honour.). 

3 An alternative reply, if one lives in England but is travelling abroad, is maim inglaizhd se aya 

huih, ‘I have come from England.’ If one is living in England, one can say mairh inglaiihd mem 

rahta hum, ‘I live in England.’ 
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FORMAL AND CEREMONIOUS SPEECH 

1603 Formal polite requests 

Formal polite requests or inquiries to strangers of equal or superior status use 

verb phrases with ta£rif SojJJ , ‘one’s honourable self. (Sec‘Other request 

forms’, §610.) ta£rif is never used in the response. 

^ l-W V* 

- Ojl \jrr* c.LLi\ (jL — 

kya ap kal ki davat mem tairifla sakte haim? 

—ji ham in£a allah maim zarur aum ga 

Can you come to tomorrow’s party? 

—Yes, I’ll definitely come, God willing. 

? *i L5T I 

- Ojf Lj Jjj ^ f}LJI pSi.U j — 

as-salam alaikum, kya daktar sahib ta&if rakhte hairifl 

—va alaikum as-salam, maim daktar vahid bol raha hum 

Hello, is the doctor available? 

—Hello, this is Doctor Vahid speaking 

Two respectful ways of asking for a favour are: 

? £ ,'JLUG l~^jl s yr* Sr* I 

kya ap mere lie ek taklif karem ge? 

May I bother you with a favour (lit. Would you take a trouble for me)? 

... /S' ^ I iSjr* 

men ek guzari£ hai ke ... 

I have a request, that... 

1604 Thanking someone 

Expressions of thanks (Sukriya ,qJ>S, ‘thank you’, and meharbani ^bjy-* ■ 

navaziS Iy , and karam ?jS, all meaning ‘kindness’) are often countered 

with a modest disclaimer: mera farz tha, ‘It was my duty.’ 

- - V Wy^ S y* 

ap ne mere lie vaqt nikala. bahut Sukriya 
You found time for me. Thank you very much. 
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- J3} \jsr* y ~ <£t ^r4j£^> ur* U"l — 

is mem Sukriya ki kya bat hai. ye to mera farz tha 
There is no need of thanks. It was my duty. 

1605 Congratulations 

Congratulations are expressed with mubarak i_SjL*, ‘blessed’, ‘fortunate’ or 

mubarakbad ‘blessing(s)’, ‘congratulation(s)’. The response is apko 

bhl mubarak (ho), ‘May you also be blessed.’ 

iff - Sj (~> jS' v' ‘ I 

bhai, nae ghar Id bahut mubarak (mubarakbad)—Sukriya, ap ko bhi mubarak 
Friend, hearty congratulations on the new house.—Congratulations to you, 

y . 4 
too. 

l_5j l~. j^c- ^ s-ji — ! 

id mubarak1.—ap ko bhi id mubarak 

Happy Eid!—Happy Eid to you too. 

A person may be congratulated on a job well done with SabaS, ‘bravo’:5 

- LL* |*L*jI - (S'^1 f^j 

.<aba£hamid, turn ne aj bahut accha kam kiya. tumhem inam milna cahie 
Bravo Hamid, you did a fine job today. You deserve a prize. 

PIOUS PHRASES AND EXCLAMATIONS 

A muslim, a believer in Islam, means one who has submitted his will to God. 

The more common term in spoken Urdu is musalman . Thus in a range 

of everyday actions, the Muslim alludes to the sovereignty of God in human 

life, through a variety of pious expressions, many borrowed from Arabic. 

a 
4 mubarakbad is the Persian equivalent of Urdu mubarak ho, ‘May blessings be.’ bad is the 

optative of budan, ‘to be’. 

5 Originally Persian Sad ba$, ‘remain happy’. 
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1606 Mentioning holy prophets 

Whenever the name of the Prophet Mohammad (pbuh) is uttered or written, the 

following phrase is added: 

j fAs. dill 

sallallahu alaihi va sail am 

May God’s peace and blessings be upon him! 

In writing, this is usually abbreviated to the sign (and in English, ‘pbuh’ an 

abbreviation for ‘Peace be upon him.’). The third person pronoun used to refer 

to the Prophet is ap (§203). The title hazrat ‘lord’, ‘sir’, ‘master’ is 

prefaced to the name of the Prophet as well as to the names of others considered 

prophets in Islam, as well as saints and highly respected persons.6 

...pl-n j fs-Jx dill Oj 

hazrat muhammad sallallahu alaihi va sallam... 
Muhammad, may God’s peace and blessings be upon him ... 

Another phrase is added to the names of prophets other than Muhammad (pbuh): 

jOLJI ^ 

alaihissalam 
on whom be peace 

hazrat Isa alaihissalam... 
Christ, on whom be peace ... 

1607 Phrases for planning or beginning something 

in£a allah is prefaced to expressions of future plans, since according to Islamic 

belief it is presumptuous of human beings to think that the future can be ordered 

otherwise than God wills. 

dill cLio 1 

in£a allah 
if God wills 

6 The plural, hazrat, means ‘gentlemen’: xavafin o hazrat! ‘Ladies and gentlemen!’ 
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1 

<? £V *-»l L5~~- oV 

- oj! J3^ e-i-^l <jL ^ — 

kal ham are ham davat hai. kya ap ta&If la sakem ge? 
—jl ham in£a allah maim zarur aum ga 
Tomorrow there’s a party at our place. Can you come? 

Yes, I’ll definitely come, God willing. 

One mentions God when starting something new, or beginning a new day. 

bismillahir-rahmanir-rahim 
in the name of God, the merciful and the compassionate 

- a# 2^ ^Lr cJ ?? ^ 

— 
accha to aiye ham aj ka kam Suru karte haim 
—hismihahir-rahmanir-rahim 

Come on, we’ll begin today’s work. 

—in the name of God, the merciful and the compassionate 

US 1608 Phrases invoking protection and short prayers 

One of the following two phrases is prefaced to any expression of praise. The 

first, ma£a allah, is addressed to those younger in age when giving blessings or 

compliments. The second, subhan allah, is not age-restricted. 

djjl c. Li Li 

ma£a allah 
what God wills 

dhl 

subhan allah 
God be praised; with the grace of God 

There is a belief that praise can attract evil to the person or thing praised, the 

above phrases, which give the real credit to God, are a way of invoking protection 

|fj for the person or thing praised. 
"sBgj? .'Y 

^jjji - if XT >> L^Li vl y3 Sr^ e-LiL 

mMa allah janab, ap ka beta to ab xasa bara ho gaya hai 
'®jf My goodness sir, your son has grown quite big (as God wills). 
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The following phrases may be prefaced to a compliment to invoke protection 

from the evil eye (ca£m-e-bad Jo , buri nazar yzs ^^ ).7 

jj* -b jiaj 

ca£m-e-bad dur nazar na lage 

(May) the evil eye (remain) far. May the evil eye not affect. 

jlij (£jJ \JS- 

xuda buri nazar se bacae 
May God save from the evil eye. 

- -Jj-i 

ca^m-e-bad dur. bahut hi xubsurat bacca hai 
The evil eye (be) far. What a beautiful child. 

allah kare and xuda kare are used in wishing for something (a form of prayer). 

ill 

allah kare 
May God grant... 

xuda kare 
May God grant ... 

tZ-jT/d dijl 

allah na kare 
May God forbid... 

r* ^ 

xuda na kare 
May God forbid ... 

IJoL 

xuda naxasta 
May God forbid 

allah is the name of God used by Muslims, while xuda may be used by both 

Muslims and non-Muslims. In the negative, these prayers invoke protection 

from misfortune, xuda naxasta is the Persian form of allah na kare. All these 

phrases take the subjunctive form of the verb. With allah na kare and xuda 
naxasta, the negative of the subjunctive may be used to express the possibility of 

an undesirable event (§608). 

aj s S',d <ull 

allah na kare vo bimar ho 
God forbid (that) he should be sick. 

- r* yt I Ai JU- 

is vaqt bahar mat jao, xuda na kare kuch ho na jae 
Don’t go out now, God forbid (that) something might happen (to you). 

7 buri nazar is usually shortened to nazar, and the meaning understood from the context. The 

primary meaning of nazar is ‘sight’, ‘vision’. 
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If someone wishes for another person’s benefit in a prayer, the second person 

responds with amin ‘amen’. 

- Jt V* ^ 
allah kare ap ke khoe hue paise mil jaem—amin 

God grant that you get your lost money back.—Amen. 

If a situation is truly hazardous, the phrase xuda buri ghari se bacae, ‘God save 

from the evil moment’ may be said. 

- 

bha! zamana bahut xarab hai. xuda bun ghari sc bacae. ap xyal rakhem 
Brother, the times are very bad. God save you in the evil moment, you take 

1609 Phrases of repentance and requests for forgiveness 

The following expressions are used when one hears of something reprehensible, 

tauba tauba rjy rjy is a mild expression of repentance, said while touching 

one’s earlobes, and is variously translated ‘God forbid!’ ‘Never again!’ 

astayfirullah .oil means ‘God forgive me’ and is said when a serious 

mistake has been committed, to ask God and the person offended for forgiveness, 

la haula va la quwat (a shortened form of^b^loyVjJ^-N la haula va la 

quvvata ilia billah) means ‘There is no force or strength (other than of God)’ 

and is said to banish Satan or curse something evil. 

_ ^ iXJolj ^5 r-}yj 

- s S'*uil - ^ ob iSy {j? - ‘'-bI — 

tauba tauba, kya ap ne suna ke ragid rigvat leta hai 
—astayfirullah. bahut hi buri bat hai. allah muaf kare 
Heaven forfend, did you hear that Rashid takes bribes? 

—God have mercy, that’s terrible. May God forgive (him). 

_ ^ J'ydd (JJjlfb OIjj y J V — 

kya ap ne ye kitab parhi hai? kaisi hai? 
la haula va la quwat nehayat frizul kitab hai 

Have you read this book? How is it? 

To hell with it, it’s an utterly worthless book. 

m 
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If someone says something offensive to or about an elder or respected person, or 

offensive to God, one must promptly say maaz allah, ‘May God defend me!’ It 

is also a rejection of blasphemy, maaz allah aol 5 may be said with la haula 

va la quwat 

- ^ O' 

- 15"^ oUS"" all! - *ujl - rly — 

bhal maim un buzurg kl bat nahim manta 

—tauba tauba, astaySrullah. aisi bat nahim kahte. maaz allah, gunah ho ga 

Pal, I won’t obey that elder. 

—God forbid, God have mercy, you’re not saying such a thing. God protect 

you, it would be a sin. 

1610 Phrases for sad occasions 

The following phrases are used when the speaker finds himself helpless in an 

unfortunate situation, for example, in responding to condolences upon a death. 

Vj-v u>j jriii 

jaise maul a ki marzi jaise allah kl riza 

As God wills ... As God wills ... 

bahut afsos hua—jaise allah kf marzl 

(I was) very sorry (to hear about it).—It was as God willed. 

1611 Phrases for happy occasions 

God is praised or thanked when the speaker reports on a favourable situation. 

jj JuoJl 

alhamdu lillah 

Praise be to God! 

^ V—-*1, ^ £ 'v'J Jj' 
_ ^ -UjJt — 

aur sunaiye, kya ho raha hai? sab thik hai? 

—alhamdu lillah sab thik hai 

Tell (me) more, what’s happening? Is everything okay? 

—God be praised-, everything is okay. 
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allah ka £ukr hai 

Thanks (is) to God. 

_ (Jyj i ^ y dJjl — 

caca jan! ap k! tabiat ab kaisi hai? 

—allah ka £ukr hai bed, bahut behtar hum 

|i Uncle dear! How is your health now? 

—Thank God, daughter! I am much better now. 

Note that £ukr can only be used with reference to God; if a person is to be 

thanked, Sukriya must be used instead. See § 1605. 
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to.101-3,210-211,215 

Transitive verbs 

which do not take ne.166-8 

Transitivity with denominative verbs.  165 

mixed.110, 151-2,194-5 

turn.17-18,104 

tu.17-18,104 

Twofold’ 
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Unfulfilled wishes, conjecture and regret.103 

UnfulfilledAmfulfillable conditions .102-103 

Unintentional action.157-8 

ustarah 

39-40,202 

vaham.52, 55,212,214 

vaisa..39-41,59,201 

vala.44-5, 132,139,197-8 

vaqt.178, See alsois vaqt, us vaqt, kis vaqt 

Vector verb.143 

causative. 

collocation with postpositions 

intransitive. 

roots of and forms based on.87, 89, 96-117, 143 

transitive.  157-68 

Verbal nouns, Arabic.261-4 

vo.15-17,212,214 

Vocative case.11-12, 35 

interjections.217-8 

Vowel, penultimate short reduced.6 
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